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“Uncle Tom’s Cabin”
The greatest human drama ever screened
Two years in the making—Produced at a cost of
$2,000,000
You have not seen “Uncle Tom’s Cabin" until you
see this picture
Children 15c; Adults 35c

Town Hall, Union, Thursday, August 29
Watts Hall, Thomaston, Friday, August 30
Glover Hall, Warren, Saturday, August 31

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIME8-A-WEEK

Park Theatre’s New Western

Electric talking picture equipment.
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MANY CROSS IT
Carleton Bridge Is Turning
Rich Tolls Into the State

ENROLL NOW—OPENS SEPT. 16
SCHOOL OPENS WEEK PRECEDING FOR REGISTRATION
ALL NEWEST AND MODERN METHODS IN BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION

EVENING SCHOOL OPENS OCT. 1
LENA K. SARGENT
TEL. 994-M OR 990-M

103T-S1D8

GALA OPENING-PARK THEATRE
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 2
NEW IMPROVED WESTERN ELECTRIC
$20,000
TALKING PICTURE EQUIPMENT

VITAPHONE and MOVIETONE

The Voice of the Screen

PETER PAN SCHOOL
OF BEAUTY CULTURE
OPENING SEPT. 16
Individual Instruction and Actual Practice in All Branches of
Beauty Culture
For Information, Write

HELEN R. BURNS
368 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

96T&S111

Reports received at the office of
State Highway Commission show
that the total tecelpts of the Bath
bridge this year exceed those of any
previous year by approximately 17
per cent.
Buslncess done nt the
bridge has improved every year since
it Was opened.
Facilities at the toll house permit
of the handling of about live cars a
minute, but even at that there have
been times when a long line was wait
ing. So quickly were they handled
that there was no troublesome delay.
The collectors prefer that cars at
the bridge shall not stop at all but
simply keep going in low gear, hav
ing their change ready as they pass,
or their money in their hand so that
the collector will know what change
to have ready.
Sunday. Aug. IS. was the biggest
day ever known at the bridge, over
1800 cars passing. The total receipts
from June 1 to Aug. 10 are $61,583. It
is estimated that the cars average
three passengers, which totals 60
cents apiece.
This would mean that 102.460 cars
crossed the bridge during June nnd
July and the first ten days of August
or 307,920 ptople.
The receipts by weeks since June 1
have been: June, $3,296: $3,479.70:
$4,825.63; $4,828.54; $2,130.70 (two
days).
July. $6,753.75; $5,766.25; $6,568.30;
$6,561.25; $2,585.20 (three days).
August, $14,777.95, (10 days).

USED CARS
FOR SALE
MODEL A FORD SPORT COUPE
Nice
MODEL A FORD TUDOR
Very Clean
1927 OLDSMOBILE DE LUXE
COACH, in Nice Conditicn
STUTZ 4-DOOR SEDAN
<
Like New
1928 CHEVROLET ROADSTER
1924 DODGE COUPE, Sightly
Damaged
1922 CADILLAC TOURING
1922 BUICK TOURING

CRESCENT BEACH

DANCE
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 28

NYE’S GARAGE

Admission 50 Cents

515 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND
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MUSIC BY THE COLLEGIANS
Benefit Improvement Association

months,*’ and the Publix people are
expending $20,000 to put Park The
atre on terms of equality with It. This
means the highest standard of film
entertainment no matter which way
the patrons turn.
The forma) inauguration of (he
Western Electric outfit at the Park
will take place Latxjr Day (next Mon
day) und no matter what other at
tractions may be on the day's card
it is very certain that two capacity
houses will be recorded at the Park.
The opening picture will probably be
“Behind That Curtain,” with Warner
Baxter artd Lois Moran in the lead
ing roles.
"You will be amazed when you see
the state of |>erfection that has been
reached,” said Fred C. Stone, pub
licity man for the Publix, who was
in t|g> city yesterday. And It was
an intimate tip he was giving, not
mere publicity stuff. "We are going
to give Rockland two of the best
Western Electric houses in New Eng
land, with the best first-run pic
tures,” he added.
With Mr. Stone came W. T. Powell,
manager of the Bath Theatre, for the
past three years, a former newspaper
man who was managing editor of the
Burlington (Vt.) Daily News.
DICK GETS A WARNING
Well Known Restaurant Man Hoars
a Voice Through the Storm.

'Twas a cold blustery night. In the
distance thunder growled and the
torrential rain Impelled by the strong
southeast wind drove by Newbert’s
restaurant in sheets.
With the exception of a few be
lated pedestrians, Main street was
deserted. Newbert. half asleep, on
guard over the cash register, an
swered the ting-a-ling of the tele
phone.
Voice—“Is this Newbert’s restau
rant?”
Dick—"Yes, sir.”
Voice—“It is a stormy night and we
are hungry for a lobster stew. Is
your restaurant on the car line?”
Dick—“Yes, sir, it is.”
Voice—"Well, I phoned to warn you
that the car is now leaving Rankin
block and If you do not move your
restaurant at once it will be wrecked.
Good-bye.”
What Dick said or is alleged to
have said, is being considered by the
Bureau of Censors before being re
leased.

LEO

9 TEN

DOUCETTE’S JAZZ

BAND
TEN

ENTERTAINERS

Dance Under the Crystal Ball

FINEST FLOOR IN MAINE
»Vz
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$1 Day Specials
Thursday and Friday

BOYS’ SCHOOL SUITS
$12.00 Suits for
13.50 Suits for
15.00 Suits for
18.00 Suits for

.. ....... $ 8.75
.. ....... 9.75
.. ....... 12.75
.. ....... 14.75

Card of 70
Walter C. Ladd led the field home
at the Country Club Saturday golf
tournament with a net 70, one stroke
ahead of Postmaster Veazie who with
a net 71 qualified as runner-up. H.
N. McDougall, who seems to he con
sistently in the “money," tied with
Joe Brewster with a net 73.
.
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....

C Ladd ...................
R. Veazie .................
L. Brewster .............
■X. McDougall .........
P. (’handler ...........
S. Levensaler .........
A Buffum ...............
•C. Jones v................
if’ (Melxxm ...............
K Mathews...............
E. McRae .................
arence Shaw ............
K Leighton ............
C. Dyer ...................
W. H. Rhodes, no card
E. L. Toner, no card
W. S. Rounds, no card
A. W. Foss, no card
William Wood, no card
J. A. Black, no card

BOYS’ SUITS

At Camden Yacht Club

A gentleman, if he has the right of
the argument, can sock a lady any
time he wants.—Richard J. Walsh.

Last Night

$5.00
10% DISCOUNT ON ALL OTHER GOODS

Burpee & Lamb
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Clifford Lodge, Summer Home of Mrs. J. M. Baldrige at Warrenton, Center of a Charming Floral Setting.

A visit these days to the summer of any variety of plant, for the blos verification for they were spread out
estate of Mrs. J. M. Baldrige at War soms make their appearance by the around him everywhere.
There was one which had a center
renton reveals a scene of great middle of July, and remain in full
of cannas—cannas of rare and special
beauty for the grounds are alive with sway until the fall frosts come.
As a background for this petunia variety, already in bloom. The outer
flowering plants and shrubs, now In
the apex of their glory, before the hed—Mp. Hall always has a careful rim was composed of the hardy and
eye
to systematic as well as floral ever popular pansy, and around the
early frosts have come to take their
effect—are snapdragons, balsams, group of cannas circled 10 other va
fatal toll.
The estate scarely needs an aux asters, and for the last row cosmos. rieties of flowers, well arranged as to
iliary attraction, for the surround Each season Mr. Hall makes careful hues,
Many columns of news print would
ings of Clifford Lodge constitute a measurement of flowering plants and
scene of Elysian grandeur—the 600 shrubs, profiting by the results to Im* required to give a detailed de
plan
for
the
'arrangement
of
next
scription
of the beds, arjd then the
acres confronting a view of mountain
writer would have fallen far short of
nnd sea that scarcely linds a rival season’s flower beds.
An attractive enclosure for the , his attempt to make the reader see
in the two hemispheres. Small won
der that Mrs. Baldrige is among the lawn is found in the barberry hedge, I what only the ey^ can appreciate.
Some of the beds which made a
first of the summer folk to arrive, approximately 1100 feet in length,
and one of the latest to depart. Smail flanked by hydrangeas and many special appeal may be mentioned. One
containing blue monk’s-head, in full
wonder, too, that her many guests other perennial shrubs.
This little story has to deal with bloom, and double i»etunias; a zinnia
find there a fascination that makes
their stay one of idealistic pleasure. the CMifflord Lodge posies’, else it, bed with candytuft border; beds of
The index to these happy surround would tell of the many varieties of asters (Just commencing to bloom),
ings Is furnished by the Japanese hard wood and soft wood trees vfhich choice rose bushes, Canterbury hells,
garden which is located at the right • flourish on the estate. It would tell pinks., wallflowers., gladiolus, lobe
of the entrance to the well groomed also of a vegetable garden which lia, etc.
The most fragrant flower on the
lawn of Clifford Lodge. It is laid out I yielded Pickaninny corn in July, and
in the form of a crescent, about 16ft which is adding many of the season’s whole estate is probably the Golden
feet long, and 60 feet wide at the cen I delicacies to the Baldrige menu daily. Band China Lily, one bloom of which
Directly before the Lodge is an es- will scent an entire room.
ter, and flowering in its fertile soil
Mention should not bo overlooked
are no less than lftft varieties of ' caHoped bed in which flourish phlox,
plants, so arranged as to produce a iris and six handsome varieties of of three camphor drop elms on the
most artistic effect upon the eye. I peonies. Ivy has been climbing for front lawn. Standing beneath them
The background Is composed of years on the residence and the scene one gets the Impression of a huge
cosmos and sunflowers, seed for the is a most attractive one. to be en- green-lined umbrella.
During the summer season
the
latter having been imported from enhanced later when the first chill
Germany, and being extremely rare breath of fall shall have turned the occupants of Clifford Lodge pick
green
foliage
into
autumnal
tints.
daily a bushel of flowers for the dec
in this country. The blooms are red
Those who know the estate in other oration of the rooms.
Instead of yellow, and to the untu
days
will
marvel
at
the
chnnges
To make this
possible has not
tored eye savor more of dahlia clas
sics. As well try to name the 98 1 which Mr. Hall’s skill and persis simply been a matter of dropping
tence
have
wrought
on
the
southern
seed
at
random
In
receptive soil.
other varieties In this crescent as to
count the stars in the firmament. ' lawn. The ridge which formerly ex What was found necessary on the
The writer saw some poppies, zin isted there has been carefully ef southern lawn has already been de
nias, bachelor's buttons, candytuft, faced and the effect is that of a scribed; to make the northern lawn
calendulas, and then paused in be : smooth, green carpet. The transfor- suitable for flower beds it was neces
| mation required 1500 loads of loam.
sary to blast a ledge.
wilderment.
Just south of the porte cochere is
Prior to engaging in his present
The opposite border garden is 15ft
feet long and has been given over ' an especially handsome bed of pe- occupation Mr. Hall was in the em
mainly to five varieties of petunias, ' tunias, dahlias, salvia, gladiolus and ploy of Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
Be
whose color makes an excellent foil sanpdragons, while around each tree cause of a modest belief that he might
to this garden’s many hued vis-a-vis. ' on the lawn is a circle of nastur- not 1m? able to fulfill the duties at
Warrenton
he
was
somewhat
Edwin B. Hall, who would probably ' tiums.
Walk from Clifford Lodge In any disinclined to take the position, but
decline such an Impressive title as
floriculturist, hut who in the past | direction you may and the eye is as five years have demonstrated that
five years has displayed rare skill sailed by floral beauties, and the the owner made a wise selection.
Basking in the sunlight of a wan
and tact in the handling of the Clif ; nostrils by delicious odors which
ing summer, Clifford Lodge and its
ford Lodge flower gardens, told The 'could not be excelled in the Orient.
Fifty flower beds, Mr Hall said. charming environments is a picture
Courier-Gazette reporter that he de
rived the best results from petunias | The reporter did not need to seek which falls pleasantly upon the eye.

Louis B. Cook was elected president
at the semi-annual meeting of the
Forty Club held last night at the
Camden Yacht Club.
Dr. R. L.
Stratton and D. C. Leach were made
vice presidents; Jack Black, secre
tary; Dr. Lloyd Richardson, treas
urer and John G. Snow and John M
Richardson directors for three years.
William C. Bird, first president of
GOODS MARKED AT COST
the club was special guest and gave
an excellent talk. Maurice Bird was
MANY FOR LESS THAN COST
a visitor. John Taylor catered and
the roast beef supper was eminently
YOUR OPPORTUNITY TO STOCK UP
satisfactory.
FOR
The entertainment program was
musical with orchestra numbers In
OUR OLDSTERS DID US PROUD
SCHOOL AND FALL WEAR
terspersed with specialties by Fred
Libby, banjo novelties, Ernest Munro,
whistling flute and Clarence Fish
with his musical saw. The business Record Delegation of Three-Quarter Century Club Had
Resslon was a lively affair with a
THOMASTON, ME.
Gala Day and Won Two First Prizes
profusion of ideas that augurs well
for the future. Retiring President
J. M. Richardson was presented with
the past president’s jewel, Arthur F.
Rockland's delegation to the Au Carver, Rockland Garage Co., Munsey
Lamb doing the honors.
burn meeting of the Three Quarter Motor Co., A. W. Gregory, W. A.
Century Club ran over the mark of Glover, It. Anson Crle and R. E.
Special groups were
three score and ten with ideal Thurston.
weather and conditions conspiring to taken by Mrs. II. N. McDougall, Nel
make the occasion memorable. The son B. Gobi) Ralph II. Stickney and
Undoubtedly
majority of this group could not have Ernest L. Packard.
seen the outing with such carefree other cars went unknown to the com
mind had it not been for tho lino mittee.
The incomplete list of those partic
spirit of Rockland citizens who vol
unteered automobiles for transporta ipating as held by the committee in
cludes: Mr. and Mrs. Albert Guption.
Once arrived at the meeting the t.ill. Mrs. Benjamin Babbldge, Capt.
Rockland contingent was very much Frank B. Averill. Eugene M. Ryder,
In tho limelight. It was one of the ! J. J. Wardwell, F. D. Wardwell,
largest delegations present and took George W. Nute, Mrs. Emily Hewett
two first prizes in thy two major tind sister, Clarence Ulmer, Mrs. W.
contests of the day. Highest laurels M. Benner, Charles Lovejoy, Mrs.
standing event of the meeting was Amanda Choate, Geoige Smith, Capt.
in the fiddlers’ contest, the out- and Mrs. H. K. Huntley. Mr. and Mrs.
won by F. S. I’hilbrick of this city E. L. Morris, Mrs. Sarah Bird. Miss
and he was given a royal ovation Bertha Bird, Mrs. Harriet Bowen.
when presented with the silver cup. Mrs. Martin, Fred A. Brown, Charles
He had the pleasure of playing with Decrow, Mrs. N. I. Hall, Mrs. A. L.
Mellie Dunham and received com Piper, Reuben H. Cushman. James
mendation from the famous fiddler.
M. Chaples, L. H. C. Wiggin, Charles
Mrs. Sarah Bird, Camden street, T. Spear, Florence A. Keene, E. Mont
had the distinction of winning first Perry, Sarah Tibbetts, Ella M. Day.
honors in the knitting contest, her Nelson J. Williams, Mrs. Rarham,
handiwork beiing accorded high George Torrey, Mrs. J. o. Packard,
praise. Her closest competitor was Joseph A. Richards, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. "Elizabeth Spear of Rockport Robert Ludwig, Mrs. Maggie Graves,
who was a guest of Rockland, and Alonzo Maker, Fred G. Snow, R. An
as a kindly fate would have it the son Crie. Mrs. Mary C. Hall. Mrs.
ladies rode in the same car. The Benjamin Perry, Tobias, Smalley.
Capt. Frank Gregory, E. A. jKnowlton,
prize was a thermos bottle.
• • • .
J. E. Knowlton, J. A. Emmons, J. F.
Worth
Dependable Mer
Woodsum, F. S. Phllhrick. George A.
It was a Jolly group that was as
Knight, Mr. and Mrs. Parka Buker,
sembled at Thorndike Hotel at 7.30,
the facilities of the house being Peter Hilt, Mrs. A. T. Oxton. R. L.
Mrs, Addle Allen and Levi
be
Shop These Days
opened to them by Proprietor O'Neil Jones,
Rokes.
with characteristic hospitality. In
order to avoid confusion and dust in
travel the machines were sent along
The smiling skies brought a excess
nt intervals. Mayor Carver leaving of the number expected and this with
at 8 o’clock with the final party. None the inability of a large car to go
of the 17 cars were crowded and care made necessary some last minute tel
was taken that those desiring to ephoning with results pleasing to the
travel together be in company. This committee and Indicative of the feel
was in line with the wishes of the ing of Rockland folk toward the old
donors of the cars who asked every sters on pleasure bent. Mrs. EllingMaine
consideration for the comfort of their wood volunteered a car and son Wil
guests.
liam to drive on the instant, Mayor
Cars in the group were provided by Carver stopped only for coffee and
Mrs. E. K. Leighton. Mrs. William doughnuts at "Tuhliles” and W. A.
Elllngwond, Mrs. M. B. l’erry, Mrs. G. Glover had a ear In Jig time. Still
L. St. Clair, E. E. Stoddard. Edward lacking a driver. Mrs. W. W. Gregory
Gonla, 11. G. Cole, George Gay, Mayor was called and was ready to go 10

♦O’

Pillsbury Dry Goods Co.

THURSDAY
August 29

,

an

FRIDAY
August 30

at ROCKLAND

Featuring Dollar Days

chandise to

From 8 to 18—to close at

92—22—70
84—13—71
96—23—73
90—17—73
98—23—75
90—15—75
99—23—76
91—15—76
96—19—77
96—18—78
#6—16—80
98—18—80
101—26—81
98—16—412

a • • •
E. L. Veazie, whose game this
summer has shown consistent growth,
last week equalled the course rec
ord for nine holes by shooting a 34.
The par of the course is 36. A re
markable thing about his score was
an eagle (2) made on the second hole
which measures 365 yards. His card
for the round read 3-2-3-5-4-4-3-6-4.
Sunday saw a record crowd on the
course, due to the wonderful weather
and fact that golf enthusiam is at
high pitch at the present time, the
excellence of the greens and fair
ways and the absence of rain in the
daytime making ideal conditions for
Our Great Dollar Sale commences play.
Thursday morning. Don't miss see
COOK IS PRESIDENT
ing the great bargains we are of
fering in this sale. Mail orders will
be filled. E. B. Hastings & Co.— Forty Club Elected Officers
adv.
103-104

Many Big Dollars’

Also One Lot of

WHERE A MILLION FLOWERS BLOOM

The Saturday Golf Tourna
ment By Turning In a Net

MAINE

(From ages 8 to 19)

Volume 84.................. Number 103

WALTER LADD WON

s GOING Out-Of-BUSINESS
SALE NOW ON

OAKLAND PARK
TONIGHT

TWELVE PAGES

Thursday and Friday of this
week will be Dollar Days In Rock
land and there will be a con
certed effort on the part of the
merchants to give the best bar
gains they can offer. With each
dollar's worth sold will be given a
ticket and one of these will en
title the holder to a full-electric
Philco radio set of the console
type. This splendid souvenir will
be awarded at the conclusion of
the hand concert In Post Office
square. This concert will be by
the Rockland City Band and will
begin at 8 o’clock sharp. Stubs
of the tickets which have to do
with this radio award will be de
posited In the stores where the
purchases are made. The Cham
ber of Commerce rest room will
be available for out of town folks
who may wish to leave packages
or wraps there.

This unusual situation is about to
*•*
.«.
*•*
Patience Is bitter, .but Its fruit Is *•* he realized here, for the Strand has
been thus equipped for several
*•* sweet.—J. J. Rousseau.

H *•**•*••.

ROCKLAND COMMERCIAL COLLEGE

BEGINS LABOR DAY

Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable In
advance; single copies three cents.
Electric Outfit Is a Reve
Advertising rates based upon circulation and
very reasonable.
lation
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established in
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established and
It doesnt fall to the lot of many
consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The
Free Press was established in 1855 and in cities—certainly not those which are
1891 changed Its name to the Tribune. These of Rockland's size—to possess two
papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
theatres which have the Western

I ••*
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Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, August 21, 1929

of

Found in Our

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
Rockland,

Tuesday
Issue



minutes later. Other drivers were
Luke S. Davis, MaeNlel Brown and
Benjamin Perry. Secretary Hewett
of Chamher of Commerce diil yeoman
service In aiding the committee.
CALDERWOOD REUNION

The nnnunl reunion of the Calde
wood family was held at the hot:
of Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Calderwoc
Burkettvllle, Aug. 23. By noon ov
5ft from various towns were preHe
and gathered around two long tabl
to enjoy a bountiful picnic dinn<
During the business meeting in t
afternoon the following officers we
elected president; N. E. Calderwoo
vice presidents, W. F. Calderwoc
Henry Keller. Albert McPhail; se
retary. Nan Ericson; treasurer, Ei
gene Culderwood. A fine progra
was presented in charge of Ml
Gladys Kellar. The reunion accept,
the Invitation of Mr. nnd Mrs. Hen
Keller of West Rockport to me
with them next year.
PRECIOUS PURLS

“How do your broken riba fee
day?”
The patient took a breath befoi
replied. "Fine, doctor, fine; but
had such a stitch In my side.”
"Excellent! That shows that
bones are knitting!”—Skl-U-Ma

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to lire my life again I would ham
made a rule to read some poeiry and listen
to some music at least once a week. The loss
of these tastes Is a loss of happiness —ChsrlM
Darwin.
w
THE PINE WOOD

The pine-wood’s keeping a heart so chilly
Dark on the glittering blue
In the full summer of rose and Illy
Hera la the dusk and dew.

<

«

High In the blue noon-sun’s burning.
The sea’s glaring, unkind—
Here In the pines Is the cool of morning.
Deep shadow and a fresh wind.

Her heart, so cold In the blaze of summer.
Is white fire, for she knows
Tho days are bringing the north wind’s
rumor
Of icebergs and the snows.
When the world Is frozen and life departed
She knows the bliss that will be.
The snow, her lover, coming full-hearted
Over land and sea.
Tho pine-wood dreams of the snow, her lover
Dreams she trembled and sighed__
’
They shall clasp, they shall kiss, where none
discover
Bridegroom and bride.
—Katharine Tynan,

Page Two
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CHALLENGER ON

ITS WAY

THREE-TIME8-A-WEEK

Rockland, Me., Aug. 27, 1929.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle. who
on oath declared that he Is Tressman In the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
Issue of this paper of Aug. 24, 1U29. there was
printed a total of 6204 copies.

How Many Miles Will This Essex Travel In 100 Hours?—
What Will Be the Fuel Average?

five minutes past eight this
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER,
morning five men boarded an auto
Notary Public.
mobile in front of The Courier-Ga
I am the way, the truth, and the
zette office, the driver passed tlie
life.—John 14:6.
switch key to City Marshal Robert
If anyone should entertain un A .Webster, pasted a sticker over the
mileage, which
then
registered
certainty of opinion as to the need of 00023. and away the machine started.
a public landing, a visit to that harThe ear was an Essex standard
borside equipment Sunday after sedan, known for this purpose as the
noon would have convinced him “Essex Challenger,” and for 100 con
secutive hours the motor will run
that our city has here an asset long continuously1,"the
ear itself stopping
wanted and growing each day more only long enough to refuel or to shift
valuable. The activity of the day drivers and take on passengers.
How many miles will the car run
named was illustrative of many other
in that 100 hours?
days of the present summer season.
How many miles per gallon of gas
Countless pleasure craft from the will the ear average on the run?
The public is invited to submit
adjacent islands were availing them
selves of the conveniences of the answers to these two problems, and
the persons who come nearest to the
landing, especially in respect of
correct figures will receive 100 gal
passengers connecting with the eve lons of Tydol Ethyl gasoline and $10
ning train, in which particular the in gold—prizes which are not to be
proximity of the landing to fhe rail sneezed at these days when gas and
road station is highly advantageous. gold go hand in hand.
Because there is no set speed for
The public spirit on the part of a this 100 hour run. one guess as to
group of citizens, loyally supported the distance covered will lie almost as
by the city government, has supplied good as another.
The runs will be principally in
this want long felt, to the great sat
Knox County, touching now and then
isfaction of the summer people of the on Waldo soil. All sorts and condiwhole adjacent coast region and to
the undoubted profit of our commu
nity as well.
MY FAVORITE DRIVE
M

tions of roads will be followed, the
obvious purpose of this being to test
the endurance powers of the Essex
Challenger, its mileage and fuel con
sumption.
The motor will keep on purring
regardless of fli^t tires, or any other
mishap to which man made machines
are heir. While many country roads
will be used while daylight is on, the
travel by night will be mainly on the
principal throughfares, for obvious
purposes.
The initial run this morning found
the Blaisdell Automobile Company's
general and capable manager. A. E.
Hunt at the helm. Other members
of the organizatin who will be found
at the wheel in the course of the
hundred-hour “grind” are Herbert
R. Mullen. IJoyd Spear. F. H. Brazier. 1
FTed Sistaire. William Black. Guy '
Young and C. A. Moody.
These,
drivers will operate on four and five
hour shift.
The route for the first half hour this
morning included a trip over the Old
County road from Park street to'
Thomaston (now in extremely bad
condition) and to the site of the pro- 1
posed Knox Memorial, "Montpelier."
When you see this car pass your
doorway, hit the trail immediately
for paper and p encil Then figure
out the winning answer.

qfetesw

The large attendance upon its con
What One Sees On the
cluding Sunday evening concert in
STRAND THEATRE
Beautiful Roads of Knox
rostofflee square is doubtless, the
6ource of a just gratification to the
County
' The Man and The Moment" from
director and musicians of the Rock
the story by Elinor Glyn with Billie
land Band, and should convince them
Dove, a talking picture is now showLooking From An Airplane
that the ambitious and artistic pro
ing.
,
And now comes the first all-talk
grams which they have presented on Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Some bright, beautiful day, when ing picture to feature a horse as the
these summer evening occasions have you have half an hour to spare, go
''menace."
This flint is Warner
not gone without warm apprecia down to the Public Landing, hop into Bros', all-taking Yitaphone produc
tion. Over a period of years which a sea-plane and take my favorite ride. tion. "The Hottentot." which comes
We went out over the land to to the Strand Theatre Wednesday
stretches back to times preceding the
Crescent Beach and followed the
Civil War, Rockland has scarcely Channel to Owl's Head The bay was I and Thursday next In this uproar
ious screen comedy, Hottentot, the
been without its organization of beautiful. The water is a deep blue, | racer that no one cafi ride, enacts
bandsmen, maintaining in some per dotted with numerous green and | the "heavy.” And Hottentot is said
gray
islands.
Rockland
Harbor to be more villianous than any of
iods a reputation that ran far out
hemmed in by the Breakwater is the human “heavies" of the screen.
side tiie State borders. There have most interesting, with the small In direct contrast to the wild and un
been among them some notable di pleasure' craft sailing around the controllable. Hottentot, is the meek
rectors and soloists whose work won larger vessels that are anchored in characterization of Edward Everett
the harbor. The plane continued out Horton, who heads the all-star cast
recognition. A community without
over the Samoset with its close-cut as a supposedly expert hoseman. The
its brass hand is a community lack lawns resembling green velvet, dotted major part of the comedy in "The
ing a chief essential of musical back with splotches of beautiful dolors Hottentot" revolves about Horton's
timidity on the subject of horses. He
ground. It is a satisfaction to know found in the gardens.
From the Samoset we went on poses as a famous steeplechase rider
that the concert programs played by over the country toward Dodges
and is forced to struggle into the
the present band stamps it as a Mountain, and got a glorious view of Hottentot's saddle and ride the terri
the
*
Camden
Mountains,
very,
very
fic beast in the race, fearing that he
worthy successor to the long line ofj
bands which in the past three-quar blue on this occasion, while the Bog. is to win or lose in the race of love,
back of Dodges’ seemed to be browns according to results.—adv.
ters of a century have preceded it. and deep reds with a great many
ponds and streams showing blue.
PARK THEATRE
The complaint of our New York Chickawaukie was lovely with the
correspondent, a former Rockport green of the hills dropping down to
the very edge of the water.
Today is the last for “The Argyle
boy, that his old home town is reThe quarries were very interesting. Casp .. an alI talking picture, featurpeatery deprived of honors to which It was impossible to see the bottom ,
.
T n, t™
h
It Is geographically and justly en of them from the height at which we '. inK Thomas Melghan, Lila Lee and II
titled is not new to this paper. It were flying. They seemed to be tre- ] B. Warner. The solution of a mur
,
..
.
I mendous cracks in the surface of der mystery as it is unfolded in
may be pointed out that there is an( the earth. As
1(loked out toward
court makes this one of the best pic
office rule, which is sought to be the cement plant we could see the tures of this type yet released. On
consistently observed, that the col coast line as far as the Kennebec the Yitaphone will lie heard Octavus
umns of the paper shall give no oc Rivqr mouth. Gorgeous country, love- Roy Cohens story, “Oft In the Silly
colors, and hundreds of ponds and Night."’ which is filled with the
casion for the thing of which the streams. The earth was an animated
humor of Birmingham's colored folk.
contributor complains. Many per map. Viewing it from above thrilled
On Wednesday and Thursday will
sons write for the paper. It is not al me, and I hated to think that the trip be shown the best of the foreign made
was nearly over.
films, “Hungarian Rhapsody'' with
ways possible to keep a check upon
When we came back toward the
errors.
But our readers scarcely harbor we circled over Rockland and the remarkable German actors Lil
Dagover and Willy Fritsch. The pi
need to be assured that upon no oc watched the traffic problems from ture will please all who see it and
the
sky,
then
dropping
quickly
into
casion would either the paper or the j
should especially attract lovers of
the harbor, skimmed lightly across
good music.—adv.
people of Rockland knowingly with the water to the landing.
hold from their esteemed neighbors
Truly this is a beautiful ride.
FOR GRAND LARCENY
Dorothy Snow.
on the north any of the credit of
Rockland.
town-name designation which by
New Yorker Who Surrendered To
every right belongs to them.
Waldoboro Deputy
Wanted In

IN COURT AGAIN

“I'm glad,” remarks a reader, ‘‘to
note what The Courier-Gazette says
about pedestrians taking the wrong
nide of the road, to the dispair of
motorists and the endangering of
their own lives. It ought to be easy
for one to understand that if he
walks on his left-hand side of the
road he sees the approaching car;
while walking upon his right-hand
6ide he lias no sight of the car over
taking him. It Is true that the pe
destrian has his rights of the road,
and they should be and are recog
nized. but if lie follows this indicated
rule In walking it makes two instead
of one on guard against accident. So
essential Is this point for safety that
I believe it to lie worth teaching in
the public schools."

Home City

Clyde Butler, Charged With
Manslaughter, a Respond
ent In Two More Cases

LUGGAGE

s

SCHOOL BAGS
$1.39 value
$1.00

IMONTON’
DEPARTMENT STORE
410-12 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND

SPECIAL LOT
all new styles
$1.50 value for

$1.00

SUIT CASES
with cap corners
a dandy

SPECIAL LOT
Muslin Dresses, Or
gandie Flounce
$1.89 value; to close

$1.00
All other luggage
marked low for
Dollar Day

$1.19

Extra Special Values for Thursday and Friday
August 29 and 30
Giving you the most for your money is one of our every day policies. But on occasions like this wrshave our prices
down still closer to make this, the day of aU days when your money will buy the most. The best examples of this
are the following specials:
DOLLAR DAY <

DOLLAR DAV\

DOMESTIC DEPT.

SHEETING

6 yards Percale ......... $1.00
8 yards Percale ......... $1.00
8 yards Part Linen
Crash ....................... $1.00
4 yards 30c Crash ..... $1 .CO
6 yards All
Linen
Crash ....................... $1.00
4 yards 35c Pillow
Tubing ..................... $1.00

8 yards full 40 in. Cot
ton good quality for $1.00
8 yards 36 in. Bleached
Cotton ...................... $1.00

DOLLAR DAY

SPECIAL

39 inch Unbleached, 8
yards for ................. $1.00

DOLLAR DAY Q> DOLLAR DAY 0>>

^DOLLAR DAY
UNDERWEAR
DEPT.
Rayon Vests, 75c value
2 for ......................... $100
Rayon Bloomers to
match; 2 for ........... $1.00
Rayon Vests, 1.25 val. $1.00
Bloomers to match,
regular and outsize $1.00

$ DOLLAR DAY

DOLLAR DAY

Cretonnes

Double Thread, Colored Borders;
size 21x42

69c and 75c value

Seamless Sheets, full bleached;
size 81x90; firfe quality.

4 for $1.00

each $1.00

Extra large size White Towels;
size 23x45 inch; 50c value.

See our $1.00 Blue Crane and
our $1.50 Humming Bird Pure
Silk Hose before buying else
where; they are dandies at these

42x36 Pillow Slips; 25c quality.

Cotton Batting

5 for $1.00

Cotton Batting; 19c value.

42x36 inch Pillow Slips
37c quality

6 rolls for $1.00

3 for $1.00

36 Inch Linen

Blankets

For Fancy Work; Special Finish
$1.25 value.

Single Plaid Blankets, size 70x80
$1.25 value

yard $1.00

each $1.00

20 inch

yard 75c

Linens
Colored Border Breakfast Sets;
36x36 inch; Napkins to match;
colors, blue, rose, green, yellow.

$1.00
Table Runners
Table Runners, 45 inch; 35c val.

Pillows

5 yds. for $1.00

Nurses’Dresses ,

75e value; 2 for .... $1.00

DOLLAR DAY

Upholstery and
Drapery Goods

3 yards $1.00

Heavy Striped Ramona Cloth for
upholstering; $2.03 value

2 yards $1.00

29c and 35c values

Blue and Rose Repp, 75c value.

4 yards $1.00

2 yards $1.00

Curtains

Over Drapery

Three numbers of Tailored Edge
Curtains; $1.59 value, for Dollar
Days.

Values up to $1.69 per yard; for
quick turn over on Dollar Dayj.

yard $1.00

pair $1.00
Curtain Nets

each $1.00

35c, 39c and 59c va'ucs

Philippine Gowns

3 yards $1.00

$1.39 value

$1.00

...................... $1.00

39c Cretcnne

White and Colored

$2.00 value

Silk Kerchiefs
each $1.00

All Colors

Socklets
5 pairs $1.00
4 pairs $1.00
3 pairs $1.00

each $1.00

each $1.00

4 for $1.00
Japanese Crepe

for

Felt Base, heavy grade

2 yards $1.00

prices.

Sofa Pillows, $1.25 value. Special
price

Bed Pillows, Pure Feathers; good
quality Ticking

Rubber Mats, 1.50 val.

DOLLAR DAY

Silk Hosiery

3 for $1.00

2 for —.................... $1.00

PAJAMAS

Turkish Towels

each $1.00

Rag Rugs, 79c value;

Broadcloth
Pajamas,
1.25 value ................. $1.00
Plisse Gowns, regular
and outsizo ............. $1.C0

Sheets and Pillow
SLIPS
72x90 Sheets

RUG DEPT.

RAYON SLIPS
$1.38 value for ........... $1.00
Panties ......................... $1.00
Combinations ............. $1.00

Quaker Lace
$2.50 value per pair

one-haif pair $1.00

each $1.68

Ruffled Curtains
One lot of $1.50 value Ruffled
Curtains, for Dcl’ar Days

pair $1.00
One lot of $1.75 value Cris Cross
Ruffled Curtains in cream color,
for Dollar Days.

pair $1.00

Odd Curtains

Dutch Curtains

$1.50 value

All of our $1.50, $1.75 and $2-03
values in Odd Curtains, to be
closed out at—

Seven-piece rets, Colored Ruffle
in blue, rose, gold and green. For
Dollar Days only.

$1.00

pair $1.00

per set $1.00

Flannel Kimonos

Joseph Richards, alias “Sonny
Boy." who gives his address as 156
East 24th Street, New York City,
voluntarily surrendered to Deputy l^jBrenjzfgmafgrajajBigrarajH^ianjajafafgiafBfaaafaiajanBnugiar
Sheriff Freeman at Waldoboro, con
Clyde Butler of Union, who is fessing it is said, to the. larceny of
tice estate Music E. Stone, Gilford B.
under Bail for appearance at the $107 from the Madison Square Auto
COMING BY RADIO
PROBATE COURT
Repair Company. His demean r ex
Butler Admr.
September term of court on the
cited curiosity and Lieut. Arthur It.
Petitions for license to sell real escharge of killing Rural Carrier Cushman of the State Highway DoAugust Term — Melzer T. »tate granted estates Llewellyn Second National Broadcast of
Hadley D. Prouty in that town early lice wired to Commissioner Whalen
Thurston. William O. Luce Guardian;
4“H Clubs Takes Place
Crawford, Judge; Charles Mary J. Burton, Edward K. Gould
in the summer, reappeared in Munici a description of the man and circum
stances
of
the
case.
Admr.
Sept.
7
pal Court this morning on two
L. Veazie, Register
“Hold him.I’ came the prompt re
Petition for license to sell real es
charges—drunken driving and leav ply. "He is wanted for grand lar
tate filed for notice estate Moses
County agents are in receipt of the
ing the scene of an automobile acci ceny."
Knox County Probate Court. Au Ilahl, Ida S. Hahl Admx.
following letter from C. W. Warburdent without making himself known.
Petition for license to lease real es ton director of extension work for
New York officers were due here gust Term. 1929.
The arrest was made yesterday by yesterday to take charge of the
Wills probated Evelyn M. Blood tate granted estate Francis M. Snow. the U. S. Department of Agriculture:
Deputy Sheriff I.udwiek.
Rockland National Bank Conserva
man.
“The second national 4-H Club
late
of Vlnalhaven. Sara B. I’atter- tor.
Judge Miller held the respondent
radio program schedule for Saturday,
on both charges, sentencing him to
shali Exx.; Alexander IJ. Blood late
Petitions for license to lease real Sept. 7, will be broadcast by 37 sta
Old Bill Tucker, the country grocer
90 days in jail and costs of court on
estate filed for notice estate Martha tions in the coast to coast network
went to the city to buy a stock of of Yinalhaven, Sara IS. Pattershail
the former, and fining him $100 on
F. Titus, Ruth L. Baker Guardian.
of the National Broadcasting Com
goods. The goods were forwarded Exx.
Petition for appointment of trus pany The 4-H Club members on the
the latter. In default of payment that afternoon and got heme before
Wills
filed
for
notice
Harrison
I".
tee tiled for notice estate Martha A. program are Edmund Aycock, Wayne
there will be 30 days additional in lie did. His wife signed for the box.
Lucas late of Union, naming May Vogler. John W. Fogler Trustee.
In moving to prevent the further the first case and 60 days additional
County, North Carolina, speaking
then looking at it she gave a shriek
Petition for perpetual car* of burial from WRC, Washington and Anna C.
nard A. Lucas Exr.; Charles A.
erection of signboards within the on the second.
and ran for a hammer.
lot
granted
estate
Sidney
L.
Hall.
Prabasco, of Mercer County, New
A customer ran up to assist her and Knickerbocker late of Rockland nam
limits of the highways Adjutant
Rodney I. Thompson Admr.
ETHICS OF SEIZURES
Jersey, speaking from WJZ, New
asked what' the trouble was. With ing Caroline P. Knickerbocker Exx.;
General Hanson will have the un
Accounts allowed estates Julia E. York They will discuss for five mina trembling finger she pointed at the
each their'club experiences and
qualified approval of every Maine
A vehicle seized for unlawful notice on the lid; “Bill inside."— Mary Snow late of Rockland, naming Gile^s, first and final, Harris Polise j
Admr.: Lizzie E. Williamson, firs- {interesting phases of club work in
Frederick G. Snow Exr.
citizen who takes a pride in Maine transportation of liquor must be I'nion Pacific Magazine.
Petition for probate of will and for {and final. Charles H. Leach Admr.: their States Gertrude L Warren, of
scenery and find in such signs a dis taken while in the act of illegal
administration
with the will annexed Earl William Brennan, first and fi the Washington Extension Office, will
tinct offense to the eye. The State transportation, Judge Peters ruled in
filed for notice estate Winnifred L. nal. Mary P. Kelly Gdardian; Ruth speak on *4-H Club Work and the
E. Orbeton, yearly, Maude E. Walker Rural Girl.’ I. .W. Hill, Field Agent
unfortunately cannot prevent the de U. S. District Court in giving a deci
Carver late of Camden, naming May
!Guardian: Charles W. Halstead, first in Club Work for the Southern States
ETTA BLACKINTON will do Re
E. Quinn Admx. c.t.a.
filing of Nature by those who choose sion on a libel on an automobile
seized by Federal officers last May.
Petition for probate'of foreign will and final, Leon A. Chase Admr.; i Wili give a brief resume of "What’s
modeling, Relining and Repairing
to let private lands for the use of
The automobile was being operated
filed for notice estate Nellie G. Hill Alice P. Starrett. first, Edward K. , Happening Among 4-H Clubs.’ ApLadies' and Men’s Clothing, at 49
signs, but it is guardian of the road in Bangor by John Gillis, it was
late of Brookline. Mass., naming ■ Gould Exr.: Cyrus L. Gahan. first propriate music will be supplied by
FULTON ST., Southend. Tel. 960-J
and final. Albert H. Newbert Admr.; - the National Broadcasting ComElizabeth H. Spalding Exx.
limits and can prevent the erection shown, when an officer alleged he
103*T106
t, . saw Norman Arsenault leave it, carPetitions for administration grant Fidelphus Newbert, first and final, I pany»s staff orchestra and soloists at
of hot dog and corn cure signs whet
Chicago studios. The program
| rying a gallon can of alcohol, but the
ed States Lawreyington Marshall Frank B. Miller Admr.; Edwin F.
they not only obstruct the attractive |ear wag not
urltil sevyal hours
late of Rockland. Percy L. Hupper Stevens, first arid final, Henry E. Mc will last 45 minutes. 1.30 to 2.15 East
ern Standard Time.” The station
scenic, views, but serve to enhance later.
- ■
- '
—
------Judge
Peters ordered the
auto
Admr.: Cora E. Studley late of War Donald Exr.
Accounts filed and allowed estates nearest to Rockland carrying this
mobile returned to Gillis' wife.
ren, Wendell A. Studley Admr.
the risk in vehicular travel.
The fact that the officer was
Petitions ior administration filed Mary M. Snow, first and final. Carl program is WBZ.
alone and could not run after Arse
for notice estates Wilbert R. Norton ton F. Snow Admr. d.b.n.; Julia E.
We had hoped for immediate reply nault and at the same time seize the
Yes. we try to be broadminded and
late of North Haven, naming Fre Crabtree, second, George L. St. Clair.
Cash or Charge Account
Conservator: Mary R. Wlnehenbach optimistic about the young folks of
to our question, whether in Knox Vehicle, did not authorize him to sub
mont Beverage Admr.; Cyrus Jones
GREAT CLEARANCE SALE!
County the red barn following in the sequently make the seizure," Judge
late of Washington, naming Eliza Gardner, first and final, Frank T. today. But when we saw a young
Drastic Reductions on Kitchen
beth Simmons Admx.: Mahala Side- Wlnehenbach Guardian: Hadley D. l|a(jv wearing a fur neckpiece and no
wake of tiie little red schoolhouse, Peters said. "There is no exception
Stovea, Oil and Gas Stoves, Heat
in tiie statutes, providing for such a
linger late of Washingon, naming Prouty, first and final. 5 erna B. stockings, we retired to our sanctum
Prouty Admx.; George A. Burgin and wept.—Atchison (Kan.) Globe.
lias entirely removed itself as a fea
ers, Beds, Springs, Mattresses.
ntingency. The only seizure auth
Claude L. Sidelinger Admr.
Bureaus, Commodes, Refrigera I Petitions to determine inheritance first and final, Clarence C. Burgin
ture of rural scenery. It is disquiet orized is one to be made when the
tors, Tables, Victrolas, Records,
tax filed for notice estates Israel Admr.
Babies must he protected from flies.
ing to belief that there should have transportation is discovered.”
Accounts filed for notice estates
Pianos, Music Cabinets. Roll Top
Snow, Carlton F. Snew Admr.; E. B.
Besides their torment and torture,
been complete disappearance of this
William
S.
Barrett,
first
and
final,,
and Flat Desks, Chairs, all kinds;
Decrow. Z. M. Dwinal Admr.; Maria Charlotte C. Dillingham Exx.; Au- 1 fiies transmit over thirty different
BOAPD OF REGISTRATION
one-time prevalent and engaging
Sideboards,
Sewing
Machines,
M. Barrett. Charlotte C. Dillingham gusta M Wright, first and final. Wil- i diseases, any one of which may prove I
Notice is hereby given that the Board of
Registration will be in session at their rooms.
Mirrors, Pictures, Baby Carriages,
Exx.: William S. Barrett. Charlotte llam D. Hall Admr. d.b.n.c.t.a.; Emily fatal. Every fly you see must he killed.
note of color.
Spring street, for the purpose of revising and
C. Dillingham Exx.; Emily P. Hos
Cash Register, Adding Machine.
INSIST upon and get FLY-TOX the
correcting the voting lists of the city. The
mer, Charles C. Wood Admr.;-Augus P. Hosmer, first and. final. Charles scientific product developed at Mel-1
China Closet, Musical Instruments
When the Graf Zeppelin enters the sessions will be held Aug. 2#, 29, 30 and 31,
ta M. Wright. William D. Hall Admr. C. Wood Admr; Albert G. Coliamoie. ion Institute of Industrial Research
and numerous miscellaneous arti
apd Sept. 3 and 4, from 9 a. m. to 1. p. m.
hangar at Lakehurst tomorrow night and from 3 p. m. to 5 p. m. and from 7 p. m.
d.b.n.c.t.a.; Nancy A. Crie, John R. fourth and final, Romney R. Collacles.
by Rex Research Fellowship. It is
more Guardian.
every good sportsman should take to 9 p. m. As the last three days of said ses
Dunton Admr. d.b.n.c.t.a.
sion are for the purpose of verifying said
harmless to mankind hut sure death
Petitions for allowance granted es
ROCKLAND
off his hat to the intrepid Germans lists and to complete and dose up the rec
The proper time to Influence thf to all household insects. Just follow
tates Warren E. Borneman. Nellie O.
of the session, no names will he added to
who have girded the globe in tiie ords
FURNITURE CO.
or stricken from said lists on said days.
C. Borneman Admx.; Elia Hewes character of a child is about a hun instructions on blue Libel of bottle.
By order of the Board of Registration.
17 TILLSON AVE. ROCKLAND
most sensational series of flights ever
dred years before It is born.—Dean Insist on FLY-TOX with its per
Charles Gardner Admr.
HENRY M. dc RIH'IIHMUNT. Chairman
fume- lftve fragrance.—adv.
TEL. 427-R
87T&Stf
Petition for allowance filed for no Inge.
attempted
19J-103

F. J. SIMONTON CO.

REPAIRING

sejze(j

USED FURNITURE
SOLD

g

BURPEE’S

SAVE 1-4 ON YOUR
COAL BILL
2000 and more Glen
wood Furnaces are in
use throughout'Knox
County. The other
day we were called to
a home to figure on a
new furnace and we
found a Glenwood
Furnace there that
had been giving excel
lent service for 35
YEARS.

CONVENIENT
TERMS
We will arrange that
you can have your
furnace now and the
payments can be
spread over a period of
months that will make
it very easy to pay.

BURPEE’S
| 331 Main Street

Rockland. Maine

]
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TALK OF THE TOWN

The Carpenters’ Union meets to
night at 7.30 in K. of P. hall.
,

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENT*
Aug. 26-27—Stale Fireman's convention and
muster at Waterville.
Aug. 28 -State Field Meeting of Knox
Academy of Arts and Sciences at Knox Arbo
retum.
Aug. 31-Scpt. 1—Reunion of 54th C. A. C.
at Wells Beach. South Portland.
Aug. 30 (3 to 8 |i. m.l—President W. S.
Wyman, speaker for Educational Club.
Sept. 2—Labor Day.
Sept. 2—Labor Day celebration of Paving
Cutters at Tenant’s Harbor.
Sept. 9—City schools begin.
Sept. 9—Special State election on Referen
dum questions.
Sept. 10 Supreme Court convenes.
Oct. 27—tKavy Day.

Mrs. Artemas Tibbetts Is spending
the week with her daughter, Mrs. J.
H. Breen, in Augusta.
(

c.-e-os

Special meeting of Aurora Lodge
Wedensday evening for work on the
master mason degree. Refreshments.

Mption pictures of the Camden re
gatta will be shown at Strand The
atre Wednesday and Thursday. It
is full reel length.

The S. K. Ames Stores have in
vaded Maine and will open a branch
Adriel U.
Aug. 28
28- Kalloch family at home of Arthur in Bangor this week.
Bird of this city is head of the or
D, Kali,loch, High street, Thomaston.
Aug. 28 -Payson-Fogler families, Penob
ganization.
COMING REUNIONS

scyt View Orange hall, Glencove.

Aug. 28—Wentwurth family at City Park.
Belfast.

Tomorrow night's dance at Cres-'

Aug. 28 Mank family at Maple Grange cent Beach pavilion will probably be I
hall. North Waldoboro.
Aug. 29 Itobluson family at St. George
Grange hall.
Aug. 31— Leadbetter family at the home of
Eunice T. Brown. North Haven.
Aug. 31—Knight family at Camp Nepenthe,
Lake Quantibacook, SearsmonL

Weather This Week
Weather outlook lor week in North
end Middle Atlantic States. A period
of showers Tuesday or Wednesday
and again toward the end of week.
Cool at beginning of week, with mod
erately warm weather thereafter,
until the end of week, when cool
weather is again indicated.

tiie best pf the season fur several
attractive novelties are in prospect
and special parties include a number
of the younger groups.

The new cruiser Salt Lake City
will be tried on the Rockland course j
Sept. 11, according to report received
here. Capt. Joe Kemp of the Fore |
River yard who Is well known in this |
city, will be the navigating officer.

Mrs. Dexter Simmons, Knox street,
is suffering from a lame back, caused
by a fall last Friday from the piazza,
Have you seen the Essex Challen striking on the concrete walk. The
ger? Have you guessed how many steps had been removed for repairs.
miles she will cover in 100 hours, and Being unable to be out she would lie
glad to have friends call.
liQW much gas she will average?

'Word has been received of the
death of Albert E. Walden yesterday
morning at his lfome in Baltimore,
after a long period of ill health. Mr.
Walden was the son of the late Mrs.
J. F.- MacWilliams, and a frequent
Adjutant F. S. Philbrick wishes the visitor to Rockland, his birthplace.
Grand Army comrades to understand He is survived by his wife and two
that it will be necessary for them sons, Robert and Fred.
to have their identification cards
when they apply for the special rail
A visitor ih the city this forneeon
road rates in attending the Grand was Edward B. Tibbetts of Boston, at
Army Encampment in Portland.
he bead of the billing and account
ing department of
the Julius
The U.S.S. Patoka, tank ship, was Mathews advertising agency, who is
tried on the Rockland course yester devoting his first vacation in three
day, and the U.S.S. Salinas, also a years to a week’s motor trip to Maine.
tanker, is being put through the He is accompanied by Mrs. Tibbetts
paces today. The Patoka is equipped and their son, Raymond Tibbetts.
with a mooring mast to which the From Rockland the party proceeded
dirigible Los Angeles anchors, on oc to Bangor, which was Mr. Tibbetts’
casions.
boyhood home.

Thursday and Friday
August 29th and 30th

The Graf Zeppelin left Los Angelas
at 4.14 this morning. Eastern stand
ard time, and is due at Lakehurst, N.
J., tomorrow night on the completion
of her around th<e world flight.

Hats are going to carry very little
trimming this fall, but will be de
cidedly smart in cut, according to
Miss Ada Perry, who has just re
turned from a trip to the New York
markets in the interest of SenterCrane. The leading colors will be
brown and black while others much
in evidence blue, wine and green.

The Central Maine Power Company
is extending its power line from
Stickney's Corner to Washington
village and contiguous territory, and
the prospective patrons will be
sampling the juice in about three
weeks. The work is being done*(nder
the direction of Clifford Allen, fore
man: The extent to which the Cen
tral Maine Pwer Company is engaged
In rural electrification may be Judged
from the fact that four crews have
been operating since early in May—
this in addition to the vast amount of
work which had already been done.

Out of deference to the Thursday
ball game in the Knox County League
the 10-miie marathon race will take
place Friday afternoon instead of
Thursday, as had been announced.
The start will be at 4.45 p.
ft;om
the Old Church on the Hill in Thom
Marie McBride, a young colored
aston, and the wind-up will be op
posite the Tenant's Harbor postofflee. woman, was detached from the Cali
fornia Carnival in this city Saturday
The Methodist Church was well at the request of the Hartford, Conn,
filled Sunday evening for the organ police, who notified Marshal Webster
recital presented by John McInnis that she wasWanted there for cruelty
His playing was admirably done, to her infant child. The frightened
winning high praise from ail his lis woman was in hiding when Patrol
teners. On his return home In about man Ingraham went to make the
another week Mr. McInnis will take arrest, but his threat to take along
examinations for entry to the Stato the whole box and dice of ’em was
University of Rhode Island, to con productive of quick results. Marie
tinue his musical studies, Avith a told the police that she had placed
her baby In Uhe care of another
view to teaching.
woman.
•
Many strange pets have been
How to vote on _ water export at
brought into The Courier-Gazette
office but C. A. Oliver of Medomak the Sept. 9 special flection, is to be
Fox Farm, South Waldoboro, took the discussed for the drive committee at
prize with his chummy little blue 6.45 Friday, at Mrs. Lena Merrill's,
fox Saturday, The animal is some corner Broadway and Rankin street,
three months old and is very affec by President W. S. Wyman. All
-tionate most of the time though not members desiring to^iid in the drive
nt all partial to strangers. His an to maintain club membership in
cestors came from Alaska and the good standing are urged to volunteer
strain seems to thrive in this cli to increase the present efficient com
mate.
mittee. Last time a lively discussion
on whether too much work and too
“The Familiar Face,*’ a comedy little money is what hurts most
drama of newspaper life which will brought forth conflicting ideas at the
be a feature of the Vitaphone pro open forum.
gram at the Strand Wednesday and
Thursday, is from the pen of Russell . Thief—I hope you will be lenient
Crouse, one of the best known re with me, youP worship. I have a good
porters in New York newspaper many dependent upon me for their
circles. Green's Twentieth Century support
Faydetts. leading girl jazz band ofl Magistrate—Children ?
the variety stage will appear on the| Thief—No, your worship; deteesame program.
“Hottentot,” with
Patsy Ruth Miller and Edward Ev
BORN
erett Horton is the feature attraction.. GOCLD—At East Union. Aug. 20, to Mr. and
The recent article in this column
dealing with admirals had Admiral
Snow graduating from the Naval
Academy in 1861. To speak hy the card,
it was In 186) that the young Rockland
boy entered the academy under an
appointment from Congressman Fes
senden, also of this city. It was the
year the Civil War began, for which
reason the academy was removed
from Annapolis to a northern point,
Newport, R. I., and it was there in
1865, the year that saw the close of
the war, that Midshipman Snow In
a class of 54 was graduated.

A
foursome played
yesterday
afternoon on tho Country Club golf
course brought together a quartet of
old-time Rockland High School hoys,
who were close friends in those days
and active members of the school's
baseball, football and basketball
teams. They were Arthur B. Rich
ardson, London, (Eng.) manager of
the Cheseboro Co., William C. Bird
with the Bond & Goodwin financial
house of New York, Maurice C. Bird,
of the Boston office of the same com
pany, and Edward II. Veazie, post
master of Rockland—all young men
Who have made good in the business
world and continue that note of
achievement in their game at golf.

Mrs. Roy Gould, a son.
BWWVN-At Vlnalhaven. Aug. 19. to Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Brown (Louise Warren),
a daughter, Carolyn Janet.
GALLOLT8—At City Hospital. Bath. Aug. 18.
to Mr. and Mrs. Albert Qalloups, a daugh

ter.

HOCH—At Rockland, Aug. 21. to Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond A. Hoch (Ruth Koster), a
son. David Raymond.
WOOD—At Rockland, Aug. 24. to Mr. and
Mrs. George W. Wood, a son, William Rich
ard.

MARRIED
■MAKHNDX-KALfilO—At St. George Aug. 23.
by Rev. A. Ralta, Tolvo J. Maklnen and
Fannie E. Kalllo, both of St. George.
PCTAUSU-WADSWORTH — At Vlnalhaven.
Aug. 17. by Rev. P. J. Clifford. Edwin J.
Putausu of Clark Island and Ethel May
Wadsworth of Vlnalhaven.

All Sales Final—No Exchanges
Store Hours 8 a. m. to 5.30 p. m.

Porch Dresses, etc.

Garments
50 regular 14.95 Dresses,

$5.00

75 regular 14.95 Dresses,

7.50

Surprise group of garments

1.00

Half Price

Cotton Ensembles,

Silk and Flannel Coats, regvi7.50
lar 14.95,
Il ..
10% Off on every new Fall Coat
and Dress

Broadcloth, plain and printed,
were 1.98,
$100

Regular 2.98 Dresses, includ
ing silk pongee, cotton en
sembles, printed voiles, etc. 1.50
Better Dresses, piques, etc.,
were 3.98,
1.98

Baronette Satin Slips, regular
1.50,
•
1.00
7 Bathing Suits, 2-piece, were
2.98,
1.00

Blankets

Underwear

(In Basement)

Ladies’ Forest Mills Union
Suit, tailored top, knee
length; 2 for
$1.00

Part Wool Plaid Blanket 66x80
Golden Fleece,
$1.00

Men’s Athletic Union Suit,
Nainsook, sizes 36 and 38
only; 3 for
1.00

SURPRISE DOLLAR DAY

Rayon Maid Vest,
98c,

regular

.69

Toilet Goods
»

Hot Water Bottles,
Ice Bags,
■
Fancy Nail Brushes,
worth 75c; 2 for

(Don't confuse the above with the regular
cotton blanket that sells for $1.00

.50

.25
some

1.00

Jergens Toilet Soap, 12 cakes, 1.00

.39
Waldorf Toilet Paper, 17 rolls 1.00
Scott Tissue, 10 rolls,
1.00

AH 50c Tooth Paste,

To the first 30 customers Thursday
morning Double Plaid Blanket, size
66x80, regular 2.98,
2.00
(One pair to a customer)

Our Special Candy, 3 for

$1.00

Stationery
Eaton, Crane and Pike’s $1.00
Stationery •

Fancy Lined
Envelopes

Fleisher’s Germantown Yarn,
regular stock, but odd col
ors; 4 balls,
$1.00

Pure Linen Scarfs, hemstitched
to embroider; 2 for
1.00
Sanitas Bridge Covers, good
colors; 3 for
1.00
Cretonne Pillows, regular 50c,
3 for
1.00

Surprise lot of odds and ends to
embroider and finished models to
close out.

rn

DvC

“Esco” Rayon Hose, our reg
ular stock; 2 pairs,
$1.00

Pointed heel and slipper heel,
pure silk, full fashioned;
1.50 value,
1.00

/i

Exactly
Price

An opportunity to save exactly
half on stationery needs for fall

Children’s School Hose, tan,
black; 6 pairs for
1.00

All Infants’ Socks,

Stevens P Crash, 5 yds. for $1.00
Stevens A Crash, 6 yards for 1.00
Better Quality Crash, remnants
4 yards for
1.00
Turkish Towels, 20x38, solid
color; 4 for
1 00
53x53 Linen Luncheon Cloth,
colored,
1.00
19x36 Huck Towels, colored
border; 8 for
1.00
36 in. Dress Linen, printed;
2 yards for
1.00
Turkish Towels, 18x27, plaids
per dozen,
1.00

Wash Goods

Men’s Fancy Hose, reg. 50c
3 pairs for
L00

SPECIAL

Candy

Gillette Razor Blades (5 jn
.29
pkg), quantity limited,

Towels and Linens

Goods

Hosiery

(First Floor)

Rayon Maid Bloomers, regu
lar 1.79,
1.39

Art

Half Price

Two pieces Printed Organdy,
regular 59c; 3 yards
$1-00
Six Pieces Printed Dimities,
regular 39c; 4 yards,
l.Oo
Polka Dot Voiles, all colors;
regular 45c; 4 yards,
1.00
36 in. Cotton Pongee, all col
ors; reg. 39c; 4 yards,
1.00
36 in. Plain Pique, all colors;
regular 39c; 5 yards,
1.00
Manchester Percale, regular
25c; 5 yards,
1.00

Corsets

Scarfs

One lot Corselettes, Wrap
arounds and Brassieres;
values to 3.00,
$1.00

Regular 2.98 Plaited Scarfs, $2.00
Regular 1.98 Scarfs,

Children’s

Hats

1.00

Wear

$1.00

Boys’ Blouses, 2 for

$1.00

One lot late Summer Hats, % Price
Another lot of Felts,
1.00

Children’s Sweaters,

1.00

Girls’ Dresses, 7 to 14,

1.00

125 Straw Hats, 2 for

DIED
BREWSTER—At Rockport Aug. 27. Irene
widow of John A. Brewster, aged 84 years,
9 months, 3 days.
Funeral Thursday at 2
o’clock.
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of my dear husband,
Edmund* J. Barter, who passed away five
years ago (Aug. 29. 1924).
Gone but not forgotten by his wife, Elizabeth
F. Barter.
246 Camden St., Rockland
*

IN MEMORIAM
In memory of James H. Barnes, who passed
away Aug. 27, 1928.
To a land of eternal splendor
Called to his great<reward
Our greatest of friends has hastened
Onward to meet his God.
Husband true and faithful.
Father kind and pure.
We know be dwells where love abounds
And death, Is known no more.
•
Mrs. James Barnes and 'Family

The annual summer outing of the
Maine Sportsmen's Fish an< Game
Association will lie held Sept. 2 and
3 at Rangeiey Lakes, with the Moun
tain View House hea4hiuarters for the
meeting. Sportsmen, nature lovers,
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of our dear ones, Spencer
and tourists, whether members of the
and W. A. Drake.
association or not are invited to take Drake
All roads lead up to the nnal gate.
along their rifles, rods, and archery
And m.v heart is stout and I shall not quail
equipment to participate in the two- When the last hours come and God bids me
wait
day outing at the edge of the Maine
If you are there at the end of the trail.
Wilderness. Non-membeis are urged
Mrs. -Spencer Drake. Mrs. W. A. Drake,
to Join the organization to take part Mrs. H. M. Colburn, Mrs. A. W. Beaton, A X.
in the matches which will be the fea Drake.
ture of the gathering.
Sixteen
CARb OF THANKS
matches in rifle, and pistol marks
I am taking
to express my
g this opportunity
opi
manship, ^iiiivij
ma
qrchery ***»'*
and water
..•»*'-*
sports . iiiitnnn
thanks auu
and a|iprc'
appreciation
inuvn iu
to vsic
the hvisuuv
neighbors and
ring my
my bulldnre planned and will run off unde? ‘firemen for aid rendered In saving
articular nientiw nfflehh
flr<* Friday night. Particula
the direction of
of the
officials. Withwith iu
(h*ns from
h made
of
Harden
.
who
___ _____ ________ vho diSl
discovered
prizes offered for the w
winner and run- the fjre and whose timely aid was Invaluable.

per-up in each event,

Tickets for Philco Console Radio Given Away
One Ticket With Each Dollar’s Worth

Johnson Mayhew

Domestics
(In Basement) '

81x99 Sheets, reg. 98c,
.79
.05
Shelf Oilcloth, yard,
Silence Cloth (for tables), 54
inch, 75c value,
.45
Crinkled Spreads, 80x105,
1.00
(Colors blue, rose, gold)

Silks
Printed Rayons, 2 yards,
$1.00
Printed Crepe de Chines, were
2.98,
1.00
Our regular 1.56 Crepes, all
colors,
1.39
40 inch Baronette Satin, reg
ular 98c,
.79

Curtains
Broadcloth Shirts,
$1.00
An outstanding Dollar Day item
are these shirts made in Maine of
material furnished by us. This is a
regular 2.00 shirt.

Voiles with colored valance, $1.00
Odds and ends of Curtains,
some formerly3:0 0,
1.00
Boot Scrim Curtains,
1.00
Antex Window Shades; 2 for 1.00

I

Wool Goods
36 in. Part Wool Khaki and
Grey Shirting; 2 yards, $1.00
One lot 44 in. Wool Dress
Goods,
1.00

Rugs

Gloves
Silk Gloves,

$100

Fabric Gloves, salesmen’s
samples of Gordon’s Gloves
2 pairs,
1.00

Handkerchiefs
Men’s Pure Linen, 6 for

Last call on these—only a few’ left
6x9 Axminster Rugs, were
19.00,
$10.00

Men’s Linen, colored border,
regular 50c; 3 for
1.00

8x10 Axminster Rugs, were
40.00,
20.00

Ladies’ Printed Linen, regular
15c value; per dozen,
1.00

SENTER CRANE COMPANY
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APPLETON’S CENTENNIAL

CAMDEN

VINALHAVEN

Mr. and Mrs. Kingsley Thorndike
have returned to their home in Chi
cago after a visit with his parents,
at the Thorndike homestead, Chest
nut street.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward E. Roland of
Boston are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
H. W. Libbey at the Maine State Fish
Hatchery,
Master Horace Rokes has returned
home after spending a few days with
his grandparents Mr. and Mrs. Ben
jamin Knowlton in Rockland.
A large number enjoyed the excur
sion around Islesboro Sunday on the
steamer Castine, Capt. Perry Coombs.
Miss Ethel Armstrong entertained
a party of friends Saturday evening
at her camp at Hosmer's Pond.
Auction was a feature of the eve
ning.
Mrs. Oscar H. Emery entertained
at luncheon and auction Monday
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Churchill,
Mrs. Katherine Young and sons Jack
and Dick, spent the weekend with
Frank Young in Wilton.
Nettie Evelyn Knowlton of Cam
den, who died in Rockland, Aug. 17,
was born at St. George, April 5. 1897,
the daughter of Frank P. and Rebecca
E. Alley. She was a member of the
Ocean Bound Rebekah Is>dge of
Vinalhaven and of the Auxiliary of
the American Legion. She was an
attendant of the Baptist Church of
Camden and a member of the Philathea Class. Funeral services held
Aug. 20 at her late home, 7 Alden
treet were attended by a host of
friends and the floral tributes were
many and beautiful. Rev. Ernest
M. Holman, pastor of the Baptist
hurch officiated.
The deceased
leaves to mourn her loss, the hus
band, Raymond Knowlton, a little
son Alfred Willis, her mother. Mrs.
Minnie G. Morrison, and a brother.
Willis W. Alley. Interment was in
Highland'cemetery, St. George.

Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Dearborn,
daughter Betty and son John who
have been visiting Mrs. Dearborn's
mother Mrs. Josephine Webster have
returned to their home in Meriden,
Conn.
Mrs. Fred W. Morong of Rock
land spent the weekend with her
mother Mrs. Margaret Libby.
Richard and John Waterman of
North Haven were guests the past
week of their grandmother Mrs. Gil
christ.
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Gregory vis
ited Saddle Back Light Friday.
Rev. Mr. Elliott and family of Sar
anac Lake. N. Y., are guests of Mr.
and XJrs. Fred Greenlaw. Mr. Elliott
was pastor of Union Church several
years ago.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Smalley at
tended the superintendents 'conven
tion in Castine last week. They re
turned Saturday. Miss Ruth Cole
also attended the convention return
ing Friday.
A daughter was born Aug. 19 to
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Brown (Louise
Warren). The little one has been
named Carolyn Janet.
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Robertson were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Hail
Friday.
They returned home to
Brookline Saturday accompanied by
Mr. an^l Mrs. Kenneth Raymond Knd
little daughter Shirley who have been
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ray
mond.
William Koster of Rockland was a
guest of his uncle Arthur Koster last
week.
W. W. Wells, keeper of Saddleback
Light is spending a vacation at Lu
bec.
A^ the services Sunday morning of
the Christian Science Society Mrs.
Alton T. Roberts of Eastholm was
soloist and rendered Mrs. Mary Ba
ker Eddy's poem "Love” accom
panied by Miss Bernice Vinal of
Boston and Vinalhaven. Miss Vinal
also served as pianist. Her services
were much appreciated.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Harding,
daughter Helen and son Charles of
Whitman. Mass., are guests of Mr.
and Mrs. .Herbert Ames.
Albert Fales of Whitinsville is vis
iting Mr. and Mrs. George H. Ames.
Mrs. Rebecca Davis and son Grant
were weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Robbins.
Mrs. Ralph Earle who was soloist
at Union Church, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. A. S. Porter, Bridgeside guests
and annual visitors for the season,
is a Philadelphia church soloist and
radio concert singer. Her pleasing
personality and charm of quiet, un
affected manner, combined with a
fine voice left the entire congrega
tion desiring added numbers. A sat
isfactory note of personal interest to
those who do not know Mrs. Earle
is that she is a devoted mother of
three sons yet finds it possible to
exercise her talent in loving service.
Douglass Littlefield who has been
guest of his grandfather C. B. Vinal
returned Saturday to Wollaston.
Mass.
It was a congregation of truly ap
preciative listeners that gathered at
Union Church Sunday evening and
heard the fine program by out of
town and local artists; Neil Cal derwood in piano solo and accom
paniment; Mrs. Ralph Earle of Phil
adelphia, soprano soloist; Kilton Vi
nal Smith, trombone soloist, Boston
and Vinalhaven; Mrs. Albra Vinal
Smith, Boston and Vinalhaven, Mrs.
Blanche Hamilton Kittredge and Mrs.
Dora Vinal Boman in two trio selec
tions. D. Adelbert Smith Vinal Smith,
and George Swears, trombone trio.
Miss Bernice Vinal, Boston and Vi
nalhaven and Mrs. Helen Sanborn
Arey were accompanists. It was nat
urally pleasing; to those who re
member the years of service rendered
in Union Church by the ladies’ trio, to
hear them again and it is hoped that
this may be realized in other selec
tions before the season is entirely
over.

UNION

Mrs. Constance MacPhail has re
As Celebrated In Verse By One of Its
turned from a visit with friends in
Yeunfler Townsmen
Randolph, Mass. She was accom
panied home by her husband’s par
As Told At Centennial Celebration, Aug. 21, By the His
The following poem was written in
2 3
4
b 7 6
5
ents, Mr. and Mrs. F. MacPhail and
1
torian, J. Asbury Pitman, of Salem, Mass.
son Harold.
connection with the celebration this
-1 9
IO
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Burgess and
it
week of the one-hundredth anniver
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Calderwood at
sary
of
the
town
of
Appleton.
Its
1 12
[Second Installment]
tended church at Washington nnd
13
14
riter is an Appleton boy, Bernard A.
listened to a very interesting talk
Since Maine was a province of growth of the town and the distri Pitman, whose contributions in verse
by Mr. Corson on his work as a mis
■
lb 17
18
is
19
Massachusetts until 1820, It was nat bution of population.
sionary along the coast of Maine.
As early as 1812 the Ridge road was a and prose have had frequent appear
Mr. and Mrs. George Sherman of
ural that the pioneer spirit of the county road, to which frequent ref ance in this paper.
2.0
23
22
21
Rockland with friends called on
mother State should bring many of erence is made in the records. In
• • * •
Bertha Bryant last Wednesday.
her sons and daughters to the new this year, it was straightened, by vote
27
2b
25
1829-1929
24
Mrs. Ethel Griffin left for Auburn
and more fertile lands of the Pro of the town, across the land of Joshua
Today the sun shines on the Ridge,
dale Friday morning. She has been
Lincoln, Isaac Roakes and Prince
And on the vale below,
30 31
29
vince of Maine. The heavy growth Pease. Intersecting roads were laid
havihg serious trouble with her face
And many a foot will cross the bridge
since January and it was discovered
Where George’s waters flow.
of pine timber, too, was an addi out for the accommodation of Abra
it
last week a tooth had tried to come
33
tional attraction. As in most of the ham Ripley. Alexander Stone. Luther
A sky of blue o’er all appears.
through where she had a wisdom
Proctor
and
John
Davis,
and
others
And
cheers
us
on
our
way
towns of Massachusetts, yearly all
tooth
taken
out
and
was
pressing
To celebrate the hundred years
34 35 3b
3S
39 40 41
37
of the families were of English in their respective neighborhoods. A
against the jaw hone, causing ail the
Our town has known, today.
stock, some of which did not come fourth highway district was created
trouble.
She
will
enter
a
hospital
directly from that State. For ex and the limits of each established.
Could we glance back and view the change
43 44
41
!•>.*** 45
for the operation of having it removed
These passing years have wrought
ample, Daniel and Eleazer Edgecomb The road already laid out through the
and will he under the care or her
To modern life, much would seem strange
plantation
to
Montville
was
also
ac

V
came to Appleton by way of the old
47
48
4b
Where new youth scarce gives thought.
brother, Dr. Eugene U. U(ford.
Saco Valley Settlement. It was for cepted. This ran from Isgac Car1
Simeon Bryant of South Montville
We join the ranks of friends today,
this family that the town of Edge- kin's lot to the Montville line'.
was in this place Saturday on busi
49
52 / i 53
Between this time and 1820, when
50
51
And watch the grand parade
comb was named.
Which passes o’er our town’s highway
ness.
L\';-k•»
Many other families of English Maine became an independent State,
Where
we
as
children
played.
E. A. Matthews has been in town
5b
55
54
59
57 58
and of some other European stocks the most important of the roads in
the past week packing his household
came from nearby and older towns. the original part of the town had been
Again we Join the friendly ranks
constructed
and
many
of
them
im

goods. Elmer Light went to Bingham
As dinner-time draws near,
1
As. too, in Massachusetts towns,
b°
bl
And all extend a vote of thanks
Monday with a large truck load.
there was a sprinkling of other na proved. Among them were: A road
To damsels helping here.
laid
out
"from
the
guide-post
near
Mrs. Bertha Holdsworth and three
tionalities. The names of McLain,
fe2
b3
daughters of Somersworth. N. H„ were
Maxfield, Macomber, Sprague, and John Davis's by the guide-post near
But where, we ask. Is the hoop-skirt,
And train which grandma wore?
dinner guests of Mrs. Bertha Bryant
later, of Jameson and Ross, indi the Hope line;" also a road “from
©HU IN! t CNATIONAL SVNOICATE.
The long-tailed coat and ruffled shirt
•Sunday.
cate that a considerable proportion the county road nearby the guide-post
Which grandslres know no more?
Mrs. Eugene Caldprwood has one
.of the population was of Scotch through to McLain's Mills;” and an
HORIZONTAL
, HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
of the most beautiful flower gardens
But If the fashions thus have changed
stock. The families which bore the other road “by the Malcolm Line to
This much we surely know;
1-Boy’s plaything (pi.) 45-British coin (pi.)
in town, worth going miles to see.
14- Pursult
names of Gahan, Driscoll, Sullivan, Thomas Ripley's northeast line.”
No better board could be arranged
In
1815.
Benj.
P.
Keene,
"Pallatiah"
5-A fruit
'46-Rivulet
She has flowers for sale, but is al
15- Mlster (Ger.)
Doherty, and Hanly were of Irish
Than our fair ladieB show.
fl-One who receives a 47-Sllnk
17-lndividual
ways also giving them generously to
stock, and there was, in some cases, a Pease. John Gowen and John Davis
were
made
a
committee
to
act
as
they
gift
48- A cicatrix
At half-past two we dedicate.
19-Scrutinizes
try to lend brightness to some one's
mixture of tlhese two races. The
see
fit
concerning
a
road
across
the
With
speaking
and
with
song,
49Congeal
10-River
In
21-Transparent
older town of Waldoborough made
life.
A tablet graven with the date
S. E. France
5,-Terminate
23-Bundles of grain
its contribution of such families as back part of the plantation (“Guinea
A great many from this place at
Our boys helped right a wrong.
Ridge
”
).
They
reported
that,
In
their
53Weapon
12Manner
of
holding
25-Door timbers
Creamer, Leghr, Light Shepard (orig
tended the ^centennial celebration
13- Work of art In
54- Relatlve
27-To bind or tie on
Another tablet tells the tale
inally Schaefer) Sidelltlger, and Ul Judgment, It was inexpedient, for fi
Wednesday at App’.eton and ail re
nancial
reasons,
to
lay
out
another
Held
In
commemoration.
colored
plecea
of
57-Carve
in
Intaglio
(nautical)
mer. They or their forbears emi
port a very pleasant time.
And tho’ twice told has not grown stale,
road
running
through
the
plantation;
60Elevate
atone
29-Brood of pheasants
grated from Germany In 1753. at the
The annual reunion of the Whit
Of our town’s Incorporation.
and
they
also
recommended
the
ap

15Fowl
61Clamor
31-Nominal
value
solicitation of Gen. Waldo and his
more family will be held at the home
16- To low, as a cow
62- Second-hand
The Camden Boys’ Band have their parts,
34- SalIors
;
son Samuel, who were also of Ger pointment of some suitable person to
of
Will
Sampson.
North
Haven
Mon

And well these parts have played;
18-Artlcle
63- Grotto (Poetic)
35- Forelgner
man blood. But none of them were carry a remonstrance to the Court at
day,
Sept.
1.
All
are
invited.
In dedication put their hearts,
2O-Narratlve
36- One who aims or
Prussians. Bavarians, for the most session at Topsham. John Fuller
ROCKPORT
And likewise in parade.
The field day of Knox Pomona
22- Circles
VERTICAL
thrusts, as a lanes
part, but some of them came from was chosen to perform this duty.
Mrs. Eva Gould's Beauty Parlor
Grange
was
held
at
Union
fair
In 117 the bridge which was vari23- Vehicle celebrated
The day is passing, and Its spqll—
37- Renovated
other small German States. And last,
will be closed this week on account
grounds.
Aug.
24
with
a
good
attend

We bid old friends adieu ;
by Holmes
1- 40 Cubic feet, chip 38- 8ead ornaments
but not least, were the Gushees— rlously described as “the bridge on
of the illness of her mother, Mrs.
ance, picnic lunch and an excellent
Hoping our next Centennial
24- Builds
measurement
39- Surround
French Huguenots Jn the old country, road laid out from the guide post by
Mary Thurston.
Mrs. Gould an
Will
honored
be
by
you.
program.
Mr.
Cannan
gave
an
in

26- Born
2- Burden
40- Frighten
but many of them Quakers in Amer "Pallatiah” Pease's to McLain’s Mills
nounces to her patrons that her shop
teresting
talk
on
farming'
as
he
saw
27- Those here present
3- Prefix. Through
41- Express!on
The evening shades around us close,
ica. They, too, came from Massa and "the bridge by B. P. Keene's”
will
be
open
again
Sept.
3.
it
through
England,
Denmark.
Ger-,
The setting sunbeams glance.
28- Oepending
4- Appearing
44-T umor
chusetts to Rarrettstown/ind to Ap was put up at auction and con
Harold Graffam of Providence
many
and
other
European
countries.
But
“
Pltty-pats'
’
and
“
Tippy-toes
”
30-Balls
5- City In France
50-Correlatlve of "that"
pleton Plantation, among the first structed by John Davis for $80.
Will stop to join the dance.
arrived
Sunday
morning
for
a
week's
Ex-Senator
Buzzell
of
Belfast
and
32-Crafty
6- Combining form.
• • • •
52-1 know (Latin)
of the early settlers. This mixed pop
Senator Merle J. Harriman were also
vacation.
83- Assoclate of Royal
Equal
55-Town In S. W.
In closing let me thank each friend
ulation of the best blood of Northern
The following year, it was voted to
Mrs.
Maud
Ciapham
of
Boston
Is
a
speakers
of
the
afternoon.
Over

Academy
(abbr.)
For all assistance tendered;
7-Soll
France
Europe has always been an element oppose the laying out of a road from
lock's Orchestra furnished the mu
guest of her sister Mrs. Cora Paul.
Such was your willingness to lend
84Tale-bearer
8- An age
56- Point of compact
of strength among the rugged, ambi Camden through the plantation of
That we have not surrendered.
sic and Mr. Spear entertained with
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie C. Dean have
38-Most
fearless
9Contradictlon
(abbr.)
tious and thrifty men and women Appleton to Montville, and B. P.
a monologue.
returned from a visit of several
42- Assumed nsme
11- One or the other
58-Llkewise not
who have gone out from the old Keene was chosen to carry the re
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Cameron ar
weeks with friends at Criehaven.
TENANT'S
HARBOR
43Sheep
12Wlgwam
159-Suffix. One who
town to contribute toward the wel monstrance to a Court to be holden at
rived in Union Saturday for a visit
Mr. and Mrs. John Wentworth of
Mr. and Mrs. C. Y. Mqnaghan of
fare of other States and communi Warren.
And Aaron Ripley, the
Solution to Pre\ ious Puzzle
of two weeks with relatives.
Vinalhaven
have
been
visiting
Mrs.
ties or who have remained at home grandfather of Ashton Ripley and my Watertown, Mass, are guests of their Wentworth’s parents in Guilford
A pretty bridge party was given
to carry on the work begun here by great-grandfather, continued to carry parents.
last Friday evening at the home of
B
and were accompanied on their re
their ancestors.
sacks of corn on his shoulder, to the
Mrs. Beatrice Robbins of Stoning turn by her mother Mrs. Langtry,
Miss Beulah Pach by Mrs. Muriel
' ^uropeam Excursions
w
• • • •
nearest grist-mill at Camden, fol ton returned home Friday after a brief sister and baby, and they were guests
Hallowell. The first prize fell to Ma
BO
It appears that, for at least 25 or lowing a trail through the forest,
isit with her mother and sister.
bel Ayer and consolation prize to
Saturday at Ralph Wentworth’s.
30 years, practically all of the inhab marked by spotted trees. At the
Harriett Avery Foster of Ruther
Leroy Sheerer has returned to his
Miss Lorena Berry who has been
By Edwin Robert Pelre
itants of the Plantation lived on the same time, John Davis was carrying
ford, N. J.
home after passing a short vaoqjion the guest of her grandmother Mrs.
Ridge, along the crest of which, run his grist in the same manner, through
Miss Dorothy Ann Thurston left
here.
Charles
Prince
returned
Saturday
to
N
ning from north to south, was the the woods to a mill in Union.
Monday morning to return to Ver
Mrs. Roy Barter and son are vis her home in Malden.
A HOLIDAY WITH HESSIANS.
first road. It was along this road
In 1824 a road was built parallel to
mont where she is employed as a do
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Herbert
Lovejoy
of
that little bands of immigrants and on the westerly side of the Mal iting her mother.
mestic sciepce instructor.
somestimes travelled from their port colm Line, running by the farms now
Don't pass by Hesse in your Ger
Joe McNeil and friend have re Quincy, Mass., and his mother are
ISU
Hazen Ayer is enjoying a hiking
guests
at
Mrs.
Bernice
Thurston
’
s.
of entry at St. John to unknown des occupied by Abner Grant, Everett turned to their homes in Attleboro,
trip through the White Mountains. man trip, In the misguided notion
Mrs.
Hannah
Doyle
was
a
weekend
tinations in the primeval forest be Whitney, Aubrey Fuller and Bert Mass.
With him Is Frederick Ayer. 3rd, of that from this province came the
guest at Edgar S. Bohndell's while
yond. Occasionally some family Whitney; also another connecting
South Hamilton. Mass., and tutor.
Capt. Charles Holbrook left Sun enroute to Franklin from Medfield.
would almost literally fall by the this with the Ridge road, at the cor
The M. E. Church picnic will be hired Hessians that George III of
day for Somerville, Mass., where he
wayside and so remain with us, and ner near Maynard Brown’s.
Mass.
held
Wednesday at the foot of Seven England used against America in the
has employment. Mr. Holbrook will
Everett Merrill with Mr. and Mr.others, favorably impressed with the
In 1825. a citation from the Su Join him there later.
Tree Pond.
days of the Revolutionary War.
country, deliberately located there. preme Judicial Court of Lincoln
James Miller and daughter Ruth at
Carol Pierson of Salem, Mass., is a These soldiers came from Hesse-Cas
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harry
Paterson
and
Running at right angles from the County for a road leading from Bel
tended the Bangor fair last week.
guest of Paul I’. Harriman. Tlhe sel,, now in Prussia, and it should not
Ridge road, both east and west, were fast to Gardiner, petitioned for by Ca Mr. and Mrs. Manfred Humphrey
Mrs. Mary Walsh of Beverly. Mas-.,
BIG YEAR SEEN
young men expect to return to Haver l«j forgotten that even Frederick of
a few trails marked by spotted trees leb Stone and 72 others, was pre motored to Rockland Saturday.
and Miss Margaret Connelly of Fitch
hill Sept. 3 where they teach history I’russia levied a cattle tax on the
Alison Morris recently moved a burg, are guests this week at Chester
or bridle paths leading to the cabins sented at a town meeting. A com
and English respectively in Haver army when it passed through his do National Political Circles Get
of settlers who came a little too late mittee of three, consisting of Abia truck load of furniture from Con P. Wentworth's.
hill High School.
minions to show his disapproval of
to secure farms on the crest of the thar Richardson, George Pease and necticut for Mr. Underwood who has
Theo. Bragdon of Franklin was a
Carrie Evans has returned from a them.
ting Ready For Very Ac
Hesse is the heart of the
Ridge. The McLains—Archibald and Peter Ripley was appointed to con bought the late D. F. Wall house.
guest Saturday at E. S. Bohndell's.
motor
trip
to
Washington,
D.
C..
southern Rhineland, where you no
Mr. and Mrs. Colby Kalloch are
Fergus—who first settled on the sider the matter and to report forth
tive Season
Mrs. Leroy ’Gardner of Hartford,
where she accompanied relatives who tice so many vineyards and hills of
Ridge, soon erected the first mills, with. They recommended that the guests of their aunt, Mrs. E. E. Allen. Conn., is visiting her mother, Mrs.
were enroute to Honolulu.
waving rye and barley.
Within it
Clarence Thompson went to Pleas
whose wheels were ever turned by town remonstrate against build,ng
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Pevear with you find Giessen, D:#mstadt, Mainz , There is going to be politics the
Bertha Bartlett.
the waters of Georges Riven. The the road, and the two first named, ant Point Saturday to bring a load
Mr. and Mrs. Harold McLean and
Mrs. Harold Foster and children and Worms, which last Is associated year round in Washington, and year
settlement v^hlch grew up around together with Rufus Miller, were in of furniture here for Mrs. Myrna Shu child of East Boston, Mass., are at
spent Sunday in Boothbay Harbor. with our memories of Siegfrid and in and year out.
them was known as McLain's Mills, structed to remonstrate, at a court man who is at the home of her moth Mrs. Mary Clough's.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Morton are Kriemhild. and of course, with Lu
and was then in the town of Hope. to be held at “Casteen.”
er since the death of her husband,
With the new Democratic organi
with her sister, Mrs. Myrtle Judkins. ther. for here he defended his doc
Stanley Bowles and Sydney Collins
Packard’s Mill, later known as
Richard Shuman.
• • • •
Accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. James trines before Charles V, in the Epis zation at the Capital already in op
of Monument Beach, Mass, class
Smith's Mills, and now as North1 Ap
Mrs. Frank Dooley of Providence
Howell they have just motored copal palace, which no longer is eration, the Republicans are mobolizThe Montville bridge was built in visited her cousins, Miss Eva Torrey mates of Elmer Crockett at Amherst
pleton, was also in Hope. Burkett's
through the Rangeley Lake section. there.
College, were guests Sunday at Wil
1827,
at
a
cost
of
$100,
labor
at
eight
Its nine hundred year old ing a new set-up which will get under
Mill soon became the center of an
and Mrs. Frank Brown, Friday.
Friends of Rev. and Mrs. Charles cathedral deserves notice, . however.
liam Crockett’s.
Putansu-Wadzworth
other growing village: and Proctor’s cents an hour. The same*year, the
Norman Barter’s little daughter
Seliger are glad to welcome them Darmstadt is often passed by by the way next month.
Among the social affairs given for
The marriage of Ethel May Wads
Corner developed into a neighbor road by the Malcolm Line was ex recently fell through the wharf at
Claudius Huston, of Tennessee, is
again to Union after two months tourists because it is a great indus
tended
in
a
southerly
direction
by
Miss
Lorena
Berry
of
Malden,
who
hood of considerable size.
Port Clyde cutting a long gash In has been a guest in town, was the worth and Edwin J. Putansu took spent in Skowhegan.
slated
to be the new chairman of the
the
Weymouth
place,
socalled.
The
trial
center,
but
I
had
several
days
of
place Aug. 17 at the parsonage in Vi
The first plantation meeting of
her forehead. Dr. Hodgkins was
Miss Mina Woodcock of Cushing
record was held August 24, 1812. at road in front of Aaron Ripley’s house called and took five stitches in the utility shower Wednesday' evening nalhaven. the ceremong being per-' has returned home after a visit with interest there amid the shrines of Republican National Committee and
at the home of Mrs. Huse Richards. formed by Rev. P. J. Clifford of Union
Meyerbeer, Abt Vogler, Baron Lie the active general of the Republican
the house of William Meservey. The was discontinued and the road was wound.
It was an occasion very much enjoyed. Church. The bride is a daughter Mrs. Cora Griffin.
big, Gervinus and Merck, the friend organization. A. F. Dawson, Iowa
farm on which it was situated was straightened by running it back of
Mrs.
Milton
Stephenson
enter

of Goethe and Herder, who all had banker and former newspaper man,
Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Whitmore and of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Wadsworth
purchased seven years later by my the house. This is the house that
Seek is to be the man on the job—the field
WALDOBORO
daughter Lillian, and Mr. and Mrs. of this town. The groom is of tained at bridge Wednesday night in birthplaces or homes here.
grandfather. Rev. Abiathar Richard is located on the farm now known as
honor
of
Miss
Laura
Robbins
and
out Hesse, and if your knowledge of captain, or executive secretary.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Galloups are L. W. Ames and daughters Mildred Clark Island, where the couple will
son, who came from Jefferson to be the Tolman or Barker place.
Miss
Annie
Fickle
of
Detroit,
Mich.
The lower Medomac bridge was set receiving congratulation on the birth and Margaret, motored Sunday to reside.
history plays no tricks with you, you
come the pastor of the Baptis’
A publicity drive, timed to coin
Miss Ruth Bradford of Friendship will love these Hessians.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. McIntosh, Miss is visiting friends in town.
cide with the consideration of the
Church which had Just been organ up and bid off, in 1831, by Paul Met of a daughter Aug. 18 at the Bath Penobscot via Bangor to visit rela
calf
for
$38
to
be
done
according
to
Frances
McIntosh
and
Miss
Lena
’
Tariff
Bill in the Senate, is to be
City
Hospital.
tives.
ized by the people of Appleton Plan
Friends of Mrs. Ralph Starrett,
“Said
D. A. Whitmre and family have Gilchrist visited North Haven Sun formerly Eva Childs of South Union,
Mr. and Mrs. Hoilis Robinson of
launched as a counter offensive of the
tation and the western part of Hope the following agreement:
THORNDIKEVILLE
including McLain's Mills, where, bridge to be 7^ rods in length: posts New York and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph moved into the house which they re day.
Mrs. Mayola Parents and Roy Democratic publicity campaign. Un
will be pleased to know that she is
The recent death of Nettie (Alley) convalescing from a very serious ill Crotteau of Oakland are visiting at der the guidance of Charles Mickel
later, the church building was lo 13 feet in length; cap pieces 16 feet Smith of Rockport have been guests cently bought on Union street. Their
in length; seven piers, three posts of Mr. and Mrs. M. G. Robinson.
Knowlton of Camden brought sorrow ness.
son, veteran newspaperman, the
telephone number is 203-6.
cated.
William Lothrop's.
in each pier, to be well creased;
to many in town including members
Democrats have been making a tarMrs. I. S. Bailey returned to Buffalo,
Myron
Merrill
is
on
a
two
week's
Mrs.
Charles
Plumer
and
son
Alan
of the organizations with which she have returned to New York after visit at Port Clyde guest of his ; set of the House tariff measure all
According to the records, for more bridge to be sufficiently railed; five N. Y., Saturday after visiting her
SOUNDS SENSIBLE
was allied—The Legion Auxiliary and spending the summer with Dr. cousin George Davis.
summer and the Republicans are
than 30 years, the most of the town stringers across the stream, four parents Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Gay for
meetings and State elections were across the other piers, plank to be several weeks.
Engineering Council Seeks To Avoid Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge. She Plumer. At the same time Miss Alice
Miss Grade GofC of Providence aroused. Either Dawson or a "high
was the wife of Ray Knowlton and Plumer returned to the Deaconess spent a few days recently with her powered” newspaperman is to taka
held either in the original house on two and one half inches thick or
So Much Traffic Confusion
Mrs. Madeline Kane is in Syracuse,
leaves also a young son.
command of the Republican cam
this farm or in the barn which is hewed timber, all to be done in a N. Y., to join her husband.
Hospital in Boston where she is in aunt Mrs. John Pushaw.
Mrs. Edw. Lane and Mrs. Fred training.
still standing and which is probably good and workmanlike manner. Like
The American Engineering Council
Mrs. Frederick Ettlinger, Jr., of paign.
Miss Lizette Smythe of Waltham
President Hoover is satisfied with
the oldest building in the town. Oc mannered timber to be sound.” The Mass., is a guest at George W. Sim has adopted a standard for the mark Burns visited in Rockland Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Bowes are Staten Island. N. Y., is passing a few
Mrs. ,Garrie Blackman of Wiscasset entertaining relatives of Mrs. Bowes' week with Mr. and Mrs. F. V. Et- the reorganized Republican campaign
casionally these meetings were held upper bridge to be 80 feet long and mons'.
ing
of
traffic
signals.
At
present
what
plans and is credited by many with
at Joseph Richardson's house or built in like manner, was bid off by
terlinger at their summer home.
Mrs. E. R. Hunnewell and Mrs, is legal in one city or state is many is the guest of her brother Richard from Boston.
Young.
cooper shop, or at the schoolhouse in Thomas Lermond for $26.
Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Randall and son inspiring the arrangement. Senator
Clara Hunnewell of North Anson times illegal in another and the motor
(To
be
continued)
Mrs.
Fred
Burns
entertained
District Number 2, all of which were
Joe returned to their home in East Watson of Indiana, th Republican
were at Mrs. Lillian Reed's last week, ist finds himself arrested or fined for
EAST UNION
Thursday evening Mr. and Mrs. I. W
Boston Tuesday after a two weeks leader, also is regarded as one of
on the adjacent farm, now owned by
Mrs. Gracia D. Libby returned to doing something that is correct in
those giving impetus to the program
Mrs. W. Afl. Keyes of Worcester, stay at Lester Merrill's.
O. W. Currier.
And sometimes
his city but is a traffic violation in the Fifield. Mr. and Mrs. Folsom Little
LAKEWOOD ITEMS
Boston Saturday.
field and Douglass Littlefield of Wol Earl Gray and Ernest Hamill and
Mr. and Mrs. Pennock of Milton, for a more active party organiza
meetings were called at, or adjourned
Miss Irma Waltz of Waterville is next town.
laston, Mass. Supper was served friend of Waltham were recent visi Mass., who are occupying the Cobb tion.
.
to, William Llnekin's store, which
A standard set of signals both as to
Francis Wilson, one of Ameri the guest of her sister Mrs. Charles
followed by singing, with Douglas at
There is still to be settled the ques
was located just south of these more
design, and color of lettering and the piano, and dancing with music tors at the home of Mr. and Mrs, Farm have as their guests this week
Rowe.
ca's
foremost
comedians,
celebrated
Willard Wellman.
Mrs. Pennock's sister and brother of tion whether Mrs. Alvin T. Hert, of
popular meeting places.
Mrs. Emily Davis is visiting in background would enable the autoist from the radio. Leaving at 12 p. m
Kentucky, will continue as the vice
Ernest Gilchrest of Fall River, Braintree, Mass.
The warrant of this first meeting author, lecturer and dramatist will Thomaston.
to know just what signal was intend they all pronounced it a very enjoy
be
at
Lakewood
the
week
of
Sept,
Mass.,- hi a guest of his aunt Mrs,
Miss Estelle Hudson returned to chairman of the Republican National
was addressed to Benjamin P. Keene,
Mr. and Mrs. Ellsworth Harris and ed. Not only would this cut down able occasion.
in
his
own
hilarious
comedy,
“
Ca
Rebecca Davis.
her home in Whitinsville. Mass., committee in charge of women's
constable, and Mr. Keene was chosen
Companionate
Marriage? family of Montclair. N. J. are guests the number of accidents due to mis
Mr. and Fred Carson. Joseph RawMr. and Mrs Ray Gould are happy Sunday after spending the summer activities. Mrs. Hert submitted her
moderator—a position which he con mille’s
of Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Mayo at “Drift understood signals, but it would also sky, John Bent, Joseph Enos and over the arrival of a son, born Aug 20, with her grandmother Mrs. William resignation soon after Dr. Work, but
He
is
just
celebrating
his
59th
anni
tinued to fill, for quite as long a per
facilitate the speeding up of traffic.
James Muir were guests for the week
Fred Spear, accompanied by Mr Lothrop.
some want her continued and negoiod as it was held, in later years, by versary on the stage, and this week wood Camp," Martin's Point.
Suggested combinations are as at Mr. and Mrs. Maland Ames’ while and Mrs. W. H. Esancy and Mr. and
Arthur Porter of Boston is at R. L
Mrs. A. W. Thorndike recently had 1 tiations looking to that end are now
Andrew Wentworth. Other officers as the First Grave Digger in “Ham
follows
for
marking
city
traffic
signs:
Benner
’
s
where
Mrs.
Porter
has
been
the
Carnival
was
in
town.
Mrs.
George
Davis
made
an
auto
as
guests
her
niece
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
'
in progress.
let
”
marks
his
first
appearance
since
were William Meservey, clerk; Ben
Stop—Red letters on yellow back
Harry Smith of Somerville, Mass. | It Is the belief of the Republican
trip to Portland Sunday.
jamin P. Keen .Abraham Ripley and "Rip Van Winkle" in Boston two for several weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. William O. Reed have ground.
Miss Ethelyn French has returned
Mrs. Mary Watson and friend of i "high command” that the party camNathaniel Meservey, assessors; (they years ago.
OWL’S HEAD
Slow—Black letters on yellow back
returned from Brandon, Vt.
•♦ •
spending the summer with her aunt Lynn, Mrs. Raymond Crabtree and J paign for the next spring pri
probably also acted as selectmen and
Dr.
G.
L.
Bunker
and
family
of
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Levensaler of ground.
to her home in Somerville, after sons and Mrs. Sydney Crabtree are mary campaign should be launched
A special Pullman from New York
overseers of poor) and William Me
Caution—Black letters on yellow Waterville are spending a few days Mrs. U. S. Wincapaw.
spending a few days this w'eek at at once.
Senator Moses of New
eervey, tjollector of taxes. They were arrived at Madison Monday morning Staffordville, Conn., are visiting Mr.
at
their
summer
home.
background.
Pioneer Grange resumes its meet Islesboro.
Hampshire, has been chosen by Sen
sworn, or rather, affirmed to the bringing a group of “first-nighters' and Mrs. Lewis Levensaler.
Mrs.
Homer
Yates
and
family
of
One way and Detour—Black letters
Mrs. Allan Annis of New York has
ings this week.
A party consisting of seven peo ator Watson as the chairman of the
faithful discharge of their trust, by from the metropolis to see the first
New York who have been spending
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Stevenson ac ple from Pittsfield, who were on a senatorial
campaign
committee.
Almond Gushee, justice of the peace. performance of Norman Bel Geddes' been spending a few days with her on white arrow.
the
summer
here,
returned
to
their
Information—Black letters on white
companied by his mother Mrs. A. B sif/itseeing tour, camped in John Representative Will Wood of Indi
Apparently no other business was "Hamlet” production at Lakewood aunt Mrs. W. A. Richards.
home last week.
Stevenson of Camden were recent Pushaw’s field Saturday night. Two ana will continue, most likely, as
Mrs. Donald Soutar and children background.
transacted, but at a meeting held at last night. Morris Gest heads the
Dr. W. B. Adams of Springfield,
No Parking—Red letters on white Mass., arrived last week and is mak visitors in this place.
of them were old-time friends of Mr. chairman of the congressional com
of Auburn and Mrs. Marguerite Fer
the same place, two weeks later, it New York contingent.
E. C. Payson and family of Rock and Mrs. Pushaw who entertained mittee in charge of the House cam
guson of Orlando. Fla., have been re background.
was voted to raise $500 for highways.
* . . <
ing a short visit with his family who
Limited Time Parking—Green let are spending the season at their cot land were Sunday visitors at the the party Sunday" at a chicken din paign.
The price of labor was fixed at 17c
A .E. Thomas, author of a number cent guests of Mrs. Nina Goucher.
home of A. W. Payson.
ner.
per hour (several years later, this of Broadway hits of which “Just Sup
Mrs. O. V. Hassner has returned ters on white background.
tage ihere.
Prof. Leland Hemenway and fam
Other Restrictions—(Black letters
was fixed as low as 8c per hour); pose” is his best known contributio from Portland where she has been
Mrs. Ford and daughter Virginia of
ily are visiting Mrs. Hemenway’s
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
oxen, 12c per hour; plow, $1 per day, to the stage is at Lakewood for a two visiting her son.
on white background.
NORTH CUSHING
Massachusetts are visiting at Charles
former home in Millbridge.
There are also recommendations Chester’s.
(1814 to $1.56); cart, 50c per day. weeks' vacation.
On looking from her window early
Robert MacMillan. 15-year-01d son
STEAMBOAT CO.
Lester
Merrill
has
been
substitu

Three highway surveyors—Nathan
one morning last week Mrs. George made that ail State highway signs he
• • • •
Mrs. Hazel Bohn and children of of Mr. and Mrs. Robert MacMillan
ting on R.F.D. route for a few days Boats between Rooklsnd, Vinalhaven, North
Pease, Eliphalet Maxfield and Charles
black
letters
on
yellow
background
Greenlaw
was
surprised
to
see
a
Haven.
Stonington. Swan’s Island
New
Jersey
are
visiting
relatives
in
and
brother
to
Mrs.
Franis
Bates
Clairborne Foster? star of “The
while the regular carrier finishes his
Bryant—were chosen for districts Patsy" and other Broadway successes large moose standing near by her with the exception of speed limit signs town.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
was fatally injured When knocked
haying.
Subject
To
Change Without Notice
whose limits were not defined until including "Applesauce" and "Sinner" ►barn.
The animal did not seem which are to be black and white.
Mr. and Mrs. Videtor with Mrs. from his bicycle Aug. 21, by a “hitDAILY SUNDAYS EXCEPTED
The blueberry season is practi
later. Peltiah Pease was chosen con is at Lakewood preparing for her ap alarmed when Mrs. Greenlaw went
Vldetor’s mother, Mrs. Emma Carver and-run driver on Central street.
VINALHAVEN LINE
cally over and a fair crop is the
stable. The records do not show how pearance with The Lakewood Players into the yard and remained there for
PAYSON-FOGLER FAMILIES
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven dally except
are returning to their home In Lowell, Leominster, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs.
word.
Sunday at 7.00 A. M. and 1.00 P. M. Arrlvmany voters were present, but, at the
The
Payson-Fogler
families
will
after
spending
the
summer
at
their
about
five
minutes
before
he
slowly
Bates
who
were
spending
tfieir
vaca

during the week of Sept. 9 in “Lov
____________________________________________. Ing at Rockland at 8.20 A. M. and 2.20 P. M.
State election held the following
hold their annual reunion at Penob- cottage at Holiday Beach.
tion with relatives at the home of
trotted away.
i
I Returning leaves Rockland at 9.30 A. M. and
Me—Love My Dog.”
April, 30 votes were cast for Gov
cot View Grange, hail, Glencove,
• • « *
The outside dampness did not D. W. Montgomery returned to Leo
LAST
CALL
ON
AIR
WAY
'X A” Md,.M pVMllhaTen’ arrl’lni
ernor.
Col. Frederick Greene. Commis Wednesday, Aug. 28. No postpone dampen the spirits of the young minster at once.
The Lakewood Players will glv
STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
The building and maintenance of
folks
who
attended
the
party
held
in
Virgil
Robinson
and
family
and
ment.
sioner
of
Public
Works
of
New
York
only two more matinees before the
Price advance Sept. 1. Phone your ! Steamer leaves Swan’s Island dally except
roads in these early days were mat
the
Community
Room
Friday
even

guest
have
returned
to
their
homes
in
State
arrived
at
Lakewood
last
week
I
Sundays at 6.30 A. M., Stonington 7.25, North
order now and eave the difference. IIaven 8 20; due at Rockland about 9.30 A. M.
ters of chief concern, although the season ends there in October. A spe to be there for the opening perform
LEADBETTER FAMILY
ing with music, games, etc, all re Providence.
cial performance of “Hamlet” will be
m
•
Returning, leaves Rockland at 2.30 P. M.,
support of public education and the
Mr. and Mrs. Lozier Davis of East
The annual reunion of the Lead- ported a very happy evening.
ance of "Hamlet" Monday night.
• 1« VOUSU1S
i North Haven 3.39, Stonington at 4.30; due to
care of the poor were not neglected, given on Aug. 31 and a special mati He was the guest of Gov. Wm. Tudor better family will be held at the home
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Raymond
Green
called
Pepperell,
Mass.,
are
passing
their
arrive
at Swan’s Island about 5.30 P. M.
'qhe construction of roads deserve nee of the Francis WSlson comedy Gardiner, and a luncheon was given of Eunice T. Brown, North Haven on Mrs. Green’s parents Sunday eve- vacation with his mother Mrs. Al-Jll MAIN ST. CAMDEN
TEL.220
B. H. STINSON
i
more than passing notice, since they on Labor Day Both performances
95-193
General Agent
wilda Davis.
74-tf
lUl-103 ning.
Saturday, Aug. 31.
Friday in his honor.
tell a very accurate story of the
at - o clock standard time.
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ANNOUNCING

IN ROCKLAND

THURSDAY-F

AUGUST 29-30

The Merchants Listed Below Have Cooperated in Planning the

GREATEST VALUE-GIVING EVENT
Ever Conceived For the People of This Section

Tremendous Values

Hundreds of Bargains

See the Advertisements in This and Thursday’s Issue of The Courier-Gazette For Listed Bargains and Specials

FREE

FREE

FREE

A New AH Electric Philco Radio will be installed Absolutely Free in the home of some person who trades in Rock
land Stores Dollar Days. Ask for your tickets.

Band Concert in Post Office Square Friday Night

Name of Radio Winner will be announced at 8 o’Clock

THESE MERCHANTS ARE PARTICIPATING:
SENTER CRANE CO.

CRIE HARDWARE CO.

NEWBERT’S RESTAURANT

CUTLER-COOK CO.

E. H. CRIE

CARVER’S BOOK STORE

F. J. SIMONTON CO.
C. W. SHELDON
E. B. CROCKETT

B.L. SEGAL

G.W. PALMER & SON

CROCKETT’S BABY SHOP
MAE’S SMART SHOPPE
SPEAR’S SHOE STORE
M.B.&C.O. PERRY
ROCKLAND GARAGE
KNOWLTON’S MARKET
BOSTON SHOE STORE
CHISHOLM BROS.
V. A. LEACH
A. M. MOODY
ROCKLAND RADIO SHOP
STRAND THEATRE
CLOVERDALE STORE
BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
JOHN A. KARL

THURSTON OIL CO.

F. W. WOOLWORTH CO.
McLAlN’S SHOE STORE
J. F. GREGORY & SON
BURPEE & LAMB
BERMAN’S
J. J. NEWBERRY
KNOX BOOK STORE
C.E. MORSE
CARINI’S
FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
R. E. NUTT

H.H.CRIE&CO.
DORMAN’S
CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO.
W. I. AYER

TRAINER’S RESTAURANT

W. H. GLOVER CO.
SECURITY TRUST CO.
NORTH NATIONAL BANK
JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE

'T

CORNER DRUG STORE
ROCKLAND PHARMACY

MAINE MUSIC CO.
A. C. McLOON & CO.

ROCKLAND WHOLESALE GRO. CO.
I. LESLIE CROSS
C.H.MOOR
LEON J. WHITE
EASTERN FURNITURE CO.
JOHNSON HAT SHOP
A. T. THURSTON

I

Every-Other-Day
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TOO LATE FOR CLASSIFICATION

THOMASTON
i

LOST

Between Stahl's Hill. Warren, and

i^.os’1'

Dulfie hag on road between Rock-

of Gardiner my offlcc- Thomaston, leather ban containing I
Edward
I. , Ludwig
,
,
... , ,
‘
.
3 filled leather medicine eases. Notify A. 1*. 11
[spent the weekend with his parents. HEAU>t M p . Thomaston.
103-tf,
| Mr. and Mrs. Allred K. Ludwig. Ed-

ward has been employed in Warren|ant| and Waldoboro.
Reward. Notify (<>F
for a few years but a short time agoBIER-GAZETTE,________________ 1Q3*)O>
moved to Gardiner where he was
>y \ntE1» At once, hr tips f«.r tlllinc fir
given the same position in the shoe pillows. Bring 10lbs. as sample. fWE
shop that he left two years ago In <*IFT SHOP.
--------------------------<------ .
WANTED- Experienced cashier, wanted at
which he was certainly fortunate. once.
Write BOX 64. Tel. 767 Rockland.
He was graduated from the Thom103-105
astorf High School, class or 1921, - pt,R
)crrk.r ,|„U.S ,„d „„p», 3
li whose members have been very sue- m),nths to a year old. wire haired and smooth
1 cessful in (finding employment.
j haired. Make fine pets or mink dogs, all
,,,,.
,
,
. .
’ beauties, best of breeding. DR. (SHERMAN..
Elliot Copeland and family of Cam- 1.„(.kla„(, Mv TeL 398-W.
103*105 J
1 <lcn, X. J., arc visiting his parents, — K 8AU^H,e Mten room hoUM ^,^1
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Copeland.
on state read from Thomaston to Warren at I
Mrs. Walter Andrew* is visiting her
,!i'«r H'"‘l
[' I"' I''"’"'•11
.
,,
,
. Vhu
hot and coM water. house, slid, stable and
patents, .Mr. and Mrs. ta.eb Gul- uew garace connected. Buildings rodded and
chrest. Mrs. Andrews left her home jn excellent repair. Acre of land with apples,
in Framingham at 7 p. in. Saturday pears, nlums. blackberries and
. .
.
...
price right for quick sale
(HESTER (>.
and arrived in 1 homaston at 11 p. m., ^yyLLlE. Warren, Me. Tel. Thomaston 160-3.
___________________________103*105
| coming through by automobile.
I
EUR SALE A cabin cruiser built 2 years
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Barker and
daughter Josephine who have been a-o. Ford engine in same, length 28 ft., price
Jt'.o; 7 room house on Pearl St. Camden,
guests of Mrs. Ralph Carroll, re garage. % of an acre of land. classed in
turned Saturday to their home in veranda 1 room house on Rawson Ave.. Cam• den : 6 room house on Harding Ave.. Camden:
Taunton, Mass
6 room house on Pearl St.. Camden. Camps
.j
Bvron llahp and family who are Hl Hosmer’s Pond. Inquire of F. AYERS. 3
.
'
!
■
4

Our Endof-the-Season Sale Closes Saturday

Thursday and Friday we will have our
store filled with

HONEST-TO-GOODNESS BARGAINS
60

Sweaters

Rayon Panties
2 pairs for

$1 each

$1.00

Long and short sleeves

Light shades only

Striped Blazers
$1 each
, Only a small lot
Come Early!

11 spending two weeks’ vacation with Masonic Block, Camden.______________ 103-105
'his parents, will return Friday to
E(>k saLk tine roan 8 year-old saddle
I! their home ill Somerville.
' horse. wtdrht about 8»n. kind and gentle.

Mrs. Addle
Addis Jones
Jones has returned MAPLE FrEST FARM. Warren. Me.

Hosiery

$1.29

$3 sag

IrlUi.
103*108

I
from a visit in Lynn.
TO LET Heated apartment. 1 or 5 rooms,
Boy Scents in twos and fours are all modern improvements, furnished or un
One Lot
spending the nights at Knox Atbor- furnished, with or without garage. Good lo
One Lot
cation. TEL. 21 -M___________________ DKI-tf
etuni.
TO LET Two furnished rooms for light
Mrs. Marie Singer and niece Betty
Children’s and Misses’
housekeeping, with garage. E. N. SYLVES
Brown are in Portland today.
TER. 23 (Ydar St. Tel 804 J
103-105
Miss Alcada Hall and friend Miss
TO LET Furnished apartment of four rooms
Knight of Rockland motored to the at 5<« Masonic St. Available after Sept. 1.
White Mountains Saturday, returning TEL. 754-X.
103-165
home Sunday evening.
Reddington Robbins left Monday visiting Miss Mary llanley has re
for Belfast to join th« yacht Ara turned to her home in Boston.
which will soon leave for a cruise.
The handtub R. H. Conner won
Mrs. Robbins and son accompanied first money in the second class at the
All new—Reg. $5.95
him to Belfast and will return hene muster in Waterville yesterday, play
when the yacht leaves.
Odd colors and sizes
Dresses—2 Days Only
ing 16 5feet and % Inch.
'
.
Small lot—must go for $1
The Garden Club will hold a fall |
Herbert Rider and family who
visited his sisters, Mrs. Demmons and flower show in the Congregational
COTTON
34
SILK
Mrs. Heald, have returned to their vestry Thursday. Aug. 29, from 2 to
One Lot
home in Edgewood, R. I.
." o'clock. A silver collection will be
Errnan H.- Lamb and family who takyn. This will be tile first attempt
have passed several weeks with Mrs. of the club to present the late
Ernest Montgomery, left Thursday for summer flowers. It is hoped that
Noank, Conn., where they will visit everyone will cooperate whether they
Mr. Lamb’s home folk before return are members or not. The proceeds
ing to Nutley. N. J.
will be used for civic improvement.
All that is left of our 2.98 to 5.95
Mrs. Albert T. Gould entertained
Miss Elizabeth Creighton left Sun
day for New York enroute to Split Friday evening at her summer home
Dresses at one price
Soiled and Faded
Rock Tavern. Danbury, Conn., where on Main street. Thomaston, in honor
| she will be the guest cf Miss Letitia of Mr. and Mrs. James .Creighton of
Buffalo. The gUMta Hire Mr. and
Creighton
OTHER BARGAINS TOO NUMEROUS TO MENTION WILL BE ON SALE
Mrs. A. J. Lineken who has been Mrs. Ensign Otis of Rockland, Mrs.
confined to her home with an attack Joseph Emery of Camden. Mrs. Earl
HERE DURING THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
T. Brown of Marshall. Mo., Ralph
of summer grippe, is improving.
Mrs. Nellie McCoy has returned Cusliing of Chicago. Mr. and Mrs.
WE WILL GIVE TICKETS ON THE RADIO ALSO
from a visit in Chicago and New William Gray and Miss Margaret
York. Her daughter Miss Alta Mc- Copeland of Xewton Center, Mass .
C -y' met her in Portland and the Mr. and Mrs. Lee W. Walker. Miss
journey was finished by automobile. Clara Spear. Miss Mabelle Brown
Vincent Crowley of Boston was and Rafael Brunette, till of Thom
the guest of Mrs. Leila Smalley Fri aston.
day. He returned to Boston Satur
WARREN
day by boat.
Mrs. Blanchard Ames and children
Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus Newbert who
had been guest for a week of Mr. Louise. Kathleen and Hilton who
and Mrs. E. K. Winchenbach, re have been visiting Mr. and Mrs.X. E.
turned Sunday to their home in Gar Moore the past two weeks left Sat
urday for their home in Matinieus.
diner.
Ellis Spear. 3d has completed his
Mrs. Lloyd Cowan of Edgewater
Park. N. J., is a guest at the Knox course at Harvard Summer School
with honors and will now remain in
Hotel.
Miss Hilda George, Miss Kay Tur Warren until mid-September.
Mrs. Nathaniel Starrett has been
ner, Mr. and Mrs. William Gray and
Miss Helen Copeland are in Portland the guest the past week of Mr. and
SELLING GOOD HENS
a dozen if feed prices do not shift
THE TABOR-BOY
Mrs. Avery Starrett.
today.
widely.
Florence M. Tolman of Augusta
Charles Welt of Boston, a business
Summer Demand For Poultry Meat
“The bird that produces no eggs Former North Havenite Commands
spent
the weekend in town visiting
man who wenfr from Thomaston 39
and Feeding of Growing Flock Two should be taken from the flock and
Craft Carrying Tabor Academy years ago is passing a vacation in with old friends.
Reasons.
marketed, yet there comes a time
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Chaffee who
Summer Students
town. Mr. Welt has made good in
when some poultrymen cull the flock
have been making a short stay here
business
life.
“Hens work less and make more too severely. At this time of the year
with relatives and friends are expect
James A. Lewis, Bowdoin graduate,
Rev. Herbert M. Worth ley of Ded
money in the fall than they do in the,e"« production is decreasing and the
ing to leave today for Antrim. X. H.
a
former
teacher
at
Portland
and
ham.
Mass.,
preached
at
the
Feder

[ price of eggs is rapidly on the increase
Ernest Githens of Boston who has
spring,” says H. B. Richardson, poul and the poultryman must decide "Westbrook High School and now
ated Church Sunday and was very been the guest of Abbott Spear re
try extension specialist, University which hens will make a profit and instructor at Tabor Academy, com acceptable in his service. Mr. Worth- turned Monday to his home.
ley came as a candidate.
of Maine, commenting on how best to those which should be sold.”
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Spear were
mands the two-masted auxiliary
Weston Petrie and family returned recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Everett
cull the flock this time of the season.
Local summer demand for poultry
schooner
Tabor-Boy
which
arrived
to South Portland Monday after a Spear at their North Haver ' • -e.
“When eggs are 70 cents a dozen meat, and the necessity of feeding
in September and October,’’ he con the growing flock are reasons given here on a summer cruise. Mr. Lewis, visit with Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Bryan Robinson has a n ., Ford
tinued. “a hen can lay an egg once in by Mr. Richardson why many good besides being captain of the schooner, Hahn.
town sedan.
five days and show more profit than hens are sold. Housing room for also acts as instructor and head of
Arthur McDonald returned to New
Mrs. llda Russell has been spend
the hen that lays every other day in early hatched pullets, he adds, often
York Sunday after spending the ing the past week at the Hamlin
the
nautical
department.
the spring when eggs are thirty cents makes it necessary to sell older hens.
weekend with his mother.
Brown cottage, Spruce Head.
The schooner Tabor-Boy is run
Baseball on the home grounds
Hilltop Inn will dose Sept. 1 after
under the auspices'of Tabor Acadc my Wednesday at 5 p. m., Thomaston vs. a very busy season.
Miss Lillian Russell returned Mon-/
at Marion, Mass., and is manned en Rockland.
Mrs. Donald George, Mrs. Earl T day front ft visit at China Lake. Site
tirely by summer students, 15 of Brown. Miss Cornelia Barnard, Miss was accompanied by Mrs. Willis
whom now arc melting the trip Mabelle Brown, Miss Kay Turner, Washburn of St. Louis anil her friend
aboard the vessel. While on the trip Miss Clara Spear, Miss Helen Cope Miss Winifred Wade of New Jersey
the boys are taught seamanship and land and Miss Hilda George had din who have been spending a month
the rudiments of navigation.
ner Monday afternoon at Hill Top there. They were overnight guests
of Miss Russell before returning to
The schooner now is returning from Jnn. Warren.
a cruise which commenced Aug. 9
Charles Ingalls of Milo was the China Lake whence they leave for
from Marion.
The schooner came guest Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Walter their respective homes tftday.' Mrs.
Washburn Is better known to Warren
here from Boothbay Harbor and will Currier.
work its way along the coast toward
Whitman Levensaler was the guest friends as Flora Beckert.
Twenty-six members of the Over
Mario n.—I »o r 11 a n d Express.
of Douglass Walker over the week
look family gathered Sunday at the
Mr. Lewis is a former North Haven c nd at Martin's Point.
boy.
Mrs. J. B. Colson who has been home of Mrs. K. J. Overlook where
a reunion was held and a chicken
dinner served beneath the trees on
the lawn.
Work at the dye house of Georges
River Mill started Friday preparing
stork for new ordcs. Other em
WHERE COURTEOUS SERVICE IS PARAMOUNT
ployes will be called in as needed.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Overlock and
children Florence, Fred and Harold,
and John S. Cates were guests Sat
urday at the home of Mrs. Nina Greg
ory at Gleneove where a picnic din
ner was served to the members of
the family and invited friends who
gathered in honor of Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Gregory.
Miss Florence Overlook of Swamp
scott. Mass., is guest of her parents
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Overlock at East
Warren.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Waltz win
have spent the greater part of the
summer in town with relatives re
turned Monday to their home in
South Paris.
Mrs. Martha Watts entertained
at her home Sunday nearly 30 vistors among whom were Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Watts and children of Bel
mont. Mass., Mrs. Castera Means and
guest Miss Elizabeth Parker, Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Leach and daughter. Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Watts. Miss Ida
Stevens, Miss Margaret Stevens of
Rockland and Mrs. Elvie Borncman
and son of North Waldoboro.
Mr. and Mfs. M. L. Overlook and
son Joseph who have been visiting
relatives in town returned Monday to
their home in Pittsfield, Mass.

Allen-A

1

SPECIAL

Fall Jersey Dresses

$3.95

Dresses $1 each

$

Skirts
$1 each

IIV

Smocks 2 for $1
59c each

CUTLER=COOK CO.

t

P=A=R=K

Tel.409

2

DAYS OF SUPEB VALUES

We have decided to Celebrate Dollar Days—THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

by

making a really sensational PRICE SLASH on the

Liberty Lumber Co. Stock
For these two days only we will sell this High Grade Stock at far below cost to
’ manufacture. We acquired it at a bankrupt sale, hence can give you this almost

unbelievable opportunity.

Come In and See The Articles
For instance, we are selling heavy, finely finished Bathroom and Kitchen Stools
at $1.00 each, regular $2.50 value. We will sell three Camp Chairs, folding type
for a Dollar, or three Clothes Dryers or one handsome Medicine Cabinet with

mirror. • We have a special on Ruffled Curtains at $1.00 per pair.
BUT SEEIN’S BELIEVEN’—C’MON IN

STONINGTON FURNITURE COMPANY
Rockland

313-319 Main St.

A DRY SENATOR
W.C.T.U. Head Makes It
Plain That One Will Be
Worked For
Mrs. Althea G. Quimby of Portland,
staff president of the W.C.T.U., pre
sumably referring to the recent
statement of United States Senator
Arthur R. Gould of Presque Isle re
garding his attitude toward prohi
bition, said at a field day of that or
ganization in Old Orchard Wednes
day that “every honorable means
will be employed to send a temper
ance man to Congress in the luxt
election.”
“The wet propaganda now being
staged in the wet press,” she charged,
"is aimed as much at President
Hoover as at prohibition.
Some
would have us believe that the only
violation of law today is the viola
tion of the prohibitory law. Presi
dent Hoover reminds the American
people that of the total number of
convictions of felony last year only
8 per cent came from that source.”
Mrs. Quimby traced briefly the his
tory of the adopting of National con
stitutional prohibition during the
past ten years. She went on to say
that nine years ago the Constitution
of the United States of America
flashed in the faces of liquor sellers a
“Stop’’ signal which a vast majori
ty of them have heeded. If a steady
stream of law observance and law
enforcement patriots constantly obey
the “Go" signal and keep going for
ward the number of those who fail
to obey the prohibition stop signal
will continue to lessen.
The violation of this law can and
will be reduced to the level of other
laws for the suppression of evils
that injure the individual and arc a
menace to society.
Others seek to attribute the source
of every crime to prohibition. One
of the most ridiculous examples of
this is found in the New York Eve
ning Post which attributes the recent
airplane accident in which Wilmer
Stultz and his two companions lost
their lives to prohibition, remarking:
“Prohibition almost certainly gave
Stultz rotten whiskey,” implying that
had the whiskey been “good” the
catastrophe would never have hap
pened!
Would any of these who are crying
for “good" whiskey be willing to trust
their lives to a pilot who had just
come from drinking ever the best
pre-war stock?

Bare Legs Win
Wihen the sans-stocking vogue for
young women reached Belfast, North
Ireland, at last one big manufacturer
declared war on it. When his female
employes began to come in without
stockings notices were posted promt
nentij- to the effect that women com
ing to the offices with hare legs would
he summarily discharged. But the
women stuck together and showed
defiance as well as their legs. The
industrialist realizing that he could
Ashes After Cremation.
not afford to discharge his whole
staff of stenographers and other girl
As a rule, about three or four
workers prudently took down his pounds of ashes remain after a bodv
notices and said no more ahout the ha9 been cremated according to the
matter.
piost approved methods,

DR. JAMESH. McMANUS

I)r. James II. McManus who became
a registered druggist when but 16
years of age, and who claimed a
Maine boxing championship when lie
was 23, died suddenly in his office
Friday night. Funeral services will
be held in Waterville today.
In conversation with George Flmer,
one of his intimate friends, the doc
tor had remarked that when he had

to die he wished to go suddenly. A
desire which was fulfilled so quickly
as to be a great shock to his friends.
The deceased was a native of
Waterville, and most of his life was
devoted to the drug business, his last
connection prior to engaging in a
mail order business for himself being
with the Kittredge Pharmacy.
Dr. McManus had an especially
genial disposition, with a quiet vein
of humor which his friends found
very entertaining. He is survived by
Ids wife.

Here’s the
way to make sure of

LUMBER
QUALITY
TT'S part of our policy to handle materials of wellknown make and guaranteed quality whenever we
can. Wc haven’t been able to do it with lumber until
note. Because until 4-Square Lumber came along
there was no such thing as guaranteed quality*—in
the lumber business.
But there is now—and we’ve got it. 4-Square
Lumber comes in packages. Every package carries
not only the brand mark but the species mark and
the grade mark us well.
When you coinc here and buy 4-SQUARE LUMBER
—you get your money’s worth—and you know that
you are getting it.

W. H. GLOVER & CO.
453 Main St.

Rockland

Tel. 14

4SQUARE LUMBER
DEALER

very-Othfir-Day
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Milady’s Specialty Shoppe

DOLLAR SALE

“FIRST IN FASHION AND IN VALUE”

In addition to personal notes regarding I
depastures and arrivals, this department espe
cially desires Information of social happenings,
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or
telephone will be gladly received.

TELEPHONE ................................... ...........

770

Miss Gertrude Smith of Summer
street gave a bridge tea Saturday fur
Mrs. Edward Jones of Summit, N. J.
There were four tables, honors fall
ing to Mrs. Seymour Cameron, Miss
Evelyp McDougall and Miss Marian
Marsh, with a guest prize to Mrs.
Jones.

Maurice Dunean has returned front
Hatchet Mountain Camp and is visit
ing in Bangor, a guest of Henry Gulnac.

The Woman's Association of the
First Baptist Church meets in the
vestry Wednesday afternoon.
Mrs. George Huntley of Bockport
gave a charming luncheon party
Wednesday for her niece. Miss Doris
Butterfield, and Miss Butterfield’s
guest,
John
Van
Vankenburg
Schoonmaker of Hackensack, New
Jersey. Mr. Schoonmaker has been
here for several weeks staying at the
Shepherd Place, Rockport.

Mr. and Mrs. William T. Moores and
young son of Portland have been
guests of friends in Rockland and
Boothbay Harbor for a week.

Mr. and Mrs. William Heselton
and daughter Alice who have been
at Hoyt Emery's, for their vacation
hAve returned to Townsend, Mass.
Mrs. Emery returned with them for
a few days.

Dr. and Mrs. M. R. Long and Mr.
and Mrs. Pearl G. Willey of Camden
dined at Wesley Lodge, Boothbay
Harbor. Sunday and enjoyed one of
the good chicken dinners Manley
Perry is putting out there.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Frank Dyer and
dauglifer Helen of Augusta were
guests Sunday of Dr. and Mrs.
Harry Richards at their Ash Point
bungalow.

Mrs. Clarke B. Frost and chHdren
of Lisbon. N. H., are guests of Mr.
and Mrs. A. J. Bird. Camden street.
Mr. Frost to join his family later"
for 10 days.
Mrs. Sanford Preble and two chil
dren of Presque Isle, who have been
guests of Miss Beth Hager, Grace
street, have returned home. Mrs.
Preble is director of training at the
ITesque Isle Normal School where
Miss Hager tauglit.

Mrs. Dwight W. Morrow and
youngest daughter, Miss Constance
Morrow, arrived Saturday and went
directly to their summer home at
North Haven, whore Ambassador
Morrow Is expected to loin them for
the month of September. Miss Eliza
beth Morrow has been at North
Haven several weeks.

Miss Pauline Chase of Brooklyn, Is
the guest of her sister, Mrs. W. W.
Spear, Beech street.

Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Moran, Jr., were
in Sullivan and Winter Harbor over
the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Dean, Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Watson and son, and
Miss Verne Watson of Thomaston ar
rived home Saturday from a motor
trip through New Brunswick and
Prince Edward Island.

We are placing on sale special for Dollar Day the
following items

E. B. HASTINGS <S CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Thursday, Friday, Saturday, August 29, 30, and 31

Every Fall Coat, Dress and Hat will be greatly re
duced during Dollar Days
It will pay you to visit our shoppe

QUANTITIES OF GOODS BOUGHT ESPECIALLY FOR THIS SALE. ALL NEW FALL GOODS. YOU
WILL FIND MANY REAL VALUES DURING THESE THREE DAYS SALE. SHOP EARLY FOR BEST
SELECTIONS

*

Milady’s Specialty Shoppe
The Shop Where Ladies Like To Shop
Newberry Block
364 Main St.,
Rockland

Mrs. E. F. Glover gave a small lun
cheon party Friday at her home on
Claremont street, with Miss Harriet
Bird of Portland as honor guest.

Mrs. W. A. Kennedy, with her I
MRS. WATTS’ RECITAL
guest, Mrs. L. A. Weiss of Harrisburg, i
Penn., and Mrs. F. B. Aehorn of Rock- j
land, were at the Rockland cottage, ' South Thomaston Piano Pu
Mrs. Austin Smith is in Portland Northport last week. The weather
pils Give Fine Account of
for two weeks, the guest of her son was ideal and they met many friends
Arthur and his family.
they hadn't seen for a number of
•
Themselves
years- They brought hack pleasant
Mr. nnd Mrs. Addison Stiles. Mr. memories.
Mrs. Charles Watts of South Thomand Mrs. D. A. Stiles and Miss Mary
aston, piano teacher, presented her
Cushman -of Augusta were guests
Miss Louise Huff of Hollywood. pupils in a recital, at her home,
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Kal- Calif, arrived in Rockland this morn
Aug. 20. Excepting a few duets, the
loch. Amesbury street.
ing. and expects to remain in this entire program was given from
vicinity for some time.
memory. There were 35 present, the
Miss Hazeltine U. Watts, teacher
guests being the parents and other
6th grade McLain School, has taken
'll. T. Fetch of Newport, it. I., was I near relatives.
The appreciative
rooms at Mrs. Victor Atwood's, 67
a visitor in the city Monday.
J audience listened to the young per
Willow street.
formers who were a distinct credit
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Tibbetts who to Mrs. Wlatts. Light refreshments
Lee Mayo of Warren, Ohio, is guest
of his sister, Mrs. C. E. Barnard. have been guests of Mrs. J. 11. Breen were served. The program:
and Miss Bernice Tibbetts in Augusta ■ Duct At the Dancing School. Barclay Walker
Chestnut street, for two weeks.
Charlotte'Caddy, Leola Robinson
have returned home.
Piano—Fairy’s Waltz.................... L. Streabog
Miss Edna Watt* and Mrs. Gene
(Myrtle Harlow
vieve Frye entertained at Mrs. Frye’s
Mr. and Mrs. 11. H. Griffin of Plano—Fairyland Music .......Ada May J'laqet
camp at South Cushing, Friday eve ■Brighton. Mass., are guests of Mr.
The 'Band is .Playing Dixie .... Williams
Celia Crowley
ning, among the guests being Mrs. E. and Mrs. William A. Griffin.
Vocal—The Isle of Beautiful Dreams ............
M. O'Neil. Mrs. E. R. Veazie. Mrs. E.
................................................ Geoffrey O'Hara
S. May. Mrs. Oliver Hills, Mrs. Annie
Miss Nellie Brown and Alfred
• Carolina Moon
Ina Kinney
Gilchrist and Miss Edith MacAlman, Stamp of iDorehester, Mass., were
Duet
—'Polka .......................................iCbas. Cloy
ail of Rockland.
guests of Mr. and Mrs Frank Ulmer
Isabel Jackson, Marion Rarkliff
recently.
Piano—(Morning Prayer ............... L. Streabog
The Harp ................................... Williams
Misses Elizabeth and Dorothy
Marion Watts
Mrs. II. M. Noyes lias returned
Clark who have been guests of Miss
Hymn—What a Friend We Have in Jesus
Madeline Bird have returned to their from Boston, and is at her North
Charlotte Gadfly
llaven home, considerably Improved Duet—-Dance of the Fairy Queen. L. A. Bugbec
home in Trenton, N. J.
'Celia Crowley. Marion Watts
in health.
Plano—Fairies’ Carnival .......... Bert Anthony
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Oreott
In Slumberland .............. Geo. Spalding
Club ice cream of the harlequin
(Blanche Creamer) and daughter
Ina Kinney
Katherine of North Weymouth. variety will be again added to the Vocal—The Little 'Secret....... Frank L. Hi into
‘‘Lindy ....................... W. H. Ntidlinger
Mass.. are guests of Mrs. G. M. Derry 6 o'clock Educational Club box lunch
Leola Robinson
for the week.
eon at Mrs. Merrill’s Friday, provided Piano Duet—A Little Journey
Marion Watts, Charles Watts, Jr.
results in drive returns as reported
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Hale of East are sufficient to warrant same. Club Piano Duets—Bunshine .......... H. Wohlfahrt
Tlie (Blue (Bells of /Scotland
Boxford. Mass.. a*ive today to be gains now- show a 100% improvement
Ina Kinney, Mrs. Watts
guests of Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Jones at in names not "in arrears” over last Vocal—The Disappointed Daisy......................
The Highlands.
..................................................
Barclay Walker
year.

The I'niversalist Mission Circle
picnics at Ballard. Park tomorrow,
members to take the 10.10 car from
the waiting room.

Mr. and Mrs. William Seavey and
Miss Cora Perry of Malden. Mass.,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Cables have re is the guest of Mrs. Mary Burkett
turned from Pleasant Point where of Broad street.
Mr. Seavey has been spending two
weeks vacation.
Miss Dorothy White is spending a
-•*>
Mtss.Befh Hager entertained at
fortnight in Boston, guest of rela
Milton
Rollins
and
family
left
yescards Friday evening at her home on
tives.
Grace street. It proved to he a sur today for a week's motor trip to
prise shower for Miss Evelyn Mc Rangeiey Lakes and other Maine
Miss Muriel MePhee Is visiting rel
Dougall of Portland, who will lie an points.
atives and friends in Wascasset for
autumn 'bride.
Mrs. Donald Farthe week.
rand carried off honors in cards.
Mrs. Emery Frank and daughter
Mrs. L. A. Weiss of Harrisburg,
Christine of Ailston, Mass., have re
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Bird arrived turned to their home after being the lTnn., was yesterday the guest of old
home yesterday from a trip "down guests of Mrs. Minnie Miles, Ocean friends in Camden.
East.” where Mr. Bird went on busi street.
ness.
The Tuesday Evening Sew ing Club
Mr. and Mrs. William Schofield of gave a picnic supper at the Duncan
cottage.
Holiday Beach, with Mrs.
Mrs. Estelle Ballard of Seattle. Roston are visiting at the home of
Wash., formerly of this city, is at the Mrs. A. A. Jameson at The High Howard E. Berry of Passaic, N. J., as
honor guest.
Thorndike while looking up old lands.
friends and relatives.
M. P. Harriman of the Bartlett
Mrs. Rose Watts, who has been the
Miss Mildred W. Martin of Minne guest of her father. W. H. MaXcy, Tree Expert Co. is now located in
apolis. Minn., who has been guest of James street, has returned to her Peabody, Mass., as assistant fore
man of line-work.
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Berry. Grove
home in Belmont, Mass.
street, is in Rockport visiting friends.
* The fourth birthday of Master John
Miss Martin's father was a former
Mr. and''Mrs. O. A. Palmer and Carver was celebrated Aug. 23 by
Rockport man.
young son Osmond F„ are spending entertaining his young friends at his
their vacation at the Charles Potter home at Holiday Beach Games and
Mrs. II. N. McDougall is entertain Camps, Burlington. Me.
lunch and a birthday oake were fea
ing the Tuesday Club today at her
tures. Those present were Joseph
Meguntieook Lake cottage.
Mrs. Mary Ulmer and sister. Mrs. ine and William Ruckmlnister, Ruth
Harriet Weston of Auburn were and Alice Spalding, Neil and Foster
Mrs. Estelle Ballard of Seattle.
visitors in Rockport last Friday.
Farrell. Eleanor Look, Constance
Wash., was honor guest at a dinner
and Alice Bohn, Helen Ross, Ronald
part}’ given by Mrs. J. A. Burpee and
Master Richard Brown, who re Ross. Margaret Rorgerson, Hazel
Mrs. Zebedee Simmons Friday at the
cently underwent a throat and nose and Alice Carver. Addie Williams and
Thorndike. Cards followed at Mrs.
operation at the Children's Hospital son Alton. Mrs. Jennie Watts and
Burpee's home.
in Portland arrived home Sunday.
daughter Jennie. The little host re
ceived many gifts.
Mrs. Helen P. Watts of Thomaston
Mrs. Mary E. Messer and Miss
is with her niece Mrs. J. A. Burpee,
iMabel
Seavey
returned
Saturday
George McConchie, daughter Ma
Main street, for an Indefinite stay.
from a fortnight's stay at Lucerne in rlon and son James of Monson, Mass.,
a»e visiting Mrs. Charles Lewis.
Miss Ellen D. Tolman who has Maine.
been guest of Miss Anna Coughlin at
I
----Miss Isabelle Hammond of New
Mrs Harriet Weston of Auburn is
Vinalhaven. and relatives in Rock
land and vicinity, leaves today for her the guest of her sister. Mrs. Frank York is visiting her mother Mrs. El
len Hammond at 95 Rankin street.
Ulmer, and of friends in Warren.
home in Auliurn, Mass.

Mr. and Mrs. Hunter 11. Grant, son
L. H. Rhodes of Brookline. Mass.,
Hunter and daughter Gall of Maple- who spent a few days with relatives
wood, N. J., were guests Sunday of at Matinieus last week, has returned
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Morgan at Tho to this city.
Highlands.
Miss Kate E. .Palmer who has been
Mrs. J. C. Curtis. Camden. Is giv the guest of Mrs. N. J. Paul. Berke
ing a luncheon pnrty today with Miss ley street, returned to Charlestown
Harriet Bird, formerly of Rockland, Thursday.
now of Portland, as honor guest.
Miss Jane Gilflllan and Miss
Miss Malielle Stollenwerek
of Blanche J. Hunter of Philadelphia are
Trenton. N. J., and Miss Nora Yost spending two weeks in the city, havof Philadelphia are at The Lauriette ing taken rooms at the home of Mrs.
for a few days. Miss Stollenwerek is I Minnie Miles. Ocean street. It is
a secretary at the Trenton YjW.C.A. their first visit to Maine, and the
----I sails to Bar Harbor. Castine and
Mr. and Mrs. Herschal MaeKnight I Bangor, in addition to side trips to
(Phyllis Rice) of Schenectady, N. Y. j Camden and other nearby towns,
were weekend guests of Commander have added two more names to the
and Mrs. C. F. Snow at Treasure long list of "Maine boosters.”
Point Farm.
Miss Henrietta Starrett of Warren
Miss Gladys Hither, a teacher In is visiting her aunt, Mrs. Mary Ul
the Houlton schools, Mrs. Bessie mer, Gurdy strdet.
Rolfe. Harold Rolfe and Miss Phyl
Mrs. Hazel Allen of Dorchester is
lis Rolfe of Presque Isle visited Sun
day at the home of Miss Beth Hager. the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Willis I.
Ayer.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin A. Dean. Mr.
and Mrs.'Raymond Watson and son
Mr. and Mrs. Edward H. BlackingMaynard of The Highlands, Miss ton, Fred A. Blackington and Samuel
Verna Watson of Thomaston re- Reed of Thomaston motored Sunday
turned home Saturday from a 1250 ( t0 Bingham, where the Wyman dam
mile motor trip through Canada. (
-being constructed at a cost of
While there they visited Mrs. Dean's «l5.MO/)OiO. Edward Blackington has
brother and his wife in Chatham. N. a personal acquaintance with a numB„ several relatives at Summerside, her of the leading officials at BingPrince Edward Island, and a brother ham and says that the sensational
at Indian River. Prince Edward charges of a Portland newspaper are
Island. It is the first time in 32 years not being borne out by the facts.
that Mrs. Dean has been to her old
home and a number of changes have
Our Great Dollar Sale commences
taken place in that time. They saw- Thursday morning. Don't miss seemany fox farms. Mrs. Dean's cousin ing the great bargains we are ofhaving a large one. as does her, ferlng in this sale. Mail orders will
brother at Indian ‘River. It was a' be filled. E. B. Hastings A Co.—
very nice trip and enjoyed very much. adv.
103-104
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Quilt size Stitched
Batting, 3 lb. roll ....

In Daddy’s Arms .............Matthew Ott
Myrtle Harlow
Piano—The Paper Chase ........... Paul Lawson
A Winter Tale ................ Bert Anthony
•Charlotte -Caddy
Vocal—In the Garden
'.Mrs. Archie Rarkliff
Marion Rarkliff, accompanist
Duet —The Lion ....................... H. Englvmann
Celia Crowley. Mrs. Watts
.Musical Recitation—Little Chink, Helen Wing |
Vocal—A Mammy’s Lullaby ....... Jas. Gillette .
Marion Watts
Piano—Heather Rose ......................... Ci. Lange
Swaying Trees ............... Geo. Spalding
Leola Ilobinson

Duet—Waltz ............................................................... ..

'.Marion Radcliffe, Mrs. Watts
I
Vocal I ll Forget You ..................................... ,
............................ Annelu Burns. Ernest Ball
1 Want the Twilight and You ........... |
........................-........................... C has. Maskell.
Isabel Jackson
Duetr—The Bicycle Waltz ........... Adam Gcib -1
Leola

Robinson, Charlotte Caddy

I

Piano—^Turtle Dove ....................... Franz iBehr
June Roses ....................... Geo. Spalding
(Marion Rackliffe
America
Sung by all
Leola Robinson, accompanist

Misses Agnes Flanagan and Mary
Pratt gave a dancing and bridge par
ty last evening at the Thorndike grill
with 50 guests which proved one of
the most attractive social events of
the season. A profusion of late sum- j
mer flowers were effectively used as
decorations, arranged by Mrs. Eugene I
Rich and Mrs. Walter Rich of Cam- I
den. Honors in bridge were taken by
Misses Adelaide Cross, Marie Dorgan !
and Winifred Coughlin and John McLoon, Herbert’ Sanborn and Harold
Leach. Delightful music for dancing
was furnished by an orthophonic vlctroia from the Maine Music Co.

Miss Lena Miller has returned from
a visit in Lincolnville at Meguntieook
Lake.

JEFFERSON

A1

ail
Red Star Diapers,
20x20; 1 dozen for ..

Plisse Crepe, plain
and figured; 5 yds. ..

1

Cheese Cloth; three
5 yard pieces.............

1

40 in. Cotton, un
bleached; 8 yds. for

1

36 in. Bleached Cot
ton; 6 yards for......

1

36 in. Long Cloth;
5 yards .......................

1

Lunch Kits, Vacuum
Bottle and Case, both
for ...............................

1

section is usually quite fortunate as
most of the showers go around, and
the neighboring towns get the full
force of them.
iSix persons from this place attend
ed the Home Corner reunion at Dres
den Mills last Wednesday and they
report a very pleasant day, and are
looking forward to the next one,
which is to take place in Warren.
Alice, Edith and Annie Iloffses are
spending the week with their uncle
in Augusta.
Mrs. Leroy Ames is very much im
proved in health and it is hoped she
will he out again soon.
The church has its harvest home
next Friday and a chlckpn supper will
be served.
Mrs. Ruth Brow of Windsor spent
last Thursday with Mrs A'iicfc Brofford.
Mr. and Mrs Harold Robinson of
Auburn spent Thursday with his
sister, Mrs. Frank Richardson.

There was a seaplane at the lake
'last Sunday taking up passengers at
$3.50 for eight minutes.
The lake is getting to be a popular
Miss Marjorie Magune of Worces place for swiifimlng and those of all
ter. Mass., who is spending the month ages are to be seen there from two
at Crescent Beach entertained nt years up to 70. It is also a wonderful
THE NEXT SENATE
cards Monday afternoon, honors fall place to spend the afternoon. Or
ing to Miss Alice Heilier, Miss Bar better still, take the kiddies and your
bara Wiggin and Miss Margaret Hei lunch and stay all day. There is Party Leaders Are Already
plenty of parking space and it is
lier.
Seriously Considering the
free.
There was a steady stream of ears
Miss Roberta Willis of Ash Point
Outlook
through this place all day Sunday.
left yesterday for St. John. Mich.
It was a hot day and everyone was
Party leaders have begun to think
Mr. and Mrs. William Collins of trying to get a breath, of fresh air
Pittsfield. Mass... are visiting Mr and at the rate some of them were seriously of the Senatorial campaigns
Collins' brother on Purchase street. traveling they ought to have gotten next year in which one-third of the
plenty.
Senate membership—19 Republicans
B. P. Young, the weekend guest of
Monday morning a ear turned over
;ind 13 Democrats—must stand for
Mr. and Mrs. George Gay, Chestnut on Bowden hill. No one was injured
if they desire to remain in
street, has returned to his home in not even the car and it went on its re-election
office.
Rockville. Conn., accompanied by way rejoicing that no one was hurt.
The Republicans already have se
Miss Angeline Sullivan of Rockville, There have been quite a number of
Conn., who lias been the guest for accidents on the hill, but none of lected a special committee to help
Senators in their party seeking retwo wecj«s of Mr. and Mrs. Gay.
them serious, which is quite remark election, and the Democrats have
able on such a bad, winding hill. been discussing their chances of
James Savage and family of Water Perhaps after someone gets killed it
bury. Conn., who have been guests will be made more safe. But until capturing five or six seats in States
of Mrs. J. Y. Sullivan have returned then probably everyone will have to where party lines are closely divided.
Senator Moses of New Hampshire,
home.
take a chance, or stay at home.
has been selected to head the Repub
Sunday evening there was quite a lican Senatorial campaign committee.
Yesterday was announced the en heavy thunderstorm here and the
gagement of Miss Olive Edwards of lightning was very sharp. But this , Senator Tydings of Maryland, is the
chairman of the Democratic committhis city to Alfred M. Strout df Thom
| tee. and while next year’s organizaaston. The bride-to-be Is a daugh
i tion has not been perfected, a number
ter of Mrs. Rose Edwards and for
of his colleagues favor his reappahitseveral years has displayed marked
ment.
ability as elerk in the Knox Reg
The States in which the Democrats
istry of Deeds. Mr. Strout is a son
believe they have the best chance
of Mr. and Mrs. .1. Walter Strout of
Community Hall
to capture seats from Republicans
Thomaston, and after his gradua
are Massachusetts, West Virginia,
tion from Bowdoin College in 1926
Delaware, Rhode Island. Oklahoma
became an employe in the law office
Spruce Head, Me.
of Alan L. Bird. This fail he enters
and Kentucky. The Republican lead
Harvard Law School. Miss Edwards
express confidence that they will
THURSDAY, AUG. 29 ers
has Just completed a week's vacation
retain most if not all of the seats now
in Boston, and upon her l-eiurn to the
credited to their party and gain a scat
Square and Round Dances
Registry of Deeds yesterday found
in Iowa. They also expect to make
her desk decorated in keeping with
a hard bid for seats in New Mexico,
Smalley
’
s
New
Orchestra
the significance of the handsome dia
Tennessee and possibly Virginia.
mond she wears. The decorations
At this early date, party leaders
l«8-lt
were instigated by a Pearl, however.
look for a contest in West Virginia

DANCE

Ladies’ House Dresses........................................
White and Colored Hoover Dresses ..............
Broadcloth Smocks, rose, blue, green ...........
Corsets, several styles, all sizes.......................
Middy Blouses, white ........................................
Gymnasium Bloomers, black sateen; 1 pair
Ladies’ Rayon Bloomers, regular and extra
sizes, all colors.................................................
Ladies’ Crepe Bloomers, 2 for.........................
Ladies’ Union Suits, 2 for.................................
Ladies' Summer Vests, band top, 4 for ......
Ladies’ Night Gowns, muslin, crepe..............
Ladies’ Rayon Slips ..........................................
Ladies’ Full Fashioned Silk Hose, all colors
1 . 1* • 0*11 1 1
11
1__
_• l J L .
-

two pairs for ....................................................
Children’s Dresses...............................................
Children’s Hose, 4 pairs for............................
Children’s Pongee Blouses ..............................
Children’s Rompers, 2 for.................................
Children’s Pantie Dresses .................................
Children’s Nainsook Waist Union Suits, 2 for
Baby Carriage Blankets, 2 for .......................
Red Star Cotton Diaper, 10 yard piece...........
Large Bath Towels, 8 for...................................
Largfe Turkish Towels, 5 for............................
50c Turkish Towels, 3 for ..............................
Table Runners, all linen, 1.50 value..............
Three Linen Doilies to match ..........................
Damask Table Cloths, hemstitched borders
58x58; each ....................................................
Linen Lunch Set, each ........1............................
Table Damask, all linen, 1 yard for................
Table Damask, with border, 2 yards for.........
Muslin Curtains, ruffled and plain, 1 pair.....
Hemstitched Pillow Cases, 4 for.....................
Five,Pillow Cases for ........................................
Two Pillow Cases, emb. or fancy edge.........
81 x90 Sheets, good quality.................................
Silk Scarfs..............................................................
Sofa Pillows .........................................................
Silk Scarfs, 2 for..................................................
Linen Lunch Cloths, 54x54 ............................
Bungalow Aprons, extra size ..........................
Colored Ripplette Bedspreads, Blue, Pink
Green, Gold .....................................................
Baby Carriage Blankets ....................................
Aluminum Teakettle .........................................
Aluminum Percolators ......................................
Medicine Cabinets .............................................
Ladies’ White Slips, 2 for .................................

between Senator Guy D. Goff, Repub
lican and former Senator M. M.
Neely, who was defeated by Senator
Henry D. Hatfield. Republican, 'in
the Hoover landslide last fall, after
one term in the Senate. Neely is con
sidered an exceptional -campaigner
and is regarded in Washington as
certain to seek another term.
A similar situation is held to obtain
in Rhode Island, with a contest
expected between Senator Jesse II.
Metcalf and former Senator Peter G.
Gerry, another Democrat who was
defeated by a Republican last fall,
and in Delaware, wli( re some leaders
predict that Senator Daniel O. Hast
ings, Republican, will be opposed by
the veteran Democrat, former Sena
tor Thomas I*'. Bayard.
Party leaders also are looking for
ward to the possibility ,of former
Senator Edward I. Edwards of New
Jersey, another Democrat defeated
by a Republican last fall, re
entering the political
limelight.
The term of Senator Walter E. Edge,
who will resign to become Ambassa
dor to Paris, expires next year and
the man selected to fill out Edge’s
term will be required to run for the
full term.
THE TARIFF SQUABBLE

Independents and Democrats Said To
Bo Willing To Settle It

The contending tariff factions in!
the Senate are again professing a1
willingness to bring the iftsue to a de- j
vision before the regular session T
heg4ns in ’December.
Leaders of the Democrats and the
Republican independents give this
informal assurance coincident with •
the rumor of a threat from the Re
publican camp that, unless the tariff .
hill is acted on by Jan. 1, it will be j
laid aside until next year’s political .
campaigns are over.
That threat seems to have eman
ated from high authority in the ad
ministration leadership at the capi
tal, which neither confirms nor de
nies it. The administration appar
ently is determined not to have the
controversy over such a vital issue
dragged along and injected into the
• primary campaigns which begin next
year. The Republican leadership also
holds that President Hoover deserves
to have his program for the extra
session acted upon during that ses
sion and other work attend' d to in
the regular session.
Mr. and Mrs. William F. Riley and
daughter Doris, who have been vis
iting friends in this city and vicinity
have returned to their home in West
Somerville, Mass.

1.09
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
•1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.50 Leatherette Suit
Case,
good
lock,
leather handle...........

4|

A

36 in. Challie; 7 yds. tfl
for................................. *|

Patchwork Pieces; 5
pounds for ................

1

Boston Bags..............$1

1.50 Giant Alarm Cf
Clocks .......................

Ladies’ and Men’s
Umbrellas...................

1

Traveling Bags......... $|

Shade Curtains, all jJ
colors; 2 for............

Negroes At White House

The Phthfinder has no record, but
Secretary of Labor Davis recently
listed some previous cases to show
that Mrs. Hoover did not set a prece
dent in entertaining Mrs. De Priest.
In 1864 Frederick Douglas was dined
by Lincoln, in 1865 was entertained
again, In 1878 was a guest of Hayes
and in 1885 was dined by Cleveland.
In 1X78 Hayes not only entertained
John Langston of Howard University
hut later called at Langstons home.
In 1870 Grant entertained Senator
Bruce and in 1871 formertlov. Pinchback of Ixmisianria. In 1886 Cleve
land entertained the minister of
Haiti. In 1903 Rooevelt not only
dim’d Booker T. VVashlngton bpt also
entertained John C. Dancy, local
recorder of deeds. In 1904 Roosevelt
entertained Register of the Treasury
Long and in 1912, at bis Oyster Bay
home, entertained former Assistant
Attorney General Lewis. Coolidge
entertained the president of Haiti on
two occasions.

DANCE
EVERY FRIDAY EV’G
C. L. U. HALL. CLARK ISLAND
Refreshments Served
This Week and Hereafter
KlT-Th-tf

DANCE
EVERY
WEDNESDAY NIGHT

at

Owl’s Head Town Hall
lOOTtf

$1 Day Specials
AT

CROCKETT’S
Extra Large Mirror.................... $1.00
Fancy Frame

1 Lot Children’s Dresses, 2 for....... $1.00
Summer Weight

Coat Hangers, 3 for......................

.05

Ladies’ Gloves.. .. .. ....................... . .49
Fall Fabric

Ladies’ Gloves.. .. .. ....................... . .79
Fall Fabric

Tickets Here For the Radio

E. B. CROCKER 5c & 10c to $1.00 STORE
Rockland, Maine

FOR THEIR CHURCH

COMES IN OCTOBER

AGAIN

Sylvia and Olga Mikkonen Rev. L. G. Perry Presents
Letter of Resignation To ‘Ike’
To Give Recital In Watts
Ellsworth Church
Hall Thursday Night
Rev. L. G. Perry of Ellsworth as
Misses Sylvia Mikkonen, violinist,
and 'Olga Mikkonen. pianist, are to sumes his new duties as pastor of the
present a recital Thursday evening Littlefield Memorial Church in this
nt Watts hall, Thomaston, at S o’clock .pit)' the flist of October. His letter
standard time, for the benefit of the."J resignation to the Ellsworth BapFinnish Church, Thomaston. Thev t'st Church said in part:
will be assisted by Norman Gellat- ! ‘ The >>ast ,hree and o’K’-half years
have been years of fruitfulness in
ly, pianist.
The Misses Mikkonen appeared in the history of our church, as we have
recital in Rockland about two years labored together for and with the
ago under the auspices of the Har Master to bring in the Kingdom of
mony Club, when they made a great Christ, both here in Ellsworth and in
impression by their personal charm the Avorld. And our labors have been
and talent. Miss Olga Mikkonen. a blessed by the presence of the Holy
product of the Faelt< n Pianoforte Spirit, and an abundant harvest has
School of Boston, is particularly been given unto us. As pastor and
gifted, few pianists of her authority | people we have made many mistakes.
But He who loves us with an everhaving been heard here. ’Doubtless
i lasting love, has freely forgiven, and
many from Rockland will desire to
' rewarded us not according to our
attend the concert, particularly when
i mistakes but according to His riches
the very fine program the young jin glory in Christ Jesus. We believe
artists are to present is perused:
that we have been used of Him to
................................... Bach-Winternltz the bringing in of a new life, of new
Rondlno .................................................. E. Brown
____ _________ „_________
hope, and new courage to many lives,
'Sylvia Mikkonen
Bach!. to shir.e in His Kingdom. And that
Prelude
Paplllon
Cries i He will abundantly reward us for
Columbine's Lament ................................ Schutt our labors and that we have done
Prelude ...................................................... Schtit
through the power of His Spirit. For
Norman Gellatly
.... Gilbert, we are very sensitive to the fact that
Three American Dance
Olga Mikkonen. Mr. Gellatly
without Him we could do nothing.
Scherzo In B-mlnor ................................ Chopin
It is with reluctance then that I
Mikkonen
Ba.Ienadge ................ ......................... Winternltz sever my connection with the United
Baptist church of Ellsworth to acMa Okxalla Yllmalla
.................................larnetelt
larnefelt j cept a call to another field of service.
Sylvia Mikkonen
And hereby tender my resignation as
Scarf Da nee ............................................... Llnne
Moonlit Tide ............ ................................... Terry your pastor to take effect Sept. 18.”
Waltz ......................... ................................ Chopin

KNOX ARBORETUM

iMr. Gellat lv
....... Kosch.it-Winternltz
The I’ve .................... ............................. Schubert
Slavlnic Dance No. 1 ........... Dvorak-Kreisler
(Sylvia Mikkonen
Shadow Dance ...................
MacDowell
kesaillan Valssl i................................ Merikanto
Caprice ........................................................ Sibelius
Olga Mikkonen

Visitors at the arboretum Sunday
registered at the museum from fol
lowing towns: Andover, Mass.;
Buekfield, Warren, Topsham, Pitts
field. Thomaston, Camden, Rock
port,
Friendship
and
Rockland,
Maine; and Crawford, N. J.
•
•
•
•
TWO NEW RACERS
H. J. Weimer donated a fine lot of
minerals from his feldspar quarry
F. M. Blackinglon Sells at
Topsham, including beautiful crys
Tramp Jolla and Invests At tals of beryl, tourmaline, black
quartz, glassy quartz, and the rare
An Auction
lithia shale; also gold bearing quartz
from Winthrop, Maine.
Knox County lost one of its best
The gall on stem of rose bush, left
race horses recently when Fred M. at The Courier-Gazette office for my
Blackington sold Tramp Jolla to determination is the gall or "house,”
Walter E. Newbert of Boston. The of a tiny gall-fly, known in scientific
deal was completed just before the language as Rhodites dichlocerus, or
Bangor fair, in the course of which "rose-apple.”
Tramp Jolla won the big end of a
There are eight kinds of the Cynilarge purse in a straight heat race— pidse. or gall-flies, that sting rose
his third consecutive winning of the bushes and each kind of fly produces
season. Tramp Jolla did a mlL in I a different kind of gall. Some of the
2.14 Hat at the New Belfast Fair, ‘ galls are very pretty. R. rosae, also
and there, as elsewhere, impressed known by name of the “rose-apple,”
all of the turf fans as having tre forms a rosy moss-like mass, en
mendous reserve power. Mr. Black circling the rose branch. Still an
ington bought the horse frm Alton other kind is formed of little, per
Itlehardson a year ago last March.
fectly round, prickly balls, about the
The money which he received size of small grapes, clustered to
through this sale, and it is said to gether. Blackberry bushes also have
have represented a very impressive seveicl kinds of galls as do the oak
figure, was invested in part at a trees. One often sees many little
Bangor auction, as the result of which green halls hanging from oak1
Mr. Blackington brings two new branches, these are inhabited by a
racers into Knox County.
little grub, the young of a Cvnip fly.
One is Mr. Worthey, a trotter with Late in the fall these drop to the;
a race record of 2.11 U as a 3-year- ground and turn brown in color.
old, holding the State record in Illi
Cynips galla'-tinetoria* produces
nois. Mr. Worthy is a dark bay geld the ink gall of commerce, that comes
from Asia Minor.
ing.
The other newcomer is Johnny Du
We are looking for a large gather
gan, a chestnut gelding with a race ing of Maine nature lovers at the
record of 2.1214 and a trial record of arboretum Wednesday of this week,
2.0S14. Johnny Dugan is entered at in attendance on the annual State
Monroe I’nion. South Windsor anti field meeting.
Damariscotta, and trained and driven I
N. W. Lermond, Director
by George Ingraham is expected to
give the boys something to talk about.
A Duhlin man who has Just cele
brated his hundredth birthday says
Get the Peoples Laundr’y, Lime he has been a teetotaller all his life.
rock street. Tel. 170. to help you with Which goes to prove that total ab
housee'eanimf.
They wash quilts, stinence, after all, isn't fatal.—Mon
blankets, curtains, etc.
4)-tf z treal Star.

Shoulders
Corned, Fresh
or Smoked

20c lb

Corned
Beef
Good Lean
Cuts

lb.

Steak
Fancy Young

Tender Quality
Top Round

38

Swift’s

lb.

lb 25c

Beef Pot
Boneless
Roast

lb 28c

Lean Solid Meat

Fork Liver liked

Hams

Sugar Cured
Rolled
Boneless

Swift s Quality

STATE CHAMPION

lb 10c

lb 31c

Atlantic & Pacific Tea
Co.

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

Merrill of Megunticook Golf Club Outplays Jack
Leddy In Waterville Tournament

Isaac L. "Ike" Merrill of Megunti
cook Club, Camden, again Is the ama
teur champion of the State after a
lapse of a year. In which he lost the
title to Forbes Wilson of York Coun
try Club. He regained the crown
Saturday in a magnificent battle
against Jack Leddy of the Portland
Country Club by a margin of four up
and two to play at the 'Waterville
Country Club.
Leddy entered the finals with a
scant three years of golf behind him.
a tournament record that bespoke
largely 'his achievements in Junior
contests, and a knowledge that but a
short time had elapsed since he first
learned on which end to hold the
club. For these and other reasons,
the gallery to a man (and woman)
did all but go on its knees for Leddy
to win from his talented rival and he
was as glorious in defea t as he
might have been In victory.
• • • •
Leddy was in most departments
of the game outplayed by Merrill,
which Is as it should be. When the
champion retired to the locker room
and wiped his brow he admitted
that the match had been the hard
est he had ever played. Merrill won
purely and simply because he is to
day the better golfer. For 34 holes
his card showed nothing higher than
a five, while Leddy was guilty on
four occasions of exceeding that fig
ure. The champion had completely
mastered the delicate pitch and run
which
the
hardened
Waterville
greens demanded and his knowledge
of tills department of the game gave
him the edge over the Portland
youth. In spite of the closenees of
the margin of victory, Merrill dis
played a finish in every branch of

golf which In Itself, should have made
the score less equal.
Merrill, in spite of his slight nnd
fragle build. Is consistently the
longest hitter In the State today. His
considerable height and the immacu
late timing of his swing give him an
Incredible length on his woods and
he rarely strays from the fairway.
His short game, on and around the
greens, proved an added advantage
for he frequently got down in fewer
strokes from off the green than did
Leddy.
Merrill burst forth into State
prominence In 1927, when he won
the State amateur title at Portland
Country Club. That was the year
that Forbes Wilson failed tp qualify
and the 17-year old youth from Cantden experienced little difficulty in
taking the crown. Last year. In 192S.
Wilson was at the peak of his game
and In the rain soaked finals at the
Penobscot Valley Country Club
course, shattered all amateur records
in his victory over Merrill. Barring
Wilson, at his best. Merrill is the
best the State can boast and won his
way to a well earned victory this
year.
The finals were exciting from
start to finish, with the outcome ever
In douht. Jack had some had holes,
about four in all. and that was the
margin of his defeat. On the others
he was alternately good and brilliant.
While Merrill Just plugged away, in
many cases content to take his half
rather than risk all for a win. His
experience in three finals for the
State championship stood him in
good stead and he refused to be
puffed up by a commanding lead or
downcast when that lead was cut
down. His superior generalship was
Instrumental In winning the match
and he continued his march on pat
until the title was stowed under his
belt.

KNOX COUNTY

LEAGUE

Thomaston Topped St. George In Fast Saturday Contest—
St. George Plays Here Tonight
Thia Week’s Games

Tonight (5.10)—St. George at Rock
land.
Wednesday
(5.10)—Rockland at
Thomaston.
Thursday (5.10)—St. George vs
Camden at Rockland.
Saturday (3 p m.)—Thomaston at
Camden
a • • •

Vinalhaven 4, Camden 2

Benner scored on M. Sawyer's sec
ond safety.
St. George’s solitary tally was
made in the eighth inning by Dwyer
who singled with one down, and
scored later when Burns mishandled
a throw
Thomaston was obliged to throw a
couple of substitutes Into the breach
but did not suffer thereby, as seen
notably in left field where Smalley
made three splendid running catches.
Boggs. Archer and M. Sawyer had
the distinction of being the only
players who made more than one hit.
Boggs also turned in a flashy play
at second.
While four conspicuous errors
were made In the game, the fact re
mains that there were many extra
good plays, and the contest compared
most favorably with the game which
the writer witnessed at Togus Sun
day.
The score:

Playing at Vinalhaven Saturday
the Camden team was defeated 4 to
2 by the Island boys. The game was
a pitchers' battle between Poole and
Smith, the former having nine
strikeouts and the latter six. Thomas
was high line at bat. The score:
Vinalhaven
ab r h po
Chilles. 2h ...........
___. 5 0 0 2
Anderson, c _____ 4 0 1 10
0 10
Allen, lb _____
4 1
McHenan, rf ....__ 3 10 0
Amiro, If ............... 4 2 10
Thomaston
Poole, p
............... 4 0 11
ab r bh tb po a e
Patrick, 3b .............. 4 0
02
Benner, ss ..
4 2 0 0
Lyford, cf ............... 4 0
21
Boggs, 2h ......... 4
Hopkins, ss ........... 3 0 11
M. Sawyer, 3b .. 4
Feehan. p ....... 4
35 4 6 27 14
Smalley, If ....... 4
Camden
L. Sawyer, lb. cf 4
ab r h po a
Fowler, cf ....
1
Plalsted.................... 3 112 3
Burns, lb ....
D&iley cf ................ 4 1110
Campbell, rf
Thomas, c .............. 4 0 3 10 2
Patch, c .......
Boynton. If ............ 4 0 0 0 0
Talbot, lb .............. 3 0 0 11 0
34 4 7 8 27 6 2
Nash, 2b ............... 4 0 0 13
St. Gieorge
Smith, p .................. 4 0 10 3
ah r bh tb po a e
Richards, ss ......
4 0 0 12
Archer, c ....
5 0 9 2 8 0 * ft
Hanson, rf ............ 3 0 0 10
Lowell, p ...
4 0 1 1 0 2 ft
33 2 8 27 13 4 Dwyer, 3b ..
4 1 1 1 6 1 0
• • • •
Schreiber, 2b .... 4 0 0 0 4 0 0
Davidson, lb
4 0 1 1 1" 0 0
Thomaston 4, St. George 1
3 0 0 0 1 4 1
Tippy Feehan had a shade the bet C. Smith, ss
4 0 0 0 2 0 0
ter of Lowell In their duel at Com D. Simmons. if
4 0 0 0 1 0 0
munity Park Saturday, keeping the H. Smith, cf
1 0 0 0 ft 1 0
St. George hits so well scattered that Wheeler, rf
there were no two in any one Inning. A. Simmons. rf 2 0 1 1 1 0 0
Thomaston’s hits on the other hand
35 1 6 6 27 13 9
came at psychological moments, and
Tlhomaston
0 0 12 n l 0 1 0 0—4
were turned to account.
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0--1
Feehan. in addition to pitching St. George ..
Two-hase hits. L. Sawyer. Bases
good ball, helped win his own game
with the single In the third Inning on balls, off Feehan 2. off Lowell 3.
which drove in Benner and Boggs, Struck out. by Feehan 6, by Lowell 7.
after Dwyer’s wild heave had ad Double play. Benner and L. Sawyer.
vanced them on the base paths. It Umpires, Slingsbury and Flanagan.
may be mentioned In passing that Scorer, Winslow.
....
this was Dwyer's only error in seven
At Togus Sunday a big crowd saw
chances, most of which were handled
Guilford defeat the Home team S to 2.
with the skill of a professional.
Boggs trotted (or was It pacing) Togus made six errors and could find
across the plate with Thomaston’s Jimmy Fitzpatrick for only six hits.
third run, profiting by M. Sawyers In the Togus lineup were Jimm)’
Cole, Squanto Wilson and Reed, who
single.
Nothing more doing until the formerly played with Roclkand;
Heddericg.
who played with Belfast
seventh inning when Cal Smith’s one
misplay gave Benner life at first and Davidson, who pitched for both
Boggs followed with a nice single and Rockland and Belfast.

SHIBLES REUNION

Frankforts Fresh Made
Cooked Corned Beef

The
Great
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Chadwick Home In Thomas
ton Scene of Gay and
Happy Affair
The 41st annual reunion of the
Shibles family was held Aug. 20, at
the home of Capt. and Mrs. Alton D.
Chadwick. Thomaston and proved
literally that "each meeting Is bet
ter than the last." The attendance
this year was larger. Guy Shibles
came from New Orleans, but his
young sons over from Prtland spe
cially for the occasion. Many were
present from Massachusetts, New
York, and of course Knox and Lin
coln Counties were well represented.
There were many new faces and
many were the inquiries for absent
ones which goes to show the affec
tion and esteem this family holds for
its members.
Dinner over the business meeting
was presided over by Harry Shibles
of Needham. Mass., who was elect
ed president for the ensuing year
; with this corps of officers: Vice presi
dents, E. P. Shibles, Rockport; sec| retary and treasurer, A. H. Bohndell;
'committee of arrangements, Mrs.
' Edith Overlook, Mrs. Ada Clough,
I Rockport, and Mrs. Etta Benner and
i Mrs. Ada Chadwick, Thomaston;
I committee of entertainment, Mrs. A.
Belle Skinner, New Rochelle, N. Y„
, Miss Frances Hahn Miss Eliza
Whitney Thomaston. Mrs. Nellie
Magune, Rockland; historian, Roland

I

•»

<y

BURPEE’S

HOFFSES FAMILY

Descendants of Matthias,
Who Landed On Cushing
Shore I 76 Years Ago

The annual reunion of the Hoffses
Family was held on the Faillee farm
in North Cushing Thursday. Aug. 22.
One hundred and seventy-six years
ago Matthias Hoffses landed on that
shore, from, whom have come the
Hoffses families who in generations
since have mane settlement in the
counties of Knox and Lincoln, sev
eral chosing Thomaston for their
home. From the family of Andrew J.
Hoffses came William Hoffses. now
of Portland, the present owner of the
Faillee farm and for 15 years the
president of the Hoffses family re
union association.
The first meeting of the organiza
tion was held in North Waldoboro
Sept. 26, 1883. The reunion is an
annual event, held the fourth Tues
day of August. A number of years
ago the association collected money
and erected a monument in the
Protestant German
cemetery in
Wlaldoboro, commemorative of the
landing of Matthias Hoffses on the
shore of the St. Georges river. The
monument was furnished by E. A.
Gildden & Co. of Waldoboro, through
whose influence the lot for its site
was donated.
One of August's fairest days
greeted the Hoffses families, as with
a few neighbors and guests they
gathered under the canvas shelter
which had been erected. They came,
old and young, filled with life, out
for a day which should he marked
by happy greetings and joyous en
Whether In life or death, dalls’re a tertainment. The reporter was im
mistake. A man needs a getaway.— pressed by the number of young men
and maidens, especially the latter,
Trader Horn.

Hahn, Thomaston. Then followed a
bit of family history with some
beautiful old dresses and shawls,
styles of 200 years ago shown. The
meeting closed with prayer by Rev.
S. E. Packard of Waldoboro.
The entertainment committee pre
sented this program: Flag salute
led by Miss Barbara Shibles, a girl
scout of Needham: singing. "Auld
Lang Syne,” by all; violin selections
by Phyllis Belasco who displays rare
talent, Mrs. Marguerite Petrie of
Portland, accompanist; readings by
Mr. Gilchrist, whose impersonations
kept everyone In a state of hilarity;
song, little Miss Hahn. The kitchen
orchestra made a marked appear
ance. The music might be termed
classical; it surely was a “melody of
discords." There never has been an
inventor in the family hut several
very strange musical instruments
were
produced.
Mrs.
Margaret
Decker of Camden gave several
Scotch songs In costume and Bar
bara Shibles did the clown dance
very gracefully. The last number was
a farce entitled "Going to Morrow."
with ,Miss Frances Hahn station
agent, Miss Ada Chadwick a rather
loquacious old lady traveler, and her
son John—Mrs. Etta Wheeler.
The committee worked faithfully
and was surely repaid by the pleas
ure it gave. The family meets next
year the third Wednesday in August
the place to be left with the com
mittee of arrangements.

and children, in tlie company. It
NEW LAWS COSTLY
surely promises well for future
Hoffses reunions. At the sound of
the dinner*-horn 200 seated them-1 The State’s Revenue, De
selves, mostly in family groups,
creased Thereby, Means
around tables that were fairly bur
dened by the good things the ladies
Stop of Construction
had provided. A popular dish was
the savory steamed clams which had
Curtailment of a large part of tho
been provided in abundance. A dish new construction at various State inof scalloped clams, most delicious, stitutions which was authorized by
came the reporter’s way.
Bread, the last legislature has become nec
cakes, pies and fruit satisfied the essary.
This abridgment of the
building program may be only ternhungry.
At the tables were noted Nelson L. •porary, hut the summer is passing
Worthley of Portland. Miss Josephine I and with it the best conditions for
Wing of New York City, Miss Her- I construction work.
man Killeran of Cushing, Mrs.. The reason given Is shrinkage of
Weaver and F. L. Teague of Waldo- phe State's indirect revenues which go
boro, Miss Lois Robinson, a teacher; toward making up the "surplus
in a Brockton, Mass., high school, funds" out of which the new instituAfter dinner a program was elven itional buildings are to be built.
Through the operation of the
which included singing of America:
recitation by Barbara Perry; solo by present method of computing the tax
Thelma Oxton; recitation, Jeruel on railroads, the income from thfs
Hart, Irville Spear; reading. Bessie source is about $379,000 less than it
Bean; a story by R. J. Shuman; sing was last year: and partly through the
operation of a change in the law af
ing, Miss Wing; closing, hymn.
fecting inheritance -taxes and partly
At the business meeting the re
due to the natural course of human
ports of the officers were read and events, the inheritance tax figures
officers elected: President, Wiliam
for the year ending June 30, 1929,
M. Hoffses; vice presidents, II. W. were $773,000 less than for the pre
Waltz and I. J. Shuman: secretary. ceding year. Here, then, Is a reduc
Edith M. Carroll; treasurer, Ralph tion of $1,152,000 in the funds of tho
Hoffses; committee on entertainment, State available for building or other
Mrs. Bessie Bean, Mrs. George Mar purposes.
tin, Mrs. Kenneth Thompson; com
A few weeks ago notice was given
mittee on arrangements, Mr. and Mrs. to the trustees of certain institutions
W. J. Brasier, Mr. and Mrs. W. It. and to (he heads of certain depart
Hoffses. Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Waltz.
ments for which new buildings had
Games furnished amusement for a i)ecn authorized, telling; them to go
social hour and ice cream and cigars ahead, with preparations and to sewere served.
! cure plans and specifications for the
--------------------i additions. This was true of the first
The lady entered the very fash-i eight projects on the program of 14
‘I'd like to ’ planned by the legislature for this
ionable specialty shop,
year and next.
look at some bathing dresses.”
Within the past few days, however,
“I'm sorry, madam,’ said the supe
rior modiste, “but we have none; and after plans had been secured and
don't carry them. We have exclusive bids advertised for in some instances,
designs in sand suits, foam fashions, a halt has been called on all hut the
first projects on the list. The Mlliand wavewear.”—Punch.

tary and Naval Children’s Home,
costing $5,000 will go through, also
the construction of a nurses’ home at
the Northern Maine Sanatorium at
Presque Isle, costing $45,000. This
building Is in fact well underway and
the roof Is on.
These two projects are first And
third respectively on the list. The.
second onfe, a new building for
patients at the Central Maine Sana
torium at Fairfield, has been de
ferred for the present. The Legis
lature appropriated $40,000 for this,
hut It has been found that at least
$70,000 will be required to build the
kind of building that Is desired.
Other proposed buildings which
cannot be constructed at present, in
clude a superintendent’s cottage at
the Western Maine Sanitoi-ium at
Hebron, to cost $9,000; remodelling
of the kitchen at the Bangor State
hospital, to cost $29,000; an industrial
building at the Men’s Reformatory at
South Windham, to cost $55,000; a
building for the segregation of con
tagious cases at the State prison at
Thomaston, to cost $10,000; and a
poultry plant at Highmoor Farm In
Monmouth, to cost $20,000.
It has been definitely decided not
to undertake the poultry building this
year because it could not be finished
in time for the Statewide egg contest
for which it was chiefly designed. It
Is possible that funds may aecumulate so that some of the other pro
jects may be started before tho sea
son for building closes.
GOOD SHOOTING

He had Joined a golf club, nnd on
his first round he hit the ball a
mighty swipe which by some miracle
landed it In the hole in one.
At the second tee came another
miracle. Again he did the hole in one,
and as the hall disappeared into the
hole he turned round, white and
trembling.
"Gosh!” he breathed. "I thought
I'd missed it that time."—Judge.
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RAYCHEL EMERSON, SOPRANO
RAMBLES AFIELD

Prominent New York Singer Whose Beautiful and Artistic
Summer Home Is In Warren
Maine with its unique combination
of mountain, lake, ocean, rugged
Bcenery and refreshingly cool climate,
is attracting a greater number of
tourists and colonists within its
boundaries each summer season.
Among the colonists are found many
distinguished musicians, particular
ly in this locality, and one of these
is Raychel Emerson, dramatic so
prano, of New York City, who main
tains a summer home in Warren,
where she lives with her devoted
mother.
Long effort to arrange an interview
nt a time mutually satisfactory was
rewarded this week when Miss Emer
son received a reporter of The Cou
rier-Gazette in cordial and charming
manner at her beautiful old home
which boasts an age of more than
125 years. A house set back far from
the street in a nobly sweeping lawn,
its wide piazza vine covered, its
rooms spacious and many, and re
flecting in various ways the occu
pants of the house. There are fine
pieces of furniture, time-aged pic
tures, quantities of music.
The
autographed pictures on the walls
catch the eye in particular. There is
one of Guiseppe de Luca, the emi
nent baritone; of Tito Schipa, the
Inimitable tenor; several of Salvatore
Giordano, who captured the Maine
Festival audiences for two seasons
by his glorious voice and who first
recognized the promise in Miss
Emerson's voice and aided her In
many ways toward the goal of suc
cess; of the veteran operatic star,
Antonio Scotti; of Miss Emerson's
own beloved teacher, Mme. Vlafora;
of the lamented tenor, Enrico Caruso,
and many others of note. These
autographs have been gained by per
sonal contact, many of the pictures
bearing warm messages of friendship
and admiration.
,
• . * •

An interesting feature is a scrap
book begun by the mother when Miss
Emerson _flrst went to Italy in 1921,
the opening pages devoted to the
farewell dinner given her by friends,
nnd continuing through her eight
months of study, concert and operatic
work, and up to the present day and
its successes.
, Miss Emerson has entertained
inany eminent musicians under her
hospitable roof. Among the most
recent was Frederic W. Reisberg, who
with his family, consisting of his
wife, a singer, two daughters, one
a professional dancer, the other in the
Movietone, was making his first visit
in Maine. Mr. Reisberg Is on the staff
of the Musical Courier, one of the
foremost publications devoted to
musical activities, is organist at the
Calvary Baptist Church of New York
City, and teaches organ in the New
York School of Music and Art. His
service with the Musical Courier
covers a period of 33 years. The
gifted family present an unusually
Interesting group.

» » * •
At present Miss Emerson has as
house guests Mme. Olga Halasz, for
merly of Budapest, now of New York
City ,and her husband. Mme. Halasz
is a graduate of the Royal Hungarian
Academy of Music at Budapest, where
she received the highest pedagogical
honors, including the Ffianz Liszt
Scholarship. She has been depart
mental head in one of the greatest
European conservatories at Buda
pest and director of her own conversatory in the same city. She is un
usually gifted, not only as a pianist,
but as a teacher, soloist, accompanist
and coach The following are some
of her successful and well-known
artist pupils: Ivan Engel, Professor
of Plano at the University of Cairo,
Egypt; Irene Evan, pianist, vocal
teacher, Berlin; George Herzog,
pianist, folk-lorist, Columbia Uni
versity, New York; Robert Kinsky,
composer, pianist, Budapest; George
Sebastian, conductor, composer, for
merly of the Metropolitan Opera
Company, at present conductor of the
Munich Opera House; Yolantha Tausky, pianist, teacher, Budapest, and
Prof. Imre Vidor, pianist, Berlin.
Mme. Halasz came to this country
during the war and 'has established
herself in New York as a musician of
renown. She has presented student
recitals of marked success, and ap
peared as coach and accompanist for
many of our finest musicians. She
plans to specialize in chamber music
during the coming season, making
her debut in this type of music in
New York. She is delightful to meet,
her manner gracious and friendly, and

speaking in fascinating broken Eng
lish.
Miss Emerson’s career Is interest
ing.
Her musical training begun
under the tutelage of local teachers,
and she came to the attention of Sal
vatore Giordano, the gifted Italian
tenor, when he was soloist at the
Maine Music Festival. Through his
interest arrangements were made for
the young singer to go to New York
and enter training with Mme. Viafora whose renown as a teacher is
widespread. While her entire basic
training has been received from Vla
fora, she has coached with several
other eminent teachers on the type
of music at hand. In Italy where
Bhe was for eight months she coached
with Schiavoni and was a protege of
Rossi whose name has won interna
tional fame. Over the period of eight
months she took two lessons each day
and on some days three
She has been an untiring student
despite the successes that have come
her way. These successes have been
many, in radio, opera, concert, recitai,
etc. Her activities are largely con
fined to New York, as the demand
keeps her busy there without seeking
new fields.
A feature of outstanding interest is
that she might well be called one of
the pioneers in radio. She was the
first Maine artist to broadcast, over
WJZ, when broadcasting was not
done in the marvelously constructed
station of today but in a little twoby-twice dressing room. To hear
Miss Emerson describe her experi
ences of those broadcasts is enter
taining. She was also said to be the
youngest artist to broadcast opera.
• • • •
A brief visit was made to the barnstudio where her working hours with
Mme. Halasz, with whom she is
coaching take place.
Here Miss
Emerson sang “My Abode" by Schu
bert, her brilliant voice covering the
long and difficult reaches with the ut
most ease, also a lovely song of
Grieg’s in a plaintive minor key.
Wandering back to the house and into
the music room, Mme Halasz dropped
down at the piano_and played bits of
Chopin and Hungarian dances and
folk songs with marvelous charm and
artistry.
Miss Emerson is charming to meet.
She Is handsome, with lovely blue
eyes and golden brown hair worn
short in quite an individual manner.
She is animated In speech and en
thusiasm brims from her. Her sin
cerity to her friends and associates
is delightful. As the pleasant visit
neared an end, Miss Emerson fell to
speaking of young music students,
particularly those of our own cities
and towns.
"It seems to me,” she said, “that
we don't give them the encourage
ment they need and deserve. If we
don't get behind our own and boost,
how can they face toward new fields
with courage and daring? While we
never ceaae to desire praise and en
couragement, there is never a time
we need It so much as we do when
Just starting. And at that critical
time It is the loyal support of our own
home towners that can accomplish
the most.”
NOTED SPEAKERS COMING
To Address State Sunday School
Convention at Portland In October

The 60th annual State SundaySchool convention of Maine Is to be
held In the Immanuel Baptist Church,
Portland, Oct. 8-10, under the
auspices of the Maine Council of
Religious Education. The Conven
tion theme for this year will be:
"The Church Cooperating with Other
Community Agencies In Teaching the
Abundant Life.”
Some of the principal speakers
from out of the State will be Dr.
Henry H. Meyrt- of Boston, the new
dean of the Boston University School
of Religious Education; Prof. A. J.
William Myers of Hartford, professor
of religious education at the Hartford
School of Theology; Roy A. Burk
hart of Chicago, director of young
people’s work for the International
Council of Religious Education; Miss
Nan Weeks of Richmond, Virginia, a
well-known children’s specialist and
author of much helpful material for
Children’s Division workers; Rev.
Edward H. Brewster of Philadelphia,
former general secretary of the Maine
Council, and now director of religious
education for the Philadelphia Con
ference of the Methodist Church:
Rev. Erwin L. Shaver, Boston, di
rector of leadership training for the
Congregational Educational Society;
Rev. G. N. Armitage of New York
City, prominently identified with
organizations
sponsoring
world
friendship for children, and world
peace.
A number of prominent educators
in Maine will have a place on the
program, including Dr. Franklin W.
Johnson. President of Colby College,
and Dr. Warren J. Moulton, President
of Bangor Theological SeminaryLeading denominational workers and
workers in the local Sunday Schools
will aid in conducting discussions on
every phase of the work of the mod
ern church ami church school.
Some of the stbjects which will be
considered are The Cooperation of
Church and State Schools, Making
the Home Christian, Organizing and
Conducting a Vacation and WeekdayChurch School, A Constructive pro
gram for Rural Churches, problems of
work with children and young people,
and many other topics. A Youth Con
ference with a special section for
young people led by outstanding lead
DOZEN different things may ers of youth, and a pageant in the
cause a headache, but there’s evening will feature 'the closing day
just one thing you need ever do to
of the convention.
get relief. Bayer Aspirin is an One church In Aroostook County is
absolute antidote for such pain. planning to send its entire teaching
Keep it at the office. Have it handy staff, and many other schools will un
in the home. Those subject to fre doubtedly do likewise.

Here, Thqre and Yonder,
Touching the Alluring
Things of Nature.
[Ninth Ramble]
Several years ago I found In the
fields at a summer resort—Winter
Harbor I think—sweet briar rose
bushes growing wild in profusion
with seeds fully ripened so I gathered
a handful, brought them home and
planted them. A fine lot of sturdy
plants rewarded
and some of them
are still standing near my barn yard
fence. Nearly every year some in
sect stings the branches near the
ends, causing a tuft of mossy sub
stance to form which resembles the
moss on a moss rose bud except that
there is more of it. I have opened the
heart of this tuft In various stages of
growth but can never find egg or
larva of the creature neither have I
ever seen any insect hovering about
the plants.
I would like very much to learn
what causes this moss-like growth.
Can any one inform me?
Nearly every one who has occasion
to walk in soft wood groves has seen
the "witches’ brooms" in the tops of
fir trees and doubtless many a boy
has climbed to the top of such trees
hoping to find a nest of some bird or
animal, but I find few who have
observed these “brooms" at the be
ginning of their growth, or perhaps
they didn’t recognize them in an early
stage. When I was a girl, teaching
school at North Haven in the Bart
lett’s Harbor district, a long point of
land known locally as “Long Nose"
extended into the sea and a path led
by a growth of fir trees along the
way toward the old Greenlaw house
which stood on this point.
• • • •
On many of these trees were clumps
of leaves or “spills" which had turned
white or cream colored and from these
clumps fell a fine powder, also cream
colored, which had a most unpleas
ant smell. This was in June, and by
watching these clumps later and
noticing what occurred I found that
in time they all became “witches'
brooms” as they matured. So this
is another puzzle to be solved. Are
such clumps caused by a disease or
an insect? If the latter, what is it,
and why do we never catch him at it?
I have often found the large galls on
the stems of golden rod and on open
ing one I have found a worm-like
creature inside but though I have
taken these into the house and cared
for them in a special box during win
ter. J have never succeeded in hatch
ing one. So my curiosity In this
direction has remained ungratifled.
Farmers and gardeners would find
it greatly to their advantage if they
would note these things more closely
and thus be enabled to destroy many
pests before they lay their eggs which
hatch into wicked cut worms, wire
worms, canker worms, etc. It would
pay them also to read the various
bulletins sent out by the Government,
too many of which are thrown into
the waste basket without a second
look at them. I have learned much
from these and hope to learn much
more as I find it a very fascinating
study.
....
I am sometimes asked if the ants
so often found on peony buds will do
the plants harm and 1 have even
been told by a nervous woman that
the ants were eating her peony buds.
Ants are fond of sweets and as the
peony buds unfold tiny drops of a
sweet substance gather along the
edges of the outer parts of the buds
and the ants are eating this when
they seem to be eating the buds. I
have watched them for hours and
have never seen one attempt to bite
the plant itself. Occasionally they
have been known to start a home in
the earth at the roots of some plant
and whether this he a peony or some
other plant the quicker they are
routed out the better for the plant as
no plant with which I am acquainted
will thrive in an ant's nest. It is too
dry for vegetation to exist.
Some pleasant day when you have
an hour or two of leisure go out into
a neighboring pasture and turn over
a large flat stone, then lie down by it
and watch the creatures thus dis
turbed. You will see many surpris
ing things and you will learn manyinteresting facts which you would not
be likely to learn in any other way.
You will also become so interested
that many a stone will be upturned
thereafter and you will no longer
shudder and shriek when a little
spotted lady bug crawls across the
pages of the book you are reading or
when a pretty velvety spider spins
out of a tree at the picnic, hangs by
a single silky thread and then goes
scampering across the table cloth as
fast as his eight legs can carry him.
Yes, eight legs. Count thfm; eight.
You didn’t even know that much
about a spider, did you?
Adella F. Veazie

Not Just a Drinkhut the finest beverage

to be desired—is

■ Mt. Zircon

quent or sudden headaches should
carry Bayer Aspirin in the pockettin. Until you have used it for head
aches, colds, neuralgia, etc., you’ve
no idea how Bayer Aspirin can help.
It means' quick, complete relief to
’ millions of men and women who
use it every year. And it does not
depress the heart.

^ASPIRIN
Aspirin Is the tnde mark of Barer Manufacture
of Monoacetkeddaeter of Ballcrlicacid

Civil War Desertions.
It is estimated that about one-third
of the officers of the regular army
went over to the Confederates at the
outbreak of the Civil War. There is
no record that a private in the regular
service deserted to the Confederates
at the beginning of the conflict. Pres
ident Lincoln used to say with pride
that out of 16,000 men in the regular
army, not one joined the enemies of
the Union.
Of course there were
many desertions both ways as the war
progressed and large armies of re
cruits were organized.

DOLLAR
a DAYS
•

Thursday and Friday, August 29 and 30
Women’s Hosiery, Gordon’s full fashioned Silk
Hose, all shades. Regular price 1.50. Dollar
Days.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $1.00
Men’s Rayon Hose, fancy colors. Regular price
25c; 6 pairs for.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $1.00
Childrens Hose, three-quarter length; also Socks
Regular price 50c; 3 pairs for.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $1.00
Children’s Half Hose. Regular price 25c; 5 pairs
for.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $1.00

Women’s Pongee Bloomers. Regular price
1.50. Dollar Days.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $1.00
Women’s Rayon Bloomers; colors peach and
pink. Regular price 1.39; for.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $1.00
Womens Outsize Rayon Bloomers. Regular price
1.25. Colors peach and pink; for.. .. .. .. .. .. .. $1.00
Women’s Rayon Slips; colors peach, pink, navy
and tan. Regular 1.25; for.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $1.00
Philippine Night Robes, hand made. Regular
price 1.50; for.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $1.00

Children’s Sweaters, all wool; sizes 26 and 28.
Regular price 1.69; for.. .. .. .. .. ................. $1.00

Soap, White Cold Cream, 6 bars to a box. Regu
lar 50c value; 4 boxes for.. .. .. .. ................. $1.00
Special Sale of Imported Face Powder; 3 boxes $1.00
One Odd Lot of Rayon Hosiery; sizes 91-2 and
10. Regular price 1.00; 3 pair for............. $1.00
Turbans—See our new Jersey Turbans, just the
thing for sport wear. Colors, red, sand,
brown, green, copen navy and black. Special.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ................ $1.00
Children’s Coats, plain and mixed colors; sizes
2 to 6. Regular price 3.98 and 5.98. Special
|
price.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ................. $2.98

1I
I

>
1

|

PASSING
[For The Courier-Gazette]
Life came alone In Its tiny way.
And gurgled and cooed and played ;
None stole Its thoughts from the mystic depths
Of Its baby eyes unafraid:
But the years passed on In their usual course
And the baby life was not stayed.

NOT SO BRIGHT

Deer Isle Granite Work Is
Duller But Workers Are
Optimistic

Quarry Workers’ Journal:
“Business does not look so good as
when I sent in my last report. There
are only a few stone cutters working
on the Deer Island Co. job and they
are likely to get done at any time.
“The John L. Goss job has also let
He fought with his dragons and monsters,
some cutters go so it looks as if their
And he marched with the militant throng,
cutting job was drawing to a close but
Through the myths and the fables of ages
With the strength of a man In his song;
the workers in this town are very
But the way to the goal of the victor
optimistic. We are not going to look
Was a wearisome road and long.
on the dark side—we expect that the
The soft seats at the wayside called him
companies here will soon be starting
To give heed to his weary feet.
on another cutting job, in fact, boys,
To forego the quest, for a cosy nest
And the soothing of speech that was sweet; we expect to be quarrying and cutting
Delighted, yet troubled, lie lingered
on the Hudson River bridge. I don’t
Till life lessened In its retreat.
| see how we can miss that job. We
I have the best quarries in the country
The vision of great achievement, still,
(bar none). We have the plants to
He recalled to urge him on,
The hero's golden belt and spurs,
go with the quarries and finally, we
The knighthood his will might have won :
have the men to quarry and cut it—
But the vision fled as the days were sped
all we need is the contract. Of course
And for him senile ties were spun.
R. D. Brodie
if we don’t happen to get the job,
Long Cove
why we will get some other job—we
will, you know, if they want the job
MRS. LAURA A. MATHEWS
done right. We can quarry more
stone in (his town than any six quar
From the Santa Barbara (Calif.) ries In New England."
Press of Aug. 10:
Mrs. Laura A. Mathews died yesterday morning after a short illness,
in the home of her daughter, Mrs. E.
H. Chapin, 1601 Loma street, where
she had lived since coming to Santa gSftforfr
Barbara 16 years ago. She was born
in Essex, Conn., July 3, 1834, and was
married to William Sylvester Math
ews of Meriden, Conn., in 1854. She
leaves one sister, Mrs. A. M. Bailey,
living in Providence, R. I., who is in
Embody sacred memoriae. They
her 99th year. Besides Mrs. Chapin,
are the evidence of loving
her daughter, there are three grand
thoughtfulness.
children, Charles M. Chapin, Morris

every grave.

Has come into the field of healing
with a message of importance. It
says to you that health is a matter of
a mechanically well aligned spine.
DR. B. B. ANNIS, Chiropractor, may
be consulted free at 111 Limerock St.
Phone 1163.

Skilled in the craft of memorial
making, wa are ready to serve
your ovary need.

Wm. E. Doman & Son,

Inc.

TELEPHONE HIM

KALLOCH FAMILY

Lady passenger (to conductor)—
• Tho 60th annual reunion of the Let me off .it Lamar, please.
Conductor—We don’t stop at La
Kalloth family will he held Wednes
day, Aug. 28 at the home of Arthur D. mar. mam. This is an express.
Lady—Well, can’t you stop long
Kalloch, High street, Thomaston.
Arthur D. Kalloch, Sec. [enough for me to tell my husband I’m
100*103
hqjng carried through?

The child’s early romping was gleeful
Alex. McOuffle, corresponding sec
And bright was the day with the sun :
But increase of years brought boy’s outlook. retary of the Stonington branch of
When the child’s early freedom was done;
the Quarry Workers’ Union wr^es
For the gray mpnotony of school
thus to the current issue of the
Marked the path the boy should run.
The boy disappeared without knowing
As he marched Into youth’s brigade;
And his purpose of life began to form.
Even, while at his games he played :
For youth’s far look but opened the book—
The book of man’s long parade.

(

ROCKLAND, MAINE

366 MAIN STREET

CHIROPRACTIC

-

Girdles, 12 inch, satin; color, pink; sizes 26 to 34.
Regular price 1.50; for.. .. .. .. .. ................. $1.00

/' lll^
III M

Dreary , second-rate lives are a
more frequent cause of mental dis
order than overwork or disaster.—Dr.
Edward Mapother.

Cases of 24

Corselettes, with underbelt; color, pink. Regu
lar price 1.50; for.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ................ $1.00

Women’s Slips, Rayon and Silk. Value 1.98 and 2.98.
\
Women’s Pajamas, cotton. Value 1.50 and 1.98.
Children’s Robes and Pajamas, cotton. Value 1.25 and 1.39.
Women’s and Misses’ Rayon Bandeau Bloomers and Chemise. Value 2.25. \
Women’s Philippine Night Robes. Value 1.98.
/

ville, Vermont; Miss Elsa Chapin,
University of Chicago, and Lieuten
ant Nealy A. Chapin, U. S. Navy,
whose ship, the Mississippi, is now
in Seattle. Funeral services will he
held in the Holland chapel this
morning at 11, Rev. Edmund H. GibRon of Galveston, Texas officiating.

In cartons of 6 and 12
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Vesper A. Leach Specialty Store

Memorials

A

■

Americans need never feel lonely
in Berlin, as three thousand live there
all the year round. An American
restaurant, run entirely by men who
have lived in America, recently
opened where the tourist can get
griddle cakes, maple syrup, pork and
beans, paying at the door and no tips.

Announcing the Opening of

The New IGA Store
At the Northend
CHANGING ONE OF THE OLDEST GROCERY STANDS TO ONE OF THE
' MOST UP-TO-DATE

638 Main Street, Corner of Warren 638
This newest
its blue and
Street Store.
country and

I. G. A. Store—a home sto re run by home folks—spic and span in
ivory front, is operated by Knight Bros, along the line of their Park
This store is affiliated with thousands of other home stores over the
you benefit from this tremendous nation-wide buying organization.

See These Sensational All-Week Prices
P & G Soap, 5 bars.. .. .. .. . 25c
Kellogg’s Corn Flakes 2 pkg 15c
Matches, 6 boxes.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 20c
Campbell’s Soups, all flavors,
3 cans.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 25c
Coffee (Superba),lb.. .. .. .. . 49c

Peaches, No. 21-2 can .... 21c
Jello, 3 pkgs..................... 25c
Shredded Wheat, 3 pkgs. .. 29c
Rinso, large pkg................. 19c
Toilet Paper, 3 rolls......... 19c
Spaghetti, 3 pkgs................ 25c

Sugar 10 lbs 57c
Call At This Handsome New Store—See Its Quality Meats and Groceries—Prove
Its Savings

EAST UNION, ME.

34Ttf

Gilchrest
Monumental Works
Main Street
Thomaston, Maine
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Telephone Connection

KNIGHT BROS.
MEATS AND GROCERIES
638 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

N. B. Double Tickets On the Free Chevrolet All This Week

Endurance-- The Answer

Waicli This Great Test of Essex the Challenger
FREE—100 gallons of Tydol Ethyl Gasoline and
$10 in Gold to be given away Absolutely Free!
Watch for Essex the Challenger as it passes through your town on its ICO Hour,
Non-Stop, Endurance Run, which begins TUESDAY, AUG. 27, at 8.00 A. M.,
and finishes SATURDAY, AUG. 31, at Noon.
The speedometer is covered and the switch key is in the hands of Chief Webster
of the Rockland Police Department.
Fill in your answers to the questions at the bottom of this advertisement and try
for one of the prizes. Everyone except members of our organization and their
families may enter the contest.
Have your answers in the mail not later than Friday noon, Aug. 30. The win
ners will be announced and the prizes awarded at our showrooms Saturday Night
Aug. 31, at 8 o’clock._________________________________________________________
YOU MAY BE ONE OF THE WINNERS, SO BE ON HAND
Here are the questions. Each one MUST be answered

How many miles will the car run in 100 hcurs .............................................................

How many miles per gallon of gar will the car average on the run?.......................
Car I now own is.......................................... .............................................................................
Make
type
Year
Signed ............................................................................................................................................
Address................................................ ...........................................................................

BLAISDELL AUTOMOBILE COMPANY ~
SALES AND SERVICE
PHONE 896
OPEN EVENINGS

HUDSON
710 MAIN STREET

$

$

Every-Other-Day*
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ESSEX
ROCKLAND, ME.

$

$

Arc h Healer
SHOE
COMBINATION LAST
NEW FALL MODELS ARE NOW IN—COME IN AND SEE THEM ON DOL
LAR DAY

$4.95
V*

48 pairs Womens Ties, Patent and Satin, 2 Heel, $1.00

V*

Felt Slippers, $1.00 Quality
25 pairs Arch Healer Shoes, $5.00 value

69c
$3.50

OTHER BARGAINS TOO NUMEROUS TO MENTION
NO REFUNDS OR EXCHANGES

R. E. NUTT SHOE STORE
ROCKLAND, MAINE

436 MAIN STREET

Don’t forget to call for RADIO Tickets

$$$$$$$$

$

$

$

$

$

Dollar Days

WORTH THE TRIP

THE DAY OF THE OUTBOARD MOTOR In Everybody's Column

How to Raise Poultry

DR. E. L SCARLOTT

Vi merely is seeking to determine
whether public opinion will favor
permitting Sunday recreation to a
larger extent than now.
The commission invites corres
pondence and the members have al“
ready received many letters. One
woman, thinking that it was tlv job
of the board to enforce present laws,
wrote one member expressing the
hope that something would be done by
it to make conditions less lax than
they are now at some of the beaches.
MAJORITY ARE “DRY”
Women Help Make Laws In All But
10 of the United States.

Mean Bargain Days at

B.

L.

Segal’s

We are giving 20 per cent Discount on our entire stock
of Men’s and Boys’ Clothing and 10 per cent on Furnish
ings. We have our new fall line of Boys’ Suits and this is
the time and place to Save Money on that New School Suit

For Sale

Adrertlaementa In tills column pot to axceed 1 ch^'Ku,^^lrV,t,1r,i. TEL Wlree lines
. , . ------three
----- --inserted
--------- --once for -•> cents, 3 times
Secretary Wilbur Directs At
for 50 cents. Additional lines 5 cents each
Fi ll SALE—A fine, clever horse. I# rein.
for one time. 10 cents for three times. (Six wc'ltthx 150(1. Perfect in every way. TEL.
tention To Acadia Nation
words make a line.
THOMASTP5 149-2.__________ ________ KUH*
1*011 SALE. -Dwarf pahn In thriving con
al Park In Maine
dition, stands about 4 ft. tall with spread of
Lost and Found
T ft. MRS. ALBION PALMER, 10 Jefferson
St_____________________________
102*104
National attention is called to the
LOST—31x4 size tire, nearly new. Lost on
FOR HALE—Nearly new I! room house,
benefits to be derived from a trip to
square Klin Hill. Weal lleadnw road. Sherer
Ilill or Old County road. LAWRENCE 1’. garage, with lot, 32,700. Many others: 40 acre
Hill
Acadia National Park on Mount
103*105 farm. $!>oo. Many more. J. MOODY, 154
1 WOOD. 332 Old County Rd.
North Main St. Tel. 1014-M.
102*1*4
Desert Island, and the adjoining
LOST In vicinity ot Rockland poatolllcv.
FOR SALE—Four room house on Park St.,
mainland in an official statement
small bunch of keys. Will Under please TELE
PHONE 840.
102-104 $1,700. Van be paid as rent V. F. STUDLEY.
_____ __ _____ ______________________ ft Park St.
102-107
issued by Secretary of the Interior
NOTICE Notice is hereby given of the loss , 4—- -■
—— —---- ;----------- -—Wilbur. The interest of scientific
of deposit book numbered 34132. and the'
»'(»K SALB-Bed Astrnrhan and White
owner of said hook asks for duplicate In Transparent apples now ready for jelly, greet,
men and women in the region is espe
accordance with the provision of the State | ™'t carrots, bcejs. squash, c_.hb4ge._4 Ih.
cially stressed.
Law.
ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK. By chlrkena dressed to order, cucumbers for
E. D. Spear, Treas. Rockland, Me.. Aug. 20, pickles, ripe and green tomatoes. OVKRX&SJP
This interest, Secretary Wilbur’s
1929.
lKII’T-100 KARKE81AN. 157 Middle St. Tel. 56 8-W.
fA________ 103 If
statement points out, has led to the
r
FOR SALE—Kitchen range for coal or
establishment of several biological
wood with hot water tank attached. Good con
Above is depicted the product of a; Ing third prize at the Boothbay re
Wanted
laboratories and museums.
dition.
Price reasonable. 'MRS. ‘
“While none of those is a direct ad new itockland Industry, the speedy 'gatt*. In the Camden race she was
STU1MQX8. Tel. 609-R.
183-1Q5
WANTPD— Roomers and boarders at 34
junct to the park,’’ says the state Miss Forty Club later named Miss driven by Charles Clements.
,
FOR
SALE
Luke's best mountain fitted
103*108
UNION ST.
Rockland.
The
craft
Is
the
first
I
Asked
as
to
his
views
on
the
future
ment. “yet they are the result of its
1 wood, delivered at $14 per cord. Tel. 48-W.
built in this section of the outboard , of the outboard motor
craftj, in Maine
103*105
t
a,
, i WANTED 'Toys to worK ail or_sj»are tlme^ pRirwyTtK
establishment and the park affords an
Mr. Coombs
waxed
enthusiJ
ncn,onauv nt (ROt KJJTT S
motor
type
and
since
then
two
others
waters
1
pu„ „Pat imat 25 ft by lit ft. New
excellent field for the conduct of their
STORE.
No
phone
calls.
i have been produced by her builders, astic. voicing the opinion that tho
piainsall and tender, auxiliary engine, all first
studies.
Ernest C.amage and Harold E. outboard development was only in
WANTED- Passenger to help drive tu Ohio class condition. I*. SNOW, Rockport. 10*2*104
“The first of those to be established
its
infancy.
He
expects
not
only
a
leaving Sept. 3. Inquire THIS OFFICE.
FOR SALE—Clarion range and wood air
was the Mount Desert Biological 1 Coombs.
03*105 tight, express wagon, 8 ft. body.
| As Miss Rockland she took second steady growth in the popular use of
HENRY
Laboratory, situated at Salisbury money in her class and was consid- the boats but foresees a great in
FARRIS,
Warren. Me.
!$$$>•<
WA NT’ 'D (Jirl fur general housework. Ap
I Cove. It has been in operation nearly , cred one of the fastest boats at the crease in speed. The coming sea- ply to MRS. ROY (KNOWLTON, Knowlton's
FOR RALE—Four weeks old pigs. M. E.
163-tf DRINKWATER, Lincolnville. Me. Tel. Cam.
J ten years and many important dis- . recent Camden regatta. A few days i son Gamage and Coombs expect to Market or Tel. 354.
|0<
' eoveries along lines of marine bio- || later she added another trophy to the. build a boat at least five miles faster
WANTED—Girl to do general housework. 458-21.
No washing. O. C. COOK. Tel. Waldoboro
J logical research have been made and handsomei cup won at Camden by tak- than their present speedster.
FOR SALE—New portable Underwood type
128-1.
103*108 writer. Inquire 92 PLEASANXT
101*103
reports thereon published.
WANTED-- Two second hand automobile
FOR SALE- Baby carriage, stroller, nur
‘ The Forest Service of the Slate of
tires 30x5.77. Must be In good shape. H. sery chair, high chair. Call at 22 SPRING
Maine has during the present year
HSTEN BOARDMAN. R. F. D. 1, Waldoboro.
ST.
101-tf
102*104
established a field laboratory at Bar
FOR SALE Wild cherries, large, ripe and
Harbor, where the administrative
WANTED—To buy puppies, all breed. and Juicy for jellies, etc. $1 per peck, delivered.
By Dr. L. D. LeGear, V.S., St. Louis, Mo.
angora kittens. HERBERT WILLETT. Saco. Send orders to <5 CHESTNUT ST., Camden.
offices of the park are located, for the
Me.
102*103
101*103
Dr. LeGear is a graduate of the Ontario
study of forest insects, their causes
WANTED—Capable girl for general house
Veterinary College, 1892. Thirty-six
FOR SALE—Horse, good worker and roader,
and control. The laboratory is mak
work.
Call
517-M
or
inquire
22
SPRING
ST.
cheap. M. J. MALONEY, South Cushing. Me.
years of veterinary practice on diseases
ing its studies of park land and the
101-tf
a
101*103
of live stock and poultry. Eminent au
experiments being made should lead
WANTEDUght
boat
for
river
use.
Would
FOR SALE—House boat 35 ft. long, accom
thority on poultry and stock raising.
to worthwhile results from a na
buv au outboard motor if the price was right. modates 6 people, row boat tender attached;
Nationally known poultry breeder.
tional park standpoint.
Write P. 0. BOX 441. Rockland.
101*103 6 room house on Pearl St., Camden ; 2 room
“Th? Museum of Stone Age An
WANTBD- High School girls to board. camp, one 4 room camp at Hosmer's Pond.
Inquire of F. AYERS, Room 3, (Masonic block.
MRS. HATTIE AMES. 80 Masonic St.
tiquities. which was opened the last
101-103
101*103 Camden.
week in June, comprises an excellent Poultry Raisers Find That the Least i tive that is not used nearly so much
Expensive Trouble Is That Which as it should he. It is well to apply it
FOR
SALE
—
«Second-hand
kitchen
congoWANTED
—
Young
girl
for
general
house

exhibit of Indian relics obtained in
Is Never Allowed to Happen— at least twice a year and put it on work. Call or write 6 TALBOT AVE. Tel lcum 9x12; rug to match 3x6, 1 Crex art
the nearby regions, and has been
square
9x12.
Price
very
reasonable.
Apply
1285.
98-tf
hot.
If
two
or
three
ounces
of
dip
Preventive Measures Cost Little
12 WARREN ST._____________________ 190-tf
worked out to show convincingly
WANTED Small lambs or thin sheep. State
Compared With What They Save. and disinfectant is mixed in each gal
something of the Indian occupations
SALE—Eight room house with ell and
In the roistering days of the old lon of whitewash it will be very effect price JOHN MORRIS, SR., Long Core. Tel. sunFORporch,
corner of Pine and Comnierical
of the early days. This museum and
93-tf
ive in killing mites and other insects. 11-21, Tenant’s Harbor.
streets, newly repaired and in flrdt class
its equipment, together with a sub
WANTED- Pupil nurses Training School condition. Price $1700 for quick sale. D. A.
It should be forcibly sprayed on if
stantial maintenance endowment,
Editor’s Note—This is another story In a possible, as that will drive it into for Nurses; State Hospital for mental dis M1UTM0RE. Rockport. Tel. 376-5.
100*103
Howard, Rhode Island. Course con
were provided through the gener series of 52 stories on poultry raising written every crack and crevice where para eases.
FOR SALE— Ha cd wood, fitted $14; long,
sists of 26 months In this hospital and 10
bv the well known national poultry authority,
osity of the late Dr. Robert Abbe, of I)r L. D. LeGear, V. 8., of St. Louis. The sites might find a hiding place.
months at Bellevue and allied hospitals. Sal $10; junks. $12; soft wood fitted. $9; junks,
Bar Harbor and New York, and entire series will appear in this paper. Our
Tainted foods too, can cause no end ary $45 per month with room, board and $8, delivered. L. F. TOLMAN. Tel. 263-13.
100*111
friends inspired by his interest and readers are urged to read them carefully and of trouble. Mouldy grains are par laundry. Graduates eligible to take State
examinations for registration.
Applicants
FOR SALE—Grand Opera phonograph and
rare enthusiasm It is located on the clip them out for future reference.
ticularly dangerous.
Damaged or must have two years’ high school training or records. Excellent condition. A bargain at
land adjoining the Sieur Monts
cheap inferior feeds of any kini Its equivalent. Apply MTSS ELIZAIBETH half price. Tel. 437. 14 MYRTLE ST., City.
98-tf
Spring entrance to the park and is wild West, the fellow who was should not be fed at all. Cheap feed A. BARRY, Superintendent of Nurses.
103-112
dedicated to public use.
FOR SALE—Fine roomy house, shed and
quickest at getting his gun into is dear at any price Limberneck,
barn connected, centrally located on State
“Also open freely to park visitors
bowel disorders and other troubles
road, four miles from Rockland. Hard wood
is an interesting museum at Isles- action had the best chance for long are caused by eating spoiled feed.
To Let
floors, electric lights, carpets, shades, stormford on little Cranberry Island. life. Consequently, it was not sur- Feed of the best quality only should
windows and screens. Fruit trees and farming
TO LET—Six room apartment at 59 Ma land if desired. Can be bought at a bargain
reached by a short boat ride from prising that men spent hours prac- be fed.
sonic St. ROBERT COLLINS. Tel. 77. 103-tf for cash, or on easy terms, if preferred. In- I
In plain everyday cleanliness, how
either Northeast Harbor or South- : ticing the art of beating the .other
TO LET--Four room heated apartment, un quire of GEO. GRBBN, South Thomaston. /
west Harbor on Mount Desert Island, fellow to the
draw.
Their lives ever, comes the greatest protection furnished, also four room heated apartment, Phone Rockland 387-21.
92-tf
It contains a unique collection .of might some day depend on it. Today, against the possible invasion of dis furnished. Both have bath room, gas, elec
A SPECIAL SALE, as 1 am forced to raise
prints and documents relating to the far less effort invested in preventive ease. Houses should be so construct tricity. Call MRS. FROST. Tel. 318-R.
Pure apple cider vinegar, full
103-tf money.
settlement and early history of the,measures would save the lives of ed that they can easily be kept clean,
strength, five years old, delivered, 1 or 2 gals.
TO LET -House on Camden St., hard wood 35 cents per gal., 3 gals. $1.00, 5 gals. $1.50.
region, made by Prof. William Otis thousands of fowls that now are sac- and have either solid board or con
crete floors that will permit of easy floors, bath, electricity. MRS. FROST. Tey. Or at vinegar plant. Simonton farm. West
Sawtell.
Irificed annually.
318-R.
103-tf Rockport. 2j> cents per gal. I guarantee my
Clean
The purpose of Secretary Wilbur s; For one thing, too little attention cleaning and disinfecting
TO LET—Light housekeeping room, all con Inegar to keep your pickles. Get your vine
statement is to point out the advan- J I® often paid to weeding out the un- quaiters cannot veij well harbor dis veniences, plenty of clothes closet room. TEL. gar at once and save money. Drop a card If
tages of a trip to Maine during the
Chicks, that are obviously de ease germs. Special care should be 618-R.
103-tf you want It delivered. Also one threshing
machine at a bargain, one 8 h. p. gasoline
summer months and especially to give .formed or hopeless weaklings should exercised in disposing of the drop
TO LET Tenement of five rooms and hath, engine, furnace, stoves, beds, tables, antiques,
as wide publicity as possible to th* be killed at once Weaklings con pings. Noxious gases arising from modern improvements. Inquire V171PER A. 0 days’ sale. JAMBS II. SLMONTON.
103-tf R. F. D , Rockland.
95-tf
benefits to be derived from a trip to tract diseases that healthy, well de-i droppings are very harmful to the LEACH. Tel. 133.
TO LET—Furnished house at Cil Talbot
FOR SALE—Cedar boat boards, all thick
Acadia National Park and the vi veloped chicks would throw off easily. ! fowls. Furthermore, the droppings Ave.
for
the
winter.
TEL
8-R.
103-tf
nesses. Small lots five cents foot planed two
thus making easy the spread of’harbor disease germs without numcinity.
trouble among the rest of the flock, jber, and intestinal worms besides.
TO LET New house. 6 rooms, hot ami cold sides, large orders cheaper. Lobster traps,
buoys, oak laths. Also other boat lumber.
water,
hath
and
shower,
hard
wood
floors
It is most certainly false economy or i Droppings should be removed freset tubs, cement cellar. In wall JOEL P. WOOD. Belfast. Tel. 177-14. 92-tf
THE SUNDAY LAWS
none at all to save some of the fowls Iquently and used for fertilizer away throughout,
ironing board, very light and sunny location
FOR SALE—One house and barn, 1 acre
.one often sees in flocks otherwise ,from the flock. Dead birds should on Broadway. HUBERT <X)LL1NS. Tel. 77.
land at Creek, Thomaston. Can pay for as
103
ent.
Special Committee Trying To falrly 'VPl1 cared for
’be burncd or burled deeply- and a
' | Another way to beat trouble to the regular cleanup prosiam should be
TO L*7T Seven room house and garage on
FOR SALE—Farm at South Hope, 335 acres,
Fern
Sa.
ERNEST
C.
DAVIS
at
Fuller-Cobbnice
buildings, large orchard est. Over 7,009
Obtain Sentiment of the draw is to adopt every possible means carried out often. This, with the
103-105 cords standing wood. Would consider leasing
. ,
for eliminating vermin of every de- I regular use of a good coal tar dip and Pavls.
to
responsible
parties. Further particulars
TO LET—Seven room tenement all In nice
Voters
scription. Lice, mites, ticks and all I disinfectant, will prove very effective
It. r. CONANT, 202 Camden St. Tel. 67-M.
----other such pests sap the vitality of in preventing many diseases
and condition. C. M. BLAKE WALL PAPER
88-tf
STORE.
102-tf
Doing its best to obtain a refli ction fowls to a point where they easily insect pests.
FOR SALE—A 26-ft. motor boat equipped
TO LET—Tenement at 81 Grace St. (ALL
Of
course,
disease
may
take
its
toll
with
5
h.
p.
Hubbard
engine.
A
good
pleas

of public sentiment on the proposed *DreY t0
sorts of diseases.
101-tf
163-M.
ure or fishing boat. Address E. V. SHEA,
,
Constant vigilance is needed to guard of any flock, no matter how carefully
revision of the Sunday laws of the , fowls
- , .
.
,
.,
TO
LET
—
Store
and
two
tenements
of
8
against these tiny enemies. eared for. As a rule, however, any rooms each, hot water and baths. In Naum South Thomaston. Tel. 853-11 Rockland
83-tf
State, the commission appointed Cor.They should be Inspected periodically extra effort invested in such pre i.
*ta
B
Mplj 220 main st. ioi*io.»
FOR SALE—To settle estate, the Hall prop
that purpose by Gov. Gardiner is pre- 'and dusted with a good Lice Powder ventive measures as those described
TO LET Two or three furnished rooms, erty, Middle Street HUI, eleven room hotlke,
paring a questionnaire which it hopes if there are any parasites on their above will pay big dividends. Strong, modern improvements for light housekeeping. new furnace, two toilets, two fireplaces, 8et
healthy
fowls,
protected
as
much
as
bodies.
Lice
Powder
should
be
added
H.
L. STEVENS, 192 Llmerock St.
101*103 tubs, two lots, fruit trees, etc. W. D. HALL,
to submit to voters in some way.
92-tf
TO LET New house. Apply at 13 ROCK Castine, Maine.
The questionnnaire has not been to the dust bath and let the hens use possible from the various sources of
100-tf
FOR SALE—Hard wood, fitted, $14; long.
completed but among the Questions this at will. Their quarters should disease, will resist epidemics that LAND ST. Tel. 888.
be thoroughly cleaned out at fre would wipe out others. They are also
TO LET Large bed room available that $10; junks, $12; slabs fitted $8; also lumber
suggested are the following:
two girls might share. Modern conveniences. delivered. T. J. CARROLL. Tel. 263-tl.
Do you favor a revision of the pres quent intervals and every nook and more vigorous and productive in Private family. Apply In person to. 9" P. O. Thomaston.
9?-*f
cranny should be sprayed with a every way.
ent Sunday law?
LIMEROGK ST.. City.
100-tf
FOR SALE—First quality fitted wood, $14;
strong solution of dip and disinfect
(Copyright, 1929
Would you favor Professional ant. Whitewash is another prevenTO LET Two 6 room tenements on Main furnace junks, $12. delivered anywhere to
by Dr. L. D. LeGear, V. S.)
St. at Northend, lights and toilets, $15 and Rockland or Rockport. RALPH P. CONAKT,
Baseball on Sunday after 1 p. m.
92-tr
$20.
J. H MELVIN. 21 Gay St.
99-tf Rockland. Tel. 67-M.
Would you favor general outdoor
FOR SALE—Four foot mill alaba, $6.50;
TO LET—Furnished bungalow, 3 rooms
AN ODORLESS ONION
recreation such as swimming, hiking,
AUGUST ON THE FARM and bath, modern Improvements, adults only srove length, $8 per cord; also building lum
snowshoeing, boating, golf, fishing?
ber. L. A. PACKARD. R. F. D., Thomaston.
Call 1158-W. forenoons and from 6 to 7 p. m
92-tf
The strings have been taken out
Would you *favor general outdoor
99-tf
Provide a nest for every four hens.
FOR SALE—Second hand Reo parts and one
Sundays, after 1 p. m.. no admission? of string beans and the warts have Market the eggs twice a week. Keep
TO LET—Six room house, corner Lindsey
stake
body,
also
15
ft.
double
ender,
copper
Vi
The difficulty which the commis been educated off pickles, and we ap the nests clean; and on rainy days and Union Sts., modem with parage. ERNEST
C. DAVIS, at Fullcr-Cobb-DaUa.
96-tf fastened. E. W. FARMER. 41 Lime Bt..
sion is encountering is to get the
Rockland.
92-tf
prove. But far enough is far enough. do not allo-w the laying hens to run
TO LET Three well furnished modern
questionnaire before the people in Professor 1W. A. Hudson of the Illi-j ou^oors
WHEN IN NEW YORK—Remember that yon
afternoon,
rooms
with
toilet.
Heat
in
living
room.
$36
some way with its limited funds. The
month. 12 KNOX 8T. Tel. 578-W.
93-tf can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette, with
Vi Legislature made an appropriation of nois College of Agriculture threatens'
the home news, at llotallng’s News Agency,
TO
LET
—
Eight
room
apartment
with
mod 308 West 40th street.
It takes 21 days for a hen’s egg to
$1000 for the commission’s use in mak us with an odorless onion. We will
ern Improvements, also double garage. In
ing the investigation and this will be have none of it. We want onions hatch; 28. days for ducks; 30 to 40 quire 61% FARK ST. Tel. 916.
93-tf
DR. B.LAKB B. ANNIB
hardly more than enough to cover I that smell.
Breed the fragrance for a goose egg. and 28 days for tur
TO LET—Store In Bicknell Block, formerly
Chlropraotor
Vi cost of the hearings which will be J away from the rose if you will, Pro key eggs. Time may vary a bit ac occupied by Needle Art Shop. Apply to MRS
111 Limaroek Street
It. B. SMITH. Tel. 264.
91-tf
held next spring and the meetings of fessor, and take away the delicate cording to conditions.
(Corner Lincoln)
• • • •
TO LET—Four room furnished apartment
scent of the lily of the valley, but
the members.
Lady In attmdanee
at 566 Main St. NELSON B. COBB, at Fuller
It has been decided to hold hearings leave the onion its pungent perfection
Sanitary conditions are as neces
90-t
Phone lidl
Vi in the spring at Portland. Lewiston, We would rather wear a shirt without sary to prevent disease on a farm as Cobb-Davis.
TO LET—Tenement of five rooms and bath
Palntoee Syatem
Augusta and Bangor, probably in the a tail than to face liver and onions in a hospital. Fifty percent of the modern
Improvements. Inquire 340 MAIN ST.
of Adjusting
order named. These hearings will be without their gracious redolence or to losses of young chicks occur during
»
90-tf
duly advertised so that all will have lean over a dish of onion soup bereft the first four weeks, from disease,
TO LET—Five room flat, all modern Im
of its aromatic incense. Turn to
Vi the opportunity to attend.
because of lack of sanitary condi provements, good location. TEL. 24-M. 89-tf
The commission does not intend to some practical accomplishment. Pro tions.
(Successor to Dr. T. L. MoBoetk)
TO LET—Five room apartment, modem, on
Talbot Ave., first class. Apply 81 SUMMER
recommend a bill that will tend to fessor Hudson and your colleagues.
Osteopathic Physician
ST. Tel. 551-W.
92-tf
the commercialization of Sunday, but Breed the sand out of spinach, yea.

breed spinach out of existence, take
the thorns away from thistles and the
poison out of ivy, but please, sirs,
leave us the onion with all its thurifcrous perfumery.—Farm & Fireside.

Why Suffer
Stomach Trouble
All Your Life?

The fairs are good places to adver
By Appointment—Tel. IBS
tise your livestock and your prod
St Llmerock St.
Rooklend
ucts, and the social features will give
Oredueto of American Sohool of
you and your family a chance to Summer Cottages and Board
Osteopathy
meet your friends. Fairs are help
TO LET -At Megunticook Isake, 3-room
cottage with screened porch and electric lights.
ful.
DR. F. B. ADAMS

Apply MILDRED RYAN, at Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
93-tf
400 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
This is the height of the season for
FOR SALE—Very attractive modern cottage Office Hours: 1 to 4 and 7 to 8 P. M.
culling poultry flocks.
Springers at Ingraham Hill. Bath, lights, city wator, rock
Telephone 160
bring good prices now, and those that fireplace. Inquire at CROCKETT’S BABY
92-tf
are not needed for breeding should he SHOP.
Attention given to Medical end

cooped up for 10 days or so and
fattened and 3old.
• • • ♦

Thousands of men and women
who were physical wrecks from
stomach troubles, who couldn’t
sleep, who couldn’t eat without
after-misery, and whose kidneys,
bowels and liver were out of order,
now enjoy old-time energy and rel
ish their food since taking Tanlac.
Mr. Benjamin Pratt, Federal
Post Road, Brunswick, Me., says:
“I was 30 lbs. underweight and
had lost all energy and vitality.
After 6 bottles of Tanlac I gained
50 lbs. and feel like a schoolboy.
My appetite is ravenous and I
never suffer from indigestion.”
Tanlac contains no mineral drugs
of any kind, just a special combina
tion of selected herbs, roots and
harks, recognized to be of high
medicinal value. Quick benefit and
relief from stomach distress is al
most sure to follow the use of Tan
lac. Get a bottle today from your
druggist and let it Start right ir.
correcting those troubles Which
i make you so miserable. Money

Women help make the laws of all
but 10 States in the union, and a
majority are “dry.”
A survey by the Women’s Christian
Temperance
Union
shows
that
women sit in the legislatures of 38
States.
They report that 54 out of the 75
women representing 29 States are
listed as dry. Sentiment of repre
sentatives in nine States was not
ascertained.
Twenty-eight femi
nine legislators are members of the
W.C.T.U. whose headquarters is in
Evanston, Ill.
Strangely enough.
thinks
the
W.C.T.U. alj the women lawmakers
in the “wet” States of Illinois. Massachusetts and New York are dry.
However, the one woman member
of the Georgia legislature is classed
as a wet. and the lone Nebraska wo- ! back
jt doesn.t help_
man solon is referred to as * not in
favor of prohibition.’’
I
The W.C.T.U. mentions that Mrs.
Mabel Walker Wilhjbrandt. until re
cently the assistant United State*? at
torney general in charge of prohibiSLM1UIQN BQTILES
tion prosecution, is a member.

Tanlac
VSEP

Mend the fences in August and get
the brush out of the fence rows. Put
away your machines that will not be
used until next season. Grease thpm
well with heavy grease and cover
them.

MUCH COUNTERFEIT MONEY
Widespread Circulation of Five, Tens
and Twentict Is Discovered

Captain W. H. Houghton, head of
the Philadelphia district of the U. S.
Secret Service, has issued a warning
against counterfeit $5, $10 and $20
federal reserve notes, many of which
have been circulated in seashore re
sorts and other cities in the East.
The $5 and $10 counterfeits bear the
name of the New York Federal Re
serve bank and the $20 that of the
Boston Federal Reserve bank.
The discovery of the widespread
circulation of counterfeit notes fol
lowed the arrest of six persons and
seizure of plates in New York. In
addition, secret service men are said
to have made 83 other arrests and
picked up much counterfeit money
in New England and Middle Atlantic
states,

Miscellaneous

Electrical Treatment

8.1-120

DR.LINWOOD T.ROGERS
Osteopathic Physician

RUG AM) KNITTING YARNS for sale hy
manufai-turcr. 'Samples free. H. A. IIARTLETT, Harmony. *Me.
102-113
FISHIX^ AND SAIUNl; PARTIES taken
SM MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
out by day or hour. S. T. AMES, Rockland.
Tel. 1070-W.
101*123
Telephone 12M( Rteldenoe *N|*M
SPIRITUAL MEDIUM, reaillnca by appoint
ment. Plionc 3#5-\V, or call at 24 CRESUENT
ST.
102-107
DENTAL NOTICE—During the summer I
will be at my Rockland office Fridays and
Attorney at Law
Saturdays. Call or phone 69-R. DR. J. H.
(Formerly Judge of Probate)
DAMON, dentist. Rockland.
92-tf
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at the Special Attention to Probate Matter*
Rockland Hair Store, 236 Main St. Mall orders
and Real Estate Titles
solicited. HELEN C. RHODES.
92-tf
Corner Main St. and Tillson
GENERAL TRUCKING. B. W. FARMER. 41
IStf
Lime St.. Rockland. Tel. 1060-M.
92-tf
LET E. A. KNOWLTON Die your saw, auu
repair your furniture at 216 LIMEROUK St.*
Tel. 1010.
92-tf
ROCK AND CEMENT WORK, cellar walla
built and repaired; ail kinds of lawn work,
hy the day or contract. BENJAMIN KNOWL
TON. 7.4 Brewster St. Tel. 4B7-M.
92-tf1
FARMS, COUNTRY HOMES, COTTAGES
Since 1840 thl« firm bas
and estates; up-to-date property. In the gar
faithfully served the families
den spot of Mfclne— Penobscot Bay. W’rlte
of Knox County
us what you want ORRIN J. DICKEY. Bel
fast Me.
92-tf
LADY ATTENDANT
MOTOR TRANSPORTATION, load, wanted
Tol. Day 480; Night 781-1
to Portland, dally trlpa; trueklna of all kinds,
AMBULANCE SERVICE
local and long distance furniture niovintr.
Price right. It. W. JEWELL, Rockland Tel.
2-.0-4.
1113*1119
«'HRY IN BOSTON- Kememl.er that you'
can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette with
ROCKLAND. ME.
the home news, at the Old South News Agency,W$shln$ton yt., ftctt Old South ULurcU,

w*

EDWARD K. GOULD

Av*-

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

BURPEES

Every-Other-Day

I
1

"BrlHSlpS
Five Miles
Broadway
JQK
North of
to Maine"
Skowhegan
BOX OFFICE OPEN DAILY 8.30 A. M. TO 9.00 P. M.
STANDARD TIME
TEL. SKOWHEGAN 431—SEATS »1.00

|L H 1/1/ I II III
TV VW

TONIGHT and Every Night THIS WEEK
at 7.30 Standard Time
SPECIAL MATINEE SATURDAY AT 2 O’CLOCK, Standard Time

the lakewood players
PRESENT

THE MOST THRILLING STAGE SPECTACLE IN HISTORY

NORMAN

BEL

GEDDES’

Magnificent and Exciting Production of

“HAMLET”
ALL STAR CAST AND COMPANY OF SIXTY
------ Week Beginning Next Monday Night------

FRANCIS WILSON
THE FAMOUS STAGE STAR IN HIS OWN COMEDY

“CAMILLE’S COMPANIONATE MARRIAGE”
Matinee Labor Day at 2 o'clock Standard Time
Dance Tuesday, Friday and Labor Day—Rivolti and HisCock Robins

Senior

s Miss FlorenceiBaileq
A Special
RICHARD HUD NUT Representative
.
from,
1
New York
will be at our Stone all of this
week to tell you^aboet the

HOME METHOD
Du

Barry

BEAUTY
TREATMENTS
special, treatments
in the heme for the correction
of dry skin, oily skin',' enlaryecb
pores, flabby tissues and for the
general beautification of the skin,
will be found both practical andeffective * *
* *
* ♦
DO NOT MISS HEARING
ABOUT THEM

i

♦

\
,

!

*

\/liese

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

EXTRA TROUSERS FREE
I have received the final list of fabrics from the Inter
national Tailoring Co. on Extra Trousers Free with
every suit order, which ends August 31
This is a Saving of $8.00 to $12.00 on a Suit

C. A. HAMILTON
442 Main Street

Rockland
loi-tr

Real Bargains
We offer for Dollar Day These Trades Which Are
the Real Thing. On Every One of Them
You Get a Real Bargain

MEN’S

LADIES’

Fall Union Suits

Silk Stockings

Jersey ribbed.
Reg. price 1.50; now—

Pigeon Brand. Always
sell for 1.50, 1.35; now—

$1.00

Kh«ki Pants

JPQYS’

For 'Men or Boys
Formerly $1.50; now—

Linen Knickers

'

Reg; price 1.50; now—

4MQ
ENGLISH

Broadcloth Shirts

$1.00

MEN’S

Heavy Overalls
$1.00

Tere Is the Big Bargain!
AN ALL WOOL CREW NECK BLACK
SWEATER

THE REALM OF MESIC

Now, $2.50

The announcement that the Port
land Music Commission lias secured
Royal Dadmun, prominent baritone,
as the assisting artist for the anni
versary concert, August 22, will
| please a large number of music lov
ers who will come to Portland to at
tend the 17th anniversary concert on
the municipal organ at City Hall.
Charles Raymond Cronham, mun
icipal organist, will be the recitalist.

organ, and Lewis Richards, harpsi
chord.
The Barrere Ensemble of
wind instruments, the Roth String
Quartet, and the Gordon String
Quartet will also he heard; and
Leopold Stokowski will conduct the
final concert
• • ♦ •
The large audience at the last of
the Esplanade concerts (Boston) on
Wednesday of last week, and the en
thusiastic demonstration over th3
conductor, Mr. Fiedler, and the or
chestra, confirmed the general im
Mr. padmun contributing a group of pression that this new series of free
interesting vocal numbers,
concerts has been a huge success in
j August 22, 1912, the Kotzschmar pleasing the public. Reporters esti
•organ, the gift of Cyrus II. K. Curtis, mated that 12,000 persons heard this
was dedicated and thus was estab last concert. If so, this must have
lished as the first 6f its kind in been the largest audience ever as
America a municipal musical activity sembled in Boston for an orchestra
I recognized by the Municipal Gov concert.
There was speech making hy rep
ernment as one of its departments.
resentatives of the city and the Met
• • • •
ropolitan District Commission, and
The following tribute to the late
Judge Cabot, president of the trustees
Alice Harfopd Nelson is well deserved.
of the Boston Symphony Orchestra.
Miss Nelson was for more than a
Mr. Fiedler and the players were
decade secretary-treasurer of the
warmly
congratulated,
and
the
Portland Festival Chorus and she
anonymous donors of the concerts
sang with the chorus during the 30
years of its existence, doubtless again thanked, but no definite word
known by many of tiie Rockland was given that the concerts will con
Chorus. She died July 24. Long tinue next season.
• • • •
association with Mrs. William R.
An open letter in the Boston
Chapman, wife of the director of the
Maine Music Festivals, lias impelled Herald regarding the Esplanade con
the appreciative tribute shown in part certs is worthy of mention, written by
j below, which will awake a responsive Mary D. Uline:
“At the final concert an the Es
feeling in the Festival organization
where the late member worked so planade, Judge Cabot struck the key
I faithfully and earnestly for many note in interpreting the significance
of this cultural achievement when he
years:
“The passing on of Alice Harford said: 'Mr. Fiedler has brought the
Nelson has left very tender memories i Pe°Ple of Boston together in a comas well as heartaches to all members
]Jtual union.
'For five weeks thousands of peo
of the Festival Chorus, and also to
ple
in
Boston
and vicinity, represent
many music lovers of Portland who
remember her gracious services as ing various nationalities, creeds,
secretary of the Festival Chorus for ages, and walks of life have found in
'many years.
Always kindly and
beautiful music of the symphony
courteous, she was careful and exact l’la>ers satisfaction for their hunger
and
thirst for beauty.
| in all business transactions. She was
“In at least one city of America a
! loyal and faithful to every trust conIfidcd to her care: always smiling and cross section of humanity has shown
optimistic she brought good cheer and ,
attendance at these concerts,
courage to all who worked with her and its appreciative response, that
they
prefer
music that brings heart
and endeared herself to all. Her hob
by was music and the Festivals. She and soul satisfaction to that which
sang in the chorus for the entire 30 brings only temporary oleasure.
“I like to think of this manifesta
years and was on the Boll of Honor,
and for the last 10 years she was of tion on the part of a mixed group of
great assistance in the handling of all people as a healthful sign of the
'mail order tickets. She mourned that times, a kind of indication of a crav
ing for the finer and better things of
I the Festivals were discontinued.
"No one knew that she wap ill; she life, a turn from the material de
'never complained. Even during the mands of the day to a yearning for
last weeks when she must have suf- the things of the spirit.
“The concert was for me a harmony
I fered much, she kept up her duties
'and work in her home. When finally of heaven and earth. The setting it
her sickness became known, it was self was a symphony; a young moon
too late for medical aid to avail. The in a sky of blended colors, summer
tired wornout body could not be re stars, reflections of moving light
stored, but her mentality remained along the shore, gentle waters, and
until the last. She arranged all de boats smoothly gliding by. Twelve
tails of the last service, and then fell thousand people quietly listening to
asleep to awake in eternity. Her music played by inspired artists
lovely spirit, her beautiful soul will under the direction of a great con
live on, to be an inspiration to all ductor interpreted it each accordln;
who knew her. The members of th'1 to his own mood. Yet all were
Western Maine Festival Chorus all brought together in a ’common spir
over the State who have sung with itual union.’
Did any Rockland people by chance
her and known her will surely join
today with Dr. and Mrs. Chapman hear one or more of these Es
and the officers of the association in planade concerts which have attract
a tribute of praise to her memory; of ed such widespread attention by their
regrets for her loss, and of sym worth? It would be interesting to
pathy for her immediate family and hear from them.
• « » •
friends."
Sidney Farrar, idol of baseball
• • • •
fans half a century ago, when the
Young men and women with ambi
game was yourtg. celebrated his 70th
tions to become radio announcers
birthday August 10 at Ridgefield,
should be interested in the findings
Conn., surrounded by those he loved
of the National Radio Institute of
best—his famous daughter, Geraldine,
Washington. D. C.
The institute and old cronies of his diamond days'
finds, looking over the requirements
Tiie celebration was informal and
or different stations, that prospective
jolly, and much of it revolved around
announcers need only be college grad
uates, be familiar with politics, have his daughter, star of the opera and
the concert stage, who was her
a good knowledge of music, play one
father’s comrade when she was
or more instruments and have a rich,
little girl and is no less so today. Miss
resonant voice.
Then, if the an
nouncer
candidate
is
fortunate Farrar returned from Europe lab
last month for the specific purpose of
enough to win among 200 or nwe helping her father celebrate.
candidates, lie may get as much sal
ary as the technical radio operator.
METROPOLITAN THEATRE.
• • • •
Attaches at the broadcasting sta Colleen Moore in “Smiling Irish
tions are supposed to be hardboiied.
Eyes,
Week's Feature
Begin
Celebrities at the “mike" are not ex
ning Today.
pected. ordinarily, to disturb them.
Starting today Colleen Moore will
But recently when Wilbur B. Hous
ton, Seattle boy, who won the Thomas be seen and heard in her Initial all
A. Edison scholarship, talked at the talking Vitaphone production, "Smil
National Broadcasting studios In ing Irish Eyes," in which she sings.
New York, there was much running Possessed of a delightful voice, and
and pattering through the corridors added to her charming personality,
to get at the loud-speakers to hear makes this the best screen effort to
what America’s youthful genius had her credit to date. With her is hand
some James Hall, and a distinguished
to remark.
• • • »
cast, in this fascinating romance
The Meistersingers, a noted Bos drama, having for its locale roman
ton organization of singers, which tic Ireland, the home of old tradi
It is bub
first got Its start in the old days of tions and poetic legends.
B. F. Keith and E. F. Albee has been bling over with corking comedy and
charming
Irish
wit.
There
are
making its annual appearance this
week at the Keith-Albee Theatre in some scenes of pictorial beauty cal
Boston, as the headline vaudeville culated to thrill and delight ever;
attraction. “It is a remarkable or type of audience, especially those
ganization," so the Observant Citizen seeking novelty on the screen.
Jack Partington has again scored
in the Boston Post tells us. “and has
enjoyed popularity over an unusually a decided hit in producing the “Fiv
long period. Many old-timers among and Ten Follies," the newest I’ublix
theatre-goers well remember its first stage review, which stars Roy Sed
appearance at the Washington street ley, the well-knbwn and popular
house and no doubt as many as pos comedian; Phil Arnold, a solo dancer
sible of them have been welcoming of note; Wanda Winn, a talente
songstress; June Carr, an eccentric
back their old favorites this week.”
I am wondering if any Rockland dancer; L. Laprande, a comedy plan
people recall hearing this organiza ist, who is known as the "pianist per
tion in the old days of its first appear feet”; and also the gorell Steppers,
beauty ensemble of dancers who con
ance.
tribute a generous portion of real en
• • « •
The artists for the festival of cham tertainment with their brand new
ber music held annually under the routines and beautiful costumes.
Starting Aug. 29. Paramount’s new
provision of the Elizabeth Sprague
Coolidge Foundation, to be given at est all-talking screen delight. "The
Lady
Lies.” starring Walter Huston
the Library of Congress, Washington,
D. C., on October 7-8-9 have been an Claudette Colbert, and other stage fa
nounced. and among the names that vorites, will be shown for the first
of Frank Bibh catches our eye. Mr. time in any theatre. Patricia Dcer
Bibb will be featured as harpsichord ing and Tom' Brown, still in their
artist, and well can we picture him in early ’teens, contribute one of the
this capacity, with his consummate most notable and artistic perform
artistry, exquisite touch and subtle ances yet caught by the camera. "The
Lady Lies” Is a refreshing eontrihu
understanding.
Other artists who will appear are tion to the jaded appetites of movie
George Meader, tenor; Marlon Kerby fans, and will he undoubtedly be
and John J. Niles, singers of folk listed among the ten best pictures of
songs; Harold Bauer and Arthur the year.
Loesser, piano; Lynwood Farnam.

"ChildrenGyl

Lots of Other Good Trades

WILLIS AYER

9 out of 10 ,

Gladys St. Clair Morgan

Never before sold for less than $5.00

•R-
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CASTORIA
A
BABY REMEDY
APPROVED HY DOCTORS
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screen stars use it to
keep their skin soft
and smooth

Jeannette Loff, charming Pathe star,

says: “No matter what climate my
pictures take me to, or how hard the
water, I have found that Lux Toilet
Soap keeps my skin enviably smooth.”
“I am utterly enthusiastic about Lux
Toilet Soap,” says pretty Mary
Nolan, Universal star. “Even the
most expensive French soaps have not
kept my skin so beautifully smooth.”

EALLY exquisite skin does win
. hearts —Hollywood knows how
surely it wins them!
“If a girl wants popularity she
must have*a lovely smooth skin,”
sayt William K. Howard, Pathe
director. “Without rare beauty of
skin a screen star can never hope to
win her public, no matter what else
she may have.”

Nancy Carroll’s, to see how exquisite this
delicately fragrant white soap keeps the
skin. Small wonder that every one of the
great film studios has made Lux Toilet
Soap the official soap in all dressing rooms!

Nine out of ten screen stars use Lux
Toilet Soap. You have only to look at

Lux

R

Jeannette Loff’s skin, or Mary Nolan’s, or

You’ll love it yourself—its generous lather
is so caressing, and leaves your skin so
velvety. Use it in your bath, too—and for
the shampoo, as the screen stars do.
Nancy Carroll, Paramount —

“Lux Toilet Soap is delightful for
the skin,”

Toilet Soap
10«*

Luxury such as you have Jound only in French
soaps at 50c and $1.00 the cake—now

THE GRANITE TRADE

LOSS TO TOWNS

W.C.T.U. NATIONAL

Branch Correspondence Hav If Increased Gas Tax Is Voted Tablet In Commemoration
Down, Governor Says
of Frances E. Willard To
ing To Do With Paving
Be Unveiled
Cutters
Gov. Gardiner has sent out letters
The official branch correspondence
in the current issue of the Paving
Cutters’*Journal contains live letters
from the secretaries of the Unions in
this section.
Abstracts are here
given:
Clark Island
Conditions on this job are about
the same as last reported. There are
now four curbing cuttings with sur
facing machines at work here, which
does not leave much good stone for
the paving cutters.
The majority of this Branch were
pleased to know that our International
president has received the raise in his
salary. They consider him a very
efficient official. Some may criticize
him for his inability to make flowery
speeches. In our estimation actions
count more than words.
We were not surprised that the sick
benefit did not pass. We long ago
came to the conclusion that as the
majority of our Union members were
not contributing anything under the
present system, with a fair chance of
getting something for nothing if they
were taken sick, they preferred to let
the other fellow contribute.
William J. Harrison,
Secretary Branch No. 9.
Long Cove

Business is still good and everyone
working. .Tiie blocks have not been
moving so fast this month, but we
hope to see them cleaned up before
cold weather. The three Branches
here are to hold a celebration on La
bor Day. I’m sure it will be a success,
for there are plenty of paving cutters
here if they turn out. I would advise
anyone coming this way to get a job
first, for as soon as anyone picks up
there is another one there.
William Imlach,
Secretary Branch No. 8.
Vinalhaven

There is practically no change as
regards our trade here since my last
report. Booth’s blocks are pretty well
cleaned up. There have been rumors
about the Jones job resuming opera
tions, but guess that’s all it amounts
to, as there is no sign of their getting
ready to start.
Am sorry to have td report that our
president. Alfred Headley, has just
undergone an operation for appendi
citis in Knox Hospital. We hear that
he has come through all right, and I’m
sure that all the boys join me in
wishing “Alf” a speedy recovery.
E. W. Simmers,
Branch No. 34
Willards Point

Things are booming at the Cat.
Rather poor stone coming out at the
present time, but as the super has
said, just give us a little more timo
and a few more good quarryfnen and
things will be all “hunky dory.’’
Gilbert S. Auld,
Secretary Branch No. 108
Hall Quarry
I am sorry to report that this job
closed down here yesterday, and most
Unicorns in the Bible.
of the fellows have left town, and I
In Latin and Greek literature the hope they will be able to secure a
Unicorn is a fabulous beast having tb>_ , good job somewhere. It is rumored
head and body of a horse, the hind I that the suspension of work will only
legs of ah antelope, the tail of a ^e for a short time. I hope so, any
Hon, and the beard of a goat.
Its way.
We held a funeral in the little
chief feature'was a long, sharp, and
twisted horn set in the middle of the Chapel hall, and about all the paving
foreheatj. Obviously the word “uni cutters and a few quarrymen attend
corn’’ as used In early translations of cd, and we paid homage to Oscar
the Bible'refers to a different animal. } Peterson befitting a king, and buried
• It probably refers to the Urns, an ex- film on Beech hill. Anybody knowing
| tlnct species of buffalo.
The Re-, If He had any relatives in this coun1 vised version uses “wild ox” in the try, please notify nie.
I places where the King James version,
Thomas Harkins,
|employs “unicorn,”
1
Secretary Branch No. 26

to the municipal officers of cities and
towns advising them of the financial
side of the road program witli ref
erence to the pending referendum on
the increase of the gas tax. The full
text of the letter follows:
“It seems advisable to me to pre
sent information regarding the ref
erendum questions that will bo on the
ballot at the election Sept. 9 on the
matters of the bond issue and the
proposed increase in the gasoline tax.
I enclose reprint of a speech with
hope that it will make the situation
clear so that every citizen may have
the information on which to form an
opinion as to how to vote. The state
ment refers to the fact that unless
the vote is 'yes’ on the proposal to
increase the gas tax it will he neces
sary to scale down the apportion
ments for State aid in 1930.”
This statement follows:
“A situation is presented whereby
a vote of ‘no’ on the ga~s tax ques
tion will affect adversely those cities
and towns which contemplate re
questing State aid money for high
way .work in 1930. The availability
of State aid has done much to in
crease the mileage of good roads and
has been very advantageous to most
of the towns. In the current allot
ment of State aid money 506 towns
and cities receive more than one dol
lar from the State for each dollar
they expend on State aid highways.
Two hundred towns receive from the
State $3.50 for each dollar th’ey con
tribute to the work. About four
thousand miles of road are at pres
ent included in the State ajd high
way system; three thousand miles of
this have been improved.' The.v.
roads are of great importance in
themselves and also bring tiie pri
mary State highway system neater
to all communities.
• • • •
In both 1927 and 1928 funds were
not at first available for the State to
meet Its obligations for State aid
but for those two years a total of
$797,000 was made available for this
purpose from the Sinking Fund Re
serve which is the ultimate cash re
source of the State. The Reserve
has been depleted so that no further
assistance may be expected from that
source. For 1929 there was again a
shortage but the availability of some
bonds for reissue and the authoriza
tion for transfer of funds from these
sources to make money available for
the State aid account saved the situa
tion. Such action will not be possi
ble for 1930 if the gas tax is not in
creased and the bond issue ’is ac
cepted. as a new distribution1 of the
gas tax proceeds will become effec
tive.
“It is difficult to estimate in ad
vance the total of applications that
will he submitted for State aid. On
the basis of 1929 applications, unless
the vote is 'yes’ on the proposed in
crease in gas tax, it will he necessary
to scale down apportionments of
State aid for 1930 at least 20 percent.”
Rockland, according to the state
ment, would lose $1,866.
Damari
scotta’s lo.^s would he $1,066.
“Such scaling down by $1,000,000
on the part of the State would result
in about $300,000 less from the towns
and cities being available for State
aid work’’ contines the statement. “At
the average cost of construction this
total would mean 150 miles less con
struction on the State aid high
way system. This unfortunate siCuation can be prevented only if a
majority of the citizens vote ‘yes* on
the last question on the referendum
8>aBot, favoring the increase in the
gas tax.”

country for national prohibition. As
a part of the program the W.C.T.U.
will unveil a tablet commemorating
the life and work of Frances ’Willard.
It is to l»e placed in the State Capitol
in Indianapolis and received officially
for the state by Governor Harry G.
Leslie.
Several prohibition leaders and
government officials will be promi
nent in the convention program,
among them being Dr. Jtunes M.
Doran, U. S. Commissioner of Pro
hibition.

More than 3000 W.C.T.U. delegates,
officials and members will gather in
Indianapolis, Sept. 19-25, to attend
the annual convention of tiie National
Woman's
Christian
Temperance
Union. The principal business will
be to strengthen the educational
“QUICK, WATSON!”
policies of the W.C.T.U.; to plan to
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, famous
aid the government and the adminis creator of Sherlock Holmes, had an
tration in law observance and law adventure of his own Thursday when
enforcement; and to prepare for the an old section of his country resi
Senatorial and Congressional elec dence in Southampton. England,
tion of November 1930. which the caught fire. Sir Arthur dashed into
W.C.T.U. officials anticipate will be a the burning house several times and
desperate effort by the wets to un rescued valuable documents and
seat dry sitting legislators.
books from tiie flames. His two sons
The Indianapolis convention has an gave efficient aid in this work and
historic significance. It will mark firemen, summoned from Southamp
the 50th anniversary of a previous ton nine miles away, succeeded in
W.C.T.U. convention in the same city saving the modern wing of the dwell
which elected Frances Willard to the ing. The writer did most of his work
presidency, and adopted the educa in the burned out wing where he had
tionOl policies which prepared the‘his study and library.

When your specifications say “clear lum
ber” make sure that you get what’s called
ior—stock free from sap and knots, straightgrained and clean. If that’s what’s ordered,
and it comes from this yard, it IS clear
lumber.
■.

Same with our whole line —no matter
what it is. Wallboard, for instance. We
sell and recommend—

SHEETROCK
1

—the fireproof wallboard, simply because
it’s the best there is. Made of pure gypsum
rock, by the pioneers in the business.
Perfect for decorations (concealed joints).
Never cracks, warps or buckles. Insulates.
Vermin-free. Permanent-Ask to see sample.

W. H. GLOVER & CO.
CONTRACTORS
453 Main St.

Rockland

Tel. 14

v-
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TALK OF THE TOWN
Notice to Mariners” says that
Little Hurricane Island Ledges Buoy
is to be discontinued after Sept. 15.

TAXES

Every-Other-Day
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ROCKPORT-CAMDEN

New York Rockporter Calls
For Fair Show For His
Boyhood Home

Prize winners at Carr’s alleys last
week were: F. L. Williams, 129; H. M. Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Interest will be charged on Unpaid Taxes
Hanson 125; Gay, 117; Shanin, 111;
I have a few things that I never
Jacobs. '107.
knew before. I thought that you or
after September 1st, 1929
A frame building Is being erected your readers might be Interested In
near the Public Landing to be used them, as well as I am. In my spare
as a supply house for the mechanics time this summer I have been read
:
Collector’s Office will be open
in the employ of the Curtiss Flying ing a little Maine history, but it was
Service.
not until this afternoon that I really
found something new.
C M. Lnwry and George Simmons
Although I was born In the hills,
are attendingf the ahnual convention between the town of Camden and the
of the Maine Firemen's Association city of Rockland, I never knew that
in Waterville, as delegates from the I was born in the town of Rockport.
Rockland Veteran Firemen’s Associa I had always thought that those roll
tion.
ing hills and beautiful valleys were
a part of Camden nnd Rockland, but
Elden Otis, the popular young tele they are not. At any rate history
graph operator who has been acting says they are not.
as assistant at the Postal office the
I was always told that the Liljpast year, leaves Saturday for Boston pond was in Camden, but I And that
to enter the Bentley School of Ac the most of. it is Rockport.
counting for a two years’ course.
I have always understood that the
Rockland
Main Street
summer homes of Curtis, Bok and
Lest you have forgotten it, next the Henrys and others were in Cam
Monday is Labor Day—the unofficial den. but I find that they pay their
101-103
close of summer, and beginning of taxes in Rockport.
I have always known the hotel as
the great exodus of summer visitors.
We who stay on here at home know the Samoset Hotel of Rockland, but
that the best part of summer is yet that also pays its taxes, or most of
to come, and our chief regret is that them, to Rockport.
I was always told that the limethe summer colony can not be here to
rock quarries were in Camden, but
see Knox County at its "pootiest.'
suppose that Rockport can have
The California shows which have them, now that they are out of use.
I found many other strange things
wcf.
been exhibiting at the Burrows field,
and sharing a percentage of profits which I shall not bother to mention
with Winslow-Holbrook Post moved here. But it does seem strange to me
that a town so peaceful and so beau
o» Sunday to Waterville. The storm
etr
announce
tiful as Rockport can not have the
of Friday night was a great set credit for its many wonders. If you
back, as the crews of three torpedo follow the articles from the local
bat destroyers, had been given shore newspapers you will notice that when
Stfnnua/
dfone ^iu<i
leave, and were aching for a chance anything happens in Rockport which
to spend their spondulicks. Satur would give it some honest-to-goodday, however, was a big day.
ness advertising, It goes to either
Camden or Rockland.
and S^uparf
The tent meetings of the Pente
In Saturday’s edition of The Cou
costal Church in the Fletcher field at rier-Gazette I noticed an article
81-tf
the Southend drew a large congrega about the meeting of the Maine Ayr
tion Sunday including the usual per shire Club. It mentioned the fact
centage of smart alecks, who think that the club visited the farms of
that it is their mission in life to de Mr. Cripps. the president of the club,
of
=5^1
At the S i gri
ride and interrupt the religious serv and Mr. Annis, which was the fea
Si North National Bank:
ices of this sect. The speaker Sunday ture of the day. It stated that they
night made It quite plain that the were both in Camden. I wonder if
same law which is made for Bap there Is any greater honor by being
tists and other denominations applies known that they were of Camden, or
to the so-called Holy Rollers. Meet had they just as soon give the honor
ings will be held every evening this to the town that deserves it? Both
of these men live, vote and pay taxes
week and all day Sunday.
The North National Bank cordially
in Rockport, and yet the paper says
invites you to make it your banking
An air of excitement and expecta Camden.
home. It affords you the utmost in
I think I have an article which will
tion pervaded the corridor of the
facilities and the maximum in safety
Court House Saturday morning, and decide where the honors should go. It
and service.
the mystery wa9 explained when the is taken from the History of Camden
officials and clerks, ten in number. and Rockport and reads as follows:
A ROLL OF HONOR BANK
“All that part of the town of Cam
Invaded the Registry of Deeds and
Capital,
$100,000.00
literally ’’pounced'' upon Miss Doro den lying northerly of the following
Surplus,
100,000.00
thy Arnold, a clerk, who was about described line, namely: beginning on
to take up her new duties as cashier the shore of Penobscot Bay, on the
Undivided Profits,
92,000.00
in the Central Maine Power Com original north line of the Daniel Bar
rett farm, thence north forty-five
Resources,
2,922,000.00
pany's office at Boothbay Haqhor.
degrees west, by said line, three thou
The occasion provided added laurels
sand,
six hundred feet to the stake
We invite you to transact your Banking
for Clerk of Courts Griffin’s ability and stones at the head of Lily Pond,
as an orator, as shown by the fine so called, In southerly line Jacobs’
with us
speech made in presenting Miss farm, so called; thence north twentyFOOT OF LIMEROCK ST., ROCKLAND, MAINE
Arnold with a writing case. Best nine degrees and forty-five minutes
wishes galore were showered upon west, nearly, by said Jacobs’ line and
the departing clerk, who was left in over Union street, one thousand
no doubt as to the liking which was ninety-seven feet, to the Carleton
entertained for her at the Court burying ground, thence northeasterly
House.
on line of burying ground, thirty-two
feet to the easterly corner thereof;
COOL ENOUGH TO DRINK
thence north twenty-nine degrees and
He—You look sweet enough to eat. forty minutes west by line of said
She—Well, I do eat. Let’s go.
burying ground, one hundred fortytwo feet to the northerly corner
thereof; thence north twenty-nine
degrees and forty minutes west on
said line, one thousand two hundred
forty feet to the southeasterly side
of the back road to Rockport; thence
north thirty-six degrees west to sum
mit of Ragged mountain at a copper
bolt set in the ledge by the United
States coast survey; thence to Hope
line by a line parallel to the north
line of Rockland; together with the
inhabitants thereof—is incorporated
into a separate town bj- the name of
Camden, and the said town of Cam
den is hereby invested with all powers
and privileges and subject to all the
duties and obligations incident to
other towns of the State; and the
name of the residue of the town of
Camden, southerly of the line afore
said, la hereby changed to Rockport.”
(This is Sect. 1 passed and approved
by the governor Feb. 25, 1891.)
I do hope that I have made myself
clear. If I have not. I would suggest
that all of you, when you have a few
minutes, look up the history of Cam
den and Rockport so you will know
Every man or woman who has accumulated a for
just where they are and where the
credit should go.

Saturday Evenings
August 24 and 31

^Wasted power;
^Wasted taxes
Maine rivers do only one-third of the work they

Robert U. Collins, Col.
375

are capable of doing. Two-thirds of their power

runs to waste.
Maine’s present policy, which prohibits the ex

port of any surplus power, not only prevents the

most efficient use of the developed water power
within the State, but seriously delays the time
Central Maine Power Co.

when the water powers which are not developed

W. S. Wyman, President

at all and are going to waste will begin to do

W. B. Skelton, Vice President

useful work.
When the Surplus Power Export Law is accepted
by the voters of Maine, this wasted power will
be changed into working power.

Safety-Facilities-Serrice

Its development will benefit the State

in increased taxation by hundreds
of thousands of dollars each year.

Your vote is needed to help in

crease the taxable property
of the State of Maine.

North National Bank

REFERENDUM. QUESTION
-TT-T
w
"Shall the’act to provide for’ the exportation of surplus^

Rockland, Main©

J

je?
$

$

Of Interest to
You

$

tune of any size has accomplished it by adhering

strictly to the one cardinal principle of success,

spending less than they earn or otherwise receive.

i

There is no other formula for building a fortune,

and while circumstances may alter cases, the formula

I

can be followed by every man or woman who has an

income, regardless of how small it may be.
Saving is more a matter of mind than of money, a

sufficient exertion of will power to make a start after
which the future will usually take care of itself.

&

The most convenient way to save is on the install

ment plan, a certain specified sum each week.

$
&

4% PAID

&
tel

Security Trust Co-

&

power, as defined and restricted in such act, permitting the

sale outside of Maine of hydro-electric power not needed in
Maine, be accepted?”

LEARNING TO FLY

TENANTS HARBOR DAYS

STATE HIGHWAY BONDS

THE L. & B. PROSPERS

Anne Morrow Lindbergh Has Expert
Tutor It Must Be Admitted

What beckoning ghost along the moonlight
shade
Invites my steps and points to yonder glade ?

Gov. Gardiner and the Executive
Council have granted authority to the
Treasurer of State to issue in the
name of the State and sell to the
highest bidder serial coupons for
highway and bridge 4 per cent loan
bonds in the aggregate principal
amount of $900,000.
These bonds
will bear the date of Sept 2, 1929 and
will he payable at the office of the
Treasurer of State in Augusta. $90,000
in each of the years 1933 to 1944 in
clusive. The State Treasurer further
was authorized to advertise for sealed
bids for this issue to be received up
to 9 a. m., standard time, Aug. 29.

Maine Loan nnd Building Associa
tions are having a prosperous year,
according to figures from the State
Banking Department. There are 30
associations doing busineess In the
State and their combined resources
are $22,623,059. At the same time a
year ago their total resources were
$20,981,542, showing a very satisfac
tory gain. At the present time the 36
associations show an accumulated
capital of $17,835,074.77 nnd have
loans outstanding on real estate
mortgages amounting to $21,207,019.18.

I'll venture to write that almost
every boy of my generation has at
sometime seen a ghost. And all did
not come out of the graveyard, either.
If all the world “loves a lover," it
follows also that,—"most of the world
hates a liar.”
There is a heap of difference be
F. G. P„
tween a lie—a deliberate untri/th—
A Son of Dear Old Rockport.
and a lie—where a youngster’s imagi
New York, Aug. 19.
nation runs away with him and he
sees in his own mind something
which did not really happen. We
SEEING THE WORLD
Colonel (as examinations begin)— have often heard children come in
Well, young man, the next time I see from play and tell of the wonderful
Maine Boys On European you, I hope you're a lieutenant.
things they saw, and which they saw
Candidate—Thank you, sir. The only in their minds and not with
Naval Cruise Had Many same to you. sir.—West Pointer.
their eyes. Why punish them for
lying?
Advantages
I remember when we were living at
the “Crick;'' I was probably 11 years
Fifteen or more Navy boys from
.of age, I was sent on an errand to
Maine are serving with the squad- i
Fogarty’s Corner. The main road then
ron of ships now on the midship- I
was up by the Beaver Dam and the
men's cruise to Europe and the Navy .
“haunted" old Davenport house.
recruiting officer at Portland states
That was a poky place, but it was
that the U.S.S. Florida. Utah and i
daylight. Arriving at the Corner I
Arkansas were leaving Weymouth.
found I had to go to Gabbletown to
England, this week on the return
complete my errand. Then it was
trip to Annapolis.
getting dusk and it was foggy, and
The members of the crew report •
no moon. When I got along by the
that on the voyage to Europe, the
“Big Trees" I saw something white
ships encountered one of the worst1
storms they had ever witnessed,
with a dark object behind it coming
small boats and loose deck fittings j
toward me Tell it not In the Harbor,
were demolished, wild waves swept •
nor yet publish it in L. H. Journal,—
over the main deck like a gust of
but I was scared. There was no
wind; all hatches were dogged ex
house in which to take refuge, and I
cept those which were required to
had only a boy’s weapons—plenty of
enter the lower decks.
rocks. I threw a big one and it hit
The first stop of the squadron was
the "ghost” In the ribs and with a
at Barcelona, Spain, where the blue
snort the old horse was on his way,
jackets took part in the celebration
with his companion following.
attending Spain's World Fair. Some
There would have been no story
of the lads took excursions to Gijon There is nothing so welcome had it been daylight, but what a
and proceeded by native transporta
splendid setting for a ghost story.
as a good cool drink
tion to Aviles, Spain, the home of
Had I beat it for home and told
Pedro Menendez, founder of St. Au
of seeing a ghost it would have been
gustine.
Do as thousands do . . . turn a. crime to have given me a licking
Their next stop was Naples, Italy,
for telling a lie.
with delight to
from which port 1,000 officers and
I actually saw the ghost.
,
men visited Rome and received the
Boze
blessings of the Pope. Here the King
The Lone Eagle's bride is going to
become a pilot, too. Under the ex
pert guidance of her husband. Mrs.
Charles A. Lindbergh took an hour’s
lesson in flying over the Aviation
Country Club in Hicksville, N. Y.
Tuesday. She did not handle the
controls herself, but Col. Lindbergh
demonstrated a number of practice
take-offs and landings. They flew
over from Curtiss Airport at Valley
Stream, L. I., in a Fledgling training
ship.

AFTER
,
the GAMEZ '

Rockland
Union

Camden

Rockport

Vinalhaven

Warren

Igj

of Italy and Premier Mussolini ad
dressed the boys. Leaving Naples,
they passed through the Mediterran
ean Sea, and stopped two days in the
Strait of Gibraltar where 18.000 peo
ple gathered on the big rock to watcli
the departure of the vessels. Their
next port of cajl was Weymouth.
England, from where they visited
London. Some of the lads took ad
vantage of airplane cruises over the
English Channel, to Paris and over
the battlefields.
Tho squadron will return to the
United States Aug. 28.

NO

RING

Rockland, Me.

Maine State Fair
Lewiston, Me.
Annually Labor Day Week
1929

Sept. 2-S-4-5

1929

\

BEVERAGES
Rockland Produce Co.

“Where Thoroughbreds Meet”

LOANS
On Your Own Signature

\

Up To $300.00

\

A PRESBYTERIAN GAIN

No Endorsers—No Red Tape

The official census of the Presby
terian church of the U. S. A., shows
a total communicant membership of
2.004,467, a net increase of 41.629 for
the church year Just closed. This
membership was stated to he the
largest in the history of the church.

Interest at 3% per month (which includes all charge* and
fees of every kind) on the unpaid amount of loan

Get the Peoples L&undr’y, Limerock street. Tel. 170. to help you with,
housecleaning.
They wash quilts,
blankets, curtains, etc.
41-tf _

HOME FINANCE CORPORATION
10 Limerock Street
Rockland, Me.
Telephone 675-W
62-tf

1

